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Pulsating colors flash, beat throbs deeper, deeper down, lift me up into this 
ecstasy: thc world of rave. Rave culture is a strikingly significant, subversive 
subculture of recent and current times. Unique to the subculture are: rave music, rave 
dance, rave fashion, as well as specific tools and machines (i. e. technology used), 
behaviors, rituals, mind-altering drugs, jargon, and above all, the ecstatic community 
events that are raves. A subculture must provide for its participants something that may 
well be unavailable to them from the dominant culture. This starts with a sense of 
belonging to a "group" that appeals to them rationally and aesthetically. Rave in 
particular provides inclusion in an international community, as well as senses of 
festivity, intensity, emotional release, and collective experience; these in turn invoke 
alternative ideas/modes of thought and behavior/ways of living. After the death of anti- 
culture with the punks, effective subculture required a new direction: enter rave, 
endorsing on one hand a technology-glutted futurism ruled by machine-human 
interlaces, and at the same time a return to ancient tribal beats and nomadism. 
Rave's innovation lies in its extraction from culture of the essential: collective 
experience, festivity, and transcendence; and its exclusion of the superfluous "meaning" 
centers: politics, ideology, religion, race, ethnicity, even geography. The meaning of 
rave as a subversive art is not, as many critics claim, merely escapism, but an acute 
reaction to dominant culture in its offering of the experience itself. The cultural value of 
the rave lies in its construction of a working and contemporary transcendent collective 
experience, a space for being-in-the-moment. Within and with that act (which is art) a 
rave gains power to influence the future evolution of human thought and society, and to 
cut a path back to a once supernatural past, simultaneously in the moment and utterly 
timeless. 
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CHAPTER I: 
INTRODUCTION 
Pulsating colors flash, beat throbs deeper, deeper down, lift me up into this 
ecstasy: the world of rave. Rave culture has indeed become its own world, a distinct 
subculture with rave parties as cultural rituals; I explore this phenomenon by attempting 
to define and answer questions of gender identity, investigating connections between 
music and sexuality, and the establishing of rave events as a spiritual meccas for the 
communities they serve. The new sound of techno/rave music is a manifestation of the 
rave population's reaction to and against current mainstream society. Thus the music 
and culture has intrinsic social value, and so becomes a meritable subject for scholarly 
research. 
Researching of rave culture obtains importance because this long-underground 
group has developed into a major and influential subculture in the U. S. and 
internationally. As Michel Galliot observes of this significance, ". . . nothing is in a better 
position than raves to bear witness to what is happening in and to our time, our 
community, which now has to invent itself out of the collapse of the myths and 
ideologies that previously warranted coherence and permanence, and out of the 
technological development of a world whose boundaries are less and less marked or 
secured" (20). Cogent critiques inherent in the culture provide insight to perceived 
shortcomings of dominant society. Although there has been some amount of scholarship 
This paper uses the MLA style guide. 
devoted to rave culture, many questions about the community have yet to be examined in 
detail. 
CHAPTER II: 
RATIONALE FOR RAVE STUDY 
The study of rave, as a subculture, must begin with at least a general definition of 
culture and the establishment of present ideas about its study. Cultural studies as a 
discipline in academia constitute a relatively recent phenomenon emerging in humanities 
departments in universities across America and worldwide. The field has gained ground 
as a subject of scholarly study as intellectuals grasp for ways to understand, analyze, and 
interpret increasingly complex, fractured current cultural realities/events. 
Culture as defined by Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, includes: 
"the integrated pattern of human behavior that includes thought, 
speech, action, and artifacts and depends upon man* s capacity 
for learning and transmitting knowledge to succeeding generations, 
*' 
and "the customary beliefs, social forms, and material traits of a 
racial, religious, or social group. " 
Raymond Williams designates culture as a ". . . particular way of life which expresses 
certain meanings and values not only in art and learnin, but also in institutions and 
ordinary behavior. " What then does cultural studies encompass? To his previous 
definition Williams adds that "the analysis of culture. . . is the clarification of the 
meanings and values implicit and explicit in a particular way of life" (57). Cultural 
studies, as such, is an interdisciplinary field with such objects as popular media, 
community events/ practices, cultural artifacts, and a society's thought, speech, 
behaviors, and physical characteristics. These are thought to bc the cultural forms 
shaping the meanings of self, identity, ethnicity, race, nationality, class, and gender in 
everyday existence. 
More specifically though, the study of subculture should be the I'ocus of rave 
research. Dick Hebdige, describes alternative youth subcultures as "the expressive 
forms and rituals of those subordinate groups. . . who are alternately dismissed, 
denounced, and canonized; treated at different times as threats to public order and as 
harmless bufl'oons" (2). So depreciated, subcultures, radical youth subcultures in 
particular, are marginalized not because of cultural "wrongness" (for by being an output 
of a specific subculture, any cultural object is hence the perfeci. and genuine expression 
of that subculture), but because they exist as opposed to what is imposed on society at 
large as the innate and/or "right" modes of living. This social oppositionality idea is 
expounded in the concept of hegemony, "a situation in a which a provisional alliance of 
certain social groups can exert 'total social authority' over other subordinate groups, not 
simply by coercion or by the direct imposition of ruling ideas, but by 'winning and 
shaping consent so that the power of the dominant classes appears both legitimate and 
natural" (Hebdige 16). The cultural impact of subversive subcultures then combats the 
prevailing hegemony, and therefore these marginal communities become crucial living 
laboratories for alternative ways of being. 
Rave culture is one such strikingly significant, subversive subculture of recent 
and current times. Unique to the subculture are: rave music, rave dance, rave fashion, 
as well as specific tools and machines (i. c. technology used), behaviors, rituals, mind- 
altering drugs, jargon, and above all, ihe ecstatic community events that are raves. Of 
course the essential element of any subculture is the people belonging to it, and ravers 
recognize their position in a distinct subculture outside of what is mainstream and 
recognize rave as more than an event, but a lifestyle. 2 
This vibrant and vital community proves a valuable area for scholarly research 
because it offers to a new generation a new way of thinking about music and 
community, a new way to relate to technology, a cultural space free of the usual 
institutions of society, and provides an outlet for the human need for festivity. Rave 
offers observers and participants a different mode of thought about themselves, human 
relationships and community, as well as music, emotions, sensuality, spirituality, 
technology, gender, and infinite other cultural constructs. As compared to pop music, 
where, as author Simon Reynolds notes, "rock [and anv lyrical music] relates an 
experience (autobiographical or imaginary), rave constructs an experience" (9). By not 
occupying and directing thought to a relatively narrow field of one's interpretation of 
specific song lyrics, the mind experiencing rave music becomes free to feel the song in 
all its colors and shapes, to focus not on the meaning of a series of words or narration, 
but on the sensations, emotions, and energies wrought of the sounds themselves. 
Furthermore, rave offers a new way to think about technology in that it removes 
technology from its traditional role as practical and utilitarian, and turns it into a tool for 
human ingenuity. A unique situation in society is also provided by rave culture, free of 
the usual political, class, gender, and racial mores. The very act of being free of all these 
social institutions/stigmas opens up a new space for heing that instead of being focused 
2 My tRavc Culture Survey. " though not allowed to be used in the field. has bccn included as Appendix 
B. Some personal accounts sent to me by ravers have been included as Appendhx C. 
on a person, or group, or cause, etc. is based, rather, on the act of focusing itself. 
Finally, it is important to study rave culture because it provides a new way for a 
community to fulfill the human need for the festive. In Multiple Meaning Techno, 
Galliot discusses how festive gatherings purely for a festive purpose arc repressed in 
industrialized societies because purely festive practices are deemed useless, and 
therefore a threat of disorder. The government gets its power from order, and so the 
truly festive is replaced by leisure and spectacle, like TV and sports. This reconstitution 
of accustomed ideals of popular music extends appropriately beyond music to all aspects 
of the human self and human community, and so forms a new versatile way of life, a life 
particularly attractive and suited to a technology-whelmed post post modem generation. 
CHAPTER III: 
RAVE HISTORY: MUSICAL AND CULTURAL ROOTS 
Modern "techno" music evolved from a rich background of experimental 
clcctronic music pioneers, from John Cage's avant-garde work combining electronic and 
concrete sounds to Stockhousen's experiments with electronic testing equipment. 
However influential the predecessors, the one band generally regarded as the 
"grandfather of techno" remains unequivocally Kraftwerk. Started in the early I 970'8 in 
Dusseldorf, Germany, Kraftwerk consisted of members Ralf Hiitter, Florian Schneider, 
Wolfgang Flllr, and Karl Bartos. Shortly after forming, they established the famous 
KlingKlang sound factory, which included tape machines, syntthesizers, and other 
instruments for creating this new brand of industrial electronic music. Infact *'kraftwerk" 
means literally "power plant. " Ralf Hiitter and Florian Schneider did not start out their 
musical careers in the experimental electronic realm though, as both received their 
educations at traditional Diisseldorf Conservatory. "We were trained on classical 
instruments, but we found them too limiting, " admits Ralf Hiitter in an interview with 
Andy Gill. "In the old days a pianist would have to practice repetitive mechanical 
exercises eight hours a day just to keep the fingers supple; with our computers, all this is 
taken care of, and you can spend your time in structuring the music. Practicing is no 
longer necessary — I can play faster than Rubinstein with the computer, so it's no longer 
relevant. It's more about getting closer to what the music is about. It's thinking and 
i „ 
"Concrete" sounds are found real world sounds, like the sound of a train or footsteps. Mustc made from these 
sounds was called "musique concrctc" in France in the 1940's and 50's 
Woifeang Fliir and Karl Bartos quit the hand in thc 1980's to pursue other mtercsts. 
hearing, it's no longer gymnastics" (Gill). This attention lo "structuring the music*' paid 
off with the 1974 international hit "Autobahn, " a track made up of thc sounds of driving 
(ke. motors, horns, etc), homage to the exhilaration of navigating the Autobahn. 
Modem "techno" in a recognized form, arrived with the Kraftwerk-inspired 
"Detroit techno" movement. Started by three high school friends, Juan Atkins, Derrick 
May, and Kevin Saunderson, the Deuoit scene centered on a black, affluent youth, 
whose parents held relatively lucrative and secure jobs in the car factories. High school 
age dance clubs in the city proper became the epicenter for electronic music, clubgoers 
obsessed with European chic, especially as manifest in Italian disco. The Bellevdle 
Three, as the trio became known, started DJing in 1981 (along with various colleagues) 
at these clubs, under such aliases as Deep Space Soundworks and Cybotron. Detroit 
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techno music itself evoked an industrialism and minimalism — the features that would 
forever define it to purists — that seemed to seep out of the desperation and emptiness of 
this decaying post-automotive boomtown, a very cold, hard, and mechanistic inner city 
environment. "Detroit is such a desolate type city, you almost have to dream of the 
future to escape the reality of your surroundings, " explained Atkins in an interview for 
the electronic music documentary Modulations, "and that was incorporated and instilled 
in the music. " 
Almost 300 miles away, in Chicago, another type of electronic music dawned in 
another type of cityscape. Disco never died in this gay black scene, it evolved into 
Chicago house. "House didn't just resurrect disco, " claims author of Generation Ecstasy 
' Belleville tc their actual hometown. 30 miles outstdc t3etrott. 
Simon Reynolds, "it intensified the very aspects that most offended the discophobes: the 
mechanistic repetition, the synthesized and electronic textures, the rootlessness, the 
'depraved' hypersexuality and 'decadent' drugginess" (24). Chicago's culture and 
music fundamentally differed from that of its immediate predecessor in Detroit. 
Whereas the Detroit scene comprised a more serious straight black core with almost no 
drug influence, Chicago housed a flamboyant gay black community with a developed 
drug culture. As Detroit techno pursued a style more funk-oriented, with its syncopated 
rhythms, and almost always instrumental tracks, the disco-informed Chicago house 
produced a more metronomic "four-to-the-floor" beat and often included disco-style 
diva vocals. This new genre of lush electronica pumped out at blaring volumes to 
writhing crowds of men at the Warehouse, a gay nightclub, from which "house" music 
took its name. Soon-to-be-famous DJ Frankie Knuckles had a regular gig there, but later 
opened his own club Power Plant (probably a reference to Kraftwerk). Though 
contested, critics generally agree that the first house record is Jesse Saunders' and Vince 
Lawrence* s "On and On, " released on vinyl in 1983. Farley Jackmaster Funk and 
Saunders's cover of Isaac Hayes' "Love Can*t Turn Around** in 1986 constituted 
house's first international hit. Many of the new house songs became known as "jack 
tracks, " or tracks to jack to, jack being a type of pogoing jumpy-ish dance. Next came 
the "acid" sound, acid house characterized by the squelchy bass lines of the Roland 303 
bass machine. Today house exists in fragments, splintered into innumerable sub-genres 
of the original Chicago-born flava. 
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The last of America's early electronic music hubs is the less well-known New 
York scene. Frankie Knuckles with friend and fellow DJ Larry Levan had been involved 
in New York City's disco community in the 1970's, working at the decadent Gallery 
Club. There the two performed such unconventional duties as spiking the punch, and 
occasionally the free fruit, with LSD. It was, however, from the Paradise Garage club, a 
transformed parking garage in SoHo, thai. Levan made his superstar name, and that 
spawned the genre name "New York garage. " This multi-tiered pleasure palace 
extended loads of perks to the members-only crowd, including free food, personal 
lockers, napping areas, the refreshing view of a rooftop terrace, and a stay-as-long-as- 
you-want door policy. Though the Garage closed in 1987, the still operational Ministry 
of Sound club in London modeled itself after this New York legend. Garage music 
generated by this mostly gay community evokes a comparable (to Detroit and Chicago) 
focus on a classy and sophisticated style. The genre more closely associated itself with 
traditional ideas of music (i. e. songs instead ot tracks), the influence of soul and R&B, 
and an adult-oriented maturity. 
The Development of a Rave Culture: 
Proto-rave culture has its origins on a sun-kissed Mediterranean island far from 
the European cities that would become its true site of emergence. This dance music 
fantasyland called Ibiza offered magical open-roof clubs pumping out a refreshing 
variety of tunes for starry-eyed visitors. A popular vacation spot for English youth, 7 
Ibiza introduced many a holiday-seeker to the locally prevalent drug Ecstasy for the first 
Garage DJ Larry Leven died of AIDS tn I 992. 
7 The most famous of thcsc was club Amnesia. 
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time. Three main DJs emerged from lbizic paradise to import a version of this island 
culture to homeland Britain. Now mega-superstar-DJ Paul Oakenfold began his career 
in the mid 1980's London hip-hop scene as a DJ, promoter, and agent for such acts as 
Run DMC and the Beastie Boys. But in 1985, he made his first trip to Ibiza and fell in 
love. Immediately Oakenfold wanted to recreate the magic of the island clubs back 
home in London, but in 1985 the Ecstasy-dry London club scene seemed unwilling to 
embrace this kind of culture. The summer of 1987 found Oakenfold again in Ibiza, 
having rented a villa there. To celebrate his 26'" birthday, he invited over friends and 
fellow DJs Danny Rampling and Nicky Holloway. The trio would never be the same; 
infected with Ibiza's endlessly alluring lifestyle they "came back in the fall of 1987, " 
having "all taken their lirst Ecstasy trips in this hippie-ish, under-the-stars, beautiful, 
open vibe, and wanted to recreate it. " They "got back to London, it was probably 
raining, and they wanted their summer magic back, " reflects Push, a music writer and 
founder of Musik magazine, "so they started doing these Ibiza revival nights, playing 
this Balearic mix, and finding Ecstasy from the few dealers in London or connections 
back [in Ibiza] to go along with it" (Silcott 31). Each of the three DJs tried their hand at 
providing a Balearic-style club experience in London, Oakenfold's most successful 
version being called Spectrum. The event was held weekly on Monday nights at club 
Heaven starting in April of 1988. 
Perhaps the most glorified and legendary of these attempts appeared in the form 
of Danny and wife Jenni Rampling's soon-to-be-famous club Shoom, which opened in 
December of 1987 in a gym called the Fitness Center. Shoom seemed part of "this 
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whole new mentality. . . lt was these suburbanites who'd taken Ecstasy and it was as if 
they were releasing themselves for the fr'. rst time, " remembers Moore, one of the earliest 
London house DJs (Reynolds 60). In fact the word "shoom" was slang for coming up on 
E. Though Shoom had a very strict door policy, inside reined a free-love family-style s 
atmosphere, an atmosphere the Ramplings knew depended on keeping out newbies, 
hooligans, and the press. For those lucky enough to be on the inside, Shoom offered 
nothing less than a deliciously mystical fairy world, with such treats as iced lollies and 
strawberry-flavored smoke piped into the club. Of it's contemporaries, notes scene 
author Mireille Silcott, Shoom "was the [clubj most rife with the Technicolor back-to- 
the-sixties, back-to-the-garden, back-to-the-age-of-love idealism" (31). 
Last and least insider-cool of these clubs, Nicky Holloway's Trip, developed as 
the largest one, the most openly druggie, and the establishment easiest to get into. 
Because of this more open policy, many people from outside the original Balearic group 
became involved, and therefore attracted much more attention from outside society and 
the press. Kids would pour onto Charring Cross road Sunday morning, still high, and 
start dancing to their car stereos. When the police came, they danced to the sirens; the 
authorities at the time were completely unprepared to deal with this new brand of social 
deviant. 
These new neighbors in London's clubland radically transformed the nature of 
nightlife, which throughout the 1980's had been dominated by an elitist etiquette. 
Traditional English clubs involved arriving dressed to impress, according to strict 
E is slang for Ecstasy. 
Newbies are people new to the scene. 
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fashion codes, drinking, flirting, and posing. . . but not dancing. The new techno/Balearic 
clubs changed all that, parishioners turning up in comfortable, baggy clothing, ready to 
get down and dirty on the dance floor. 
Opening winter 1987/spring1988 the clubs were primed for the birth of rave in 
what would be dubbed the Second Summer of Love. One crucial element in burgeoning 
rave culture rushed London like fog up the Thames: a small unassuming pill, a 
revolution called Ecstasy. Suddenly infamous rival soccer hooligans, normally rowdy 
and violent, would be seen hugging and crying together in the clubs, now so-called "love 
thugs. " The drug seemed to have an overwhelming effect on the English youth and 
culture, finally loosening an often reserved and inhibited behavior aesthetic culturally in 
tact there. As this community spread, media attention also expanded, perhaps 
surprisingly positive at first. Soon, though, scare-tactic articles with titles like "Evils of 
Ecstasy" began popping up across the country, and reporlers claimed E caused horrible 
hallucinations, panic attacks, and sexual assault, and that it contained such ingredients as 
rat poison and embalming fluid. Predictably, citizens start demanding ils connol, and 
the police inevitably crack down on the popularizing scene. '" Ironically, the result of 
extra media and community attention was to bring in more curious and younger 
suburbanites having just heard of the drug's ecstatic effects. The original Balearic circle, 
terming the neophyte scenesters "acid teds, " felt lhe ballooning of popularity with these 
harder-edged, less idealistic kids would ruin the scene they built. Moreover, these very 
youth would become the next generation of techno-ists, as the old Ibiza crowd retreated 
l tl London pohce later created an "acid squad'* with the fanchon of shutttng down warehouse parties. 
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into a more traditional and subdued scene, recoiling toward what ai first they rebelled 
against: flashing trendy designer clothes and doing cocaine instead of Ecstasy. 
By that time, people used the word "raving" to describe attending electronic 
music events at clubs; but the birth of rave in its modern form materialized in part out of 
the desire of club goers and promoters io subvert the British law that closed nightclubs at 
3 am. One early ambitious promoter, Tony Colston-Hayter, organized what could 
arguably be called the first country rave, titled the Sunrise Mystery Trip, in fall 1988. 
Bussing partiers from London to Buckinghamshire, his "idea was to turn the confined 
clubland" of London "into a vast till-dawn fantasticland getaway for thousands of 
adults" (Silcott 36). Rave events like this quickly spread, increasing rapidly in the 
summer of '88. Most of the parties were held in various abandoned buildings and fields 
along the M25 orbital highway that circles London, and therefore came to be called 
'orbital raves. " 
Colston-Hayter also developed a rave production strategy that would become 
widely used by promoters. By claiming the rave a private party, he avoided the 3 am 
shutdown. To advertise, he printed flyers, dishing a lot of hype and giving only a phone 
number. Ravers would call the number at a specified time to hear a message, left by a 
cell phone call recorded in the British Telecom Voice Bank system, telling where the 
meeting point was located. ln this fashion, partygoers followed a series of location 
points that eventually lead to the party site, the idea being that by the time the police 
arrived the ravers would already bc amassed. 
]5 
Parties grew in frequency and number, and in the summer of '89 the world of 
raving exploded in London. June 24, 1989, a record 11, 000 attended the "Midsummer 
Night's Dream" rave at an aircraft hangar in Berkshire. As raves gained popularity, 
promoters began competing, offering bigger and more extravagant events; "as well as 
brain-frazzling sound-and-visuals, the raves promised sideshows and added attractions 
like fairground rides, gyroscopes, fireworks, and the soon-to-be-infamous inflatable 
'bouncy castle'" (Reynolds 76). Even though the primary Balearic elite opposed the 
massive "vulgar" raves, they too organized smaller rave events in the country outside 
London. At "Down on the Farm, " a party thrown by Shoom, creative promoters hired a 
local fire brigade to pump foam onto the crowd. 
Inevitably, as raves exploded, so too did police attention. Law enforcement 
created an immense police database on local ravers, including names, locations, living 
quarters, license plates and other desired information. The crackdown caused a split in 
the scene, a portion of the community digging deeper underground, and part going 
overground; witness the birth of the modern legal commercial rave. Between 1990 and 
1992, several commercial rave circuits sprang up in England, including Amnesia, 
Raindance, Elevation, and many more. 
The rave scene would not remain entirely in the London arcs though. 
Manchester, already home to a high number of college students and a large gay 
population, seemed primed to welcome the phenomenon of raves. The district became 
host for a large rave community, introducing its own species of rave music and 
transforming into the surreal "Madchester. " Madchester fever quickly spread to other 
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industrial northern towns, all of which materialized around the plethora of abandoned 
factories and buildings in the post-industrial revolulion boom region. Raves took 
dilapidated and utterly lifeless areas and brought such a raw and vibrant life to them 
instantly, if only for one night. Mancurian sound style, called "scallydelia" (from 
scallywag), included bands like Happy Mondays and Stone Roses, and focused on a vibe 
of positivity. Happy Mondays members, then Shaun (vocals), Paul Ryder (bass), Gary 
Whelan (drums), Mark Day (guitars) and Paul Davis (keyboards), recorded under the 
influence of Ecstasy, and openly sold E to the crowd at their concerts. They represented 
the Madchester moment, ai. the same time scaring everyone else, and the combination 
exploded their 1990 album Pills Thrills n' Bellyaches to number one in the UK. 
Madchester developed a strikingly unified scene, as evidenced by community-made 1- 
shirts reading "And on the Sixth Day God Created Manchester" and "Woodstock '69, 
Manchester '89. " An overall Madchester-ite spirit could be characterized as widespread 
positivity and a laid back, roll-wilh-the-punches optimism. This spirit changed as the 
local police started Operation Clubwatch to monitor drug activity in clubs Hacienda and 
the Thunderdome, and the scene began to deteriorate from an uplifting vibe to a space 
gradually invaded by gangs, violence, and harder drugs. 
Rave culture in general began losing its once blissfully carefree attitude and 
heading in a more frenzied mental direction. The new generation of ravers and the 
sound that came with them was "hardcore;" the insiders' anthem rang out across the UK: 
"'ardkore you know the score. *' Hardcore music, characterized by obvious drug 
references, looped breakbcats, a proliferation of samples, and the frequent use of sped up 
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chipmunk and high shrill female voices, took rave to a never-before-seen level of 
hedonistic insanity. Illegal sampling grew to a rampant height, the hardcore scene 
introducing a cut-up outlaw culture of bootleg music and pirate radio. Prodigy's 1991 
smash "Charly, '* with its samples from kids TV shows, embodied the hardcore ethos of 
juvenilia and the recontexturalization of popculture icons. 11 
The hardcore community based itself on a very DIY (do-it-yoursel fJ ethic, which 
resulted in loads of independent music. A total way of life ensued: DJ's worked in the 
record store, spun at the club, and made tracks for the tiny independent labels. This 
cultural aesthetic extended to hardcore ravers, who established all the now familiar 
staples of rave accessories: white gloves, Vicks Vaporub, surgical masks with the letter 
"E" painted on them, pacifiers, glowsticks, whistles, beads, etc. Above all though, 
hardcore culture was a cult of speed. From the fast beat and sped-up vocals to the 
scene's swiftly changing trends and frantic dance moves, hardcore culture reflected a 
change from a luved-up E state to the speedy condition of E overuse and the introduction 
of methamphetamine. In this "emergent anti-culture of instantaneity, " the pure rush, the 
intensity, and the raw energy drew kids seeking a sort of electric shock therapy for 
otherwise dreary times. A cultural token, Xenophobia's "Rush in the House" 
commences with the poignant chant "E come alive E come alive E come alive. " "It's a 
quest to reach escape velocity, " claimed Reynolds in a 1992 Wire article, "speed-freak 
youth are literally running away from their problems, and who can blame 'em?" Just as 
the older JJalearic and acid house fans were labeled druggie and demented by the 
Ltarn Ilowlett was accused by Mirmag of killing rave with ktddy anthems like "Charty. " 
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American inventors of Detroit techno, they in turn branded hardcore an overly drug- 
riddled and musically perverse scene. 
The American Rave-olution: 
Techno music originated in America, but only after the cultural development of 
the scene surrounding the music took place in Britain (and other European countries) 
was rave itsell imported back to the U. S. The states did have an early Ecstasy scene in 
Austin and Dallas nightclubs, where patrons could buy the drug until made illegal in 
1985. ' New York however spawned the first full-bodied American rave scene. 
DJ/producer and New York native Frankie Bones flew to England in 1989, invited to DJ 
at a hardcore British Energy Rave for the first time. "When I got up on the stage there 
were 25, 000 people, " remembers Bones in an interview for Modulations, "the sun was 
first coming up and that's when I went on. " Having had his virgin Ecstasy trip and 
playing for his first massive audience there, Bones returned home with a passion to bring 
the world of rave to Brooklyn. With DJs brother Adam X and girlfriend Heather Hart, 
he founded Bones and Co. , a rave production company. The group began throwing 13 
illegal "STORM'* raves in abandoned warehouses, brickyards, dilapidated stables and 
construction sites in Brooklyn and Queens. "The early parties were free, but we'd ask 
for donations to pay for the generator" recalls Dennis the Menace, one of the original 
DJ/collaborators with Bones, "the less we asked for, the more they gave. That was back 
when it was pure" (Reynolds 145). Brooklyn's scene enjoyed a short luved-up period 
li Texas* scene became tainted when affluent collcgc kids &om SIVIU, who could afford to huy massive 
amounts of Ecstasy, began taking these massive amoums all at once and unsurprisingly started suffenng 
adverse effects; conscttucntly and also unsutItristngly, their powerful parents began to raise hell. 
Ileather Hart pubhshcd the U. S. 's first rave zine titled Under One Skv. 
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when everyone tried X for the first time, but it was a hard area with a hardened youth 14 
and environment, and so the STORM raves adopted a more rough and tough aesthetic. 
Local police had established thc Social Club Task Force to monitor club safety, and then 
quicldy made a Rave Task Force with the mission to shut down parties. In 1992, 
lighting director Scotto and British DJ DB launched legendary club NASA, acronym for 
Nocturnal Audio and Sensory Awakening. There kids danced into ecstasy in super 
baggy pants, with fluffy backpacks, lollipops, flowers in their hair, and smiley faces. 
Just as rave spread from the urban center of London to bohemian Manchester, so 
the phenomenon in New York spread to America's west coast, and particularly to the 
notably liberal San Francisco area. The first DJ to play house music at a club in San 
Francisco was Doc Martin, at his weekly club night Recess. However, rave's west coast 
development derived most of its direction from British expatriates fleeing the 
"crumbling'* scene in England that "was just getting too big and too disgusting and too 
commercial, " recollects expat DJ Jeno (Silcott 52). This group became the Wicked 
collective, all British expats, including DJ's Jeno, Garth, and Markie Mark, and 
promoter Alan McQueen, based around an old British sound system crew called Tonka. 
Because of the existing culture in San Francisco, the rave community that grew 
there comprised a more hippie-inspired psychedelic aesthetic than its New York 
counterpart. Graduate of Berkley and renowned scholar of shamanism and ethno- 
X is slang for Ecstasy, a commonly used term in America (while E is used predominately in Europe). 
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pharmacology, Terence McKenna, briefly got involved with the area rave scene in the 
early 1990' s. 
The emphasis in house music and rave culture on physiologically 
compatible rhythms and this sort of thing is really the rediscovery of the 
art of natural magic with sound, that sound, properly understood, 
especially percussive sound, can actually change neurological states, and 
large groups of people getting together in the presence of this kind of 
music are creating a telepathic community of bonding that hopefully will 
be strong enough that it can carry the vision out into the mainstream of 
society. I think that the youth culture that is emerging in the 90s is an end 
of the millennium culture that is actually summing up Western 
civilization and pointing us in an entirely different direction, that we' re 
going to arrive in the third millennium, in the middle of an archaic 
revival, which will mean a revival of these physiologically empowering 
rhythm signatures, a new art, a new social vision, a new relationship to 
nature, to feminism, to ego. All of these things are taking hold, and not a 
moment to soon. 
The most legendary of these early Bay Area events were the Full Moon parties 
thrown by Wicked on secluded beaches outside the city. The first one took place in 
March 1991; DJ* s simply loaded up the sound gear in a truck and drove out to Baker 
"McKenna died of brain cancer on April 3, 2000. He was 53. 
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Beach. It was completely word of mouth and roughly 80 people showed up. Wicked 
began holding a monthly Full Moon party, and attendance steadily grew, eventually 
reaching into the thousands. Free access, the outdoor setting under a full moon and 
stars, with a hippie-like commune with nature vibe and the raw energy of the gathered 
people bestowed a surreal magic on these events, unforgettable for participants who 
appeared "united by this new, euphorically pagan experience. We felt acutely alive, " 
recalls raver and scene writer Amanda Nowinski; "we were highly conscious of being in 
this moment together. " Perhaps the most reminisced of the Full Moons occurred in late 
'92 at Bonnie Dune when a mass hallucination of aliens and a spaceship enveloped the 
subconscious-fused crowd. 
Another Bay Area rave group, the Toon Town production company, consisted of 
Mark Heley, a philosophy graduate from Cambridge, and Diana Jacobs and Preston 
Lytton, previous rave promotion partners. Their events introduced new attractions for 
raves: various virtual reality systems, lasers, and "smart drugs" (amino acids and other 
nutrients, and herbal medicines). Heley initiated his Silicon Valley techie friends into 
rave scene and brought cutting edge technology to rave in forms beyond just the music 
itself. "Our parties were to be a place where people could come and experience 
technology in a different setting, which would allow them to think differently about it 
and devise new uses for it, " asserted Jacobs, ". . . it was embracing technology and cyber- 
culture not as the enemy but as a. way to create community" (Silcott 62i. 
Eventually, an anti-Brit faction arose in San Francisco, led by house producers 
the Hardkiss Brothers, Scott Friedcl, Robbie Cameron, and Gavin Biebcr, who thought 
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the love-child-ish Wicked parties tired and overrated. They became the most well- 
known figures out of the SF area. 
If San Francisco's rave community took on the flavor of the existing culture, the 
same happened in Los Angeles, the birthplace of a more fashion conscious, less idyllic 
scene. Promoters started competing for bigger, more spectacular fully-themed events in 
this over-the-top glam-studded urban playground. Positively though, raves attracted a 
wide spectrum of races and socioeconomic backgrounds, helping to promote tolerance 
and amity between diverse citizens. 
To Britain and Back Again: 
Back in Britain, the planet rave had come under full governmental attack. The 
infamous Criminal Justice and Public Order Bill, passed in Parliament on November 3, 
1994, targeted squatters, travelers, illegal raves, and free festivals as evils to be 
eradicated. In the law, "rave" obtained the discriminatory definition of one hundred 
people playing amplified music "characterized by the emission of a successive repetition 
of beats. " Police were given enormous power to control gatherings even as small as 10 
people, and a disobeyed order to disperse could bring an outrageous penalty of three 
months in prison or a k2, 500 fine. Once again the scene split into an overground 
segment that tolerated the seriously amplified restrictions, and an underground that could 
not or would not. 
At this point, in the mid 90's, electronic music and rave culture in England took a 
turn toward the darkside. With the Ecstasy honeymoon evaporated and a temporary dip 
in the quality ol' pills. it took more and more people more and more tabs to get off, and 
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the effect of this longtime Ecstasy overload and rising polydrug use was to move the 
music into a sonically darker space, This space materialized in the form of the novel 
genres jungle and drum 'n' bass. The name "jungle" originated in Jamaica when local 
DJ's gave "shout outs" to their brothers in the Kingston neighborhood of Tivoli Gardens 
aka the jungle. These references to "jungle, " recorded on mix tapes coming out of the 
country, found their way to England where they were remixed and played in clubs. 
Clubgoers heard the repeated references, and the term ultimately came to represent that 
whole developing musical style. Jungle music generally consists of more complicated, 
less repetitive beats than other genres, intricate beats created with such precision that the 
process became known as "breakbeat science. " Perhaps its most significant difference 
from traditional music is that the rhythm takes full precedence over any melodic 
elements. "Jungle is a convergence of all kinds of musics that in their own forms would 
never have mixed, " observes music writer/author Kodwo Eshun in his Modulations 
interview. "It's a kind of illogical music which combines the bass of dub, with the breaks 
of beats, with the synthesizers of techno. " The mix of musical styles in jungle echoed in 
the mix of people that formed the jungle community. By redefining black-dominated 
hip-hop and reggae elements with the white-dominated hardcore style, jungle initiated a 
truly mixed race scene and spawned a uniquely British-made music. 
Another offshoot of hardcore smashed onto the rave scene with the harsh, 
industrial sonic jackhammer of the "gabba" (or gabber) sound, a Dutch word meaning 
"buddy. " This music, born of Holland's dockworker buddies' taste for harder beats, 
inspired a genre fueled by an ever-increasing fetish for (uttra) speed. Gabba 
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". 
. . becomes a kind of heart attack music because [itj attains such a punishing velocity, " 
reaching body-warping rates of 180 to 230 bpm, it becomes a "drilling noise which 
pummels your head and literally drills through your cortex, " explains Eshun; it therefore 
"allows a certain synaptic rearrangement which is so intense and so strong that it 
becomes. . . a war zone, a how much can you take" situation. In turn, gabba spawned 
other harder hardcore musics that became dominant sonic trademarks in IIolland, 
Belgium, and Germany. 
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World Rave Present: 
Most notable in the recent history of rave in America, the scene is now (2000 
thru the present) experiencing the media blitz the U. K. community weathered in the 
early 90's. This attention causes the public to become aware of raves, many for the first 
time, yet all they know about the culture feeds direcfly from biased media coverage, and 
government and law enforcement condemnations that usually only spotlight drug use at 
raves. These scare-tactics can be effective, and an uninformed public then cries out for 
even more of a crackdown of these alleged "dangerous drug dens. " As happened in the 
U. K. , predictably, the flood of media attention also prompts curious and irresponsible 13 
year old kids to come out to all-ages shows, and, having the same misguided "drug den" 
picture of raves as their parents, use raves as an opportunity to get "fucked up. " Then 
these kids are the ones who get featured on the next breaking news magazine report 
implying raves are not about the music but the drugs, which has become a widely 
believed image both by citizens and law enforcement. 
Overseas, the U. K. has long since undergone the splitting of the rave community 
into diluted legal raves, massive club culture, and an illegal underground scene. In 
England raving became much more of a widespread national phenomenon early on than 
it ever has in the U. S. (although its growing rapidly here now), so that after almost 15 
years, the scene has weeded out wannabes and hangers-on and is left with true lovers of 
the music and the lifestyle of rave. 
Raving in the present has become a truly international movement, a global hibe 
with outposts from South America, to Africa (particularly South Africa), a huge scene in 
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Asia (especially Japan), and all parts of Europe, India, and Australia. Many DJ' s who 
started particular scenes with illegal and/or underground parties, have now become 
internationally famous commercial mega-stars, cite: Paul Oakenfotd, Frankie Bones, and 
cross-over acts like Prodigy. The music itself has also grown, and constantly continues 
to grow, new branches of genres and new musics entirely, often developing first out of a 
particular geographical scene. Although types of electrordc music have become almost 
endlessly splintered, the not-aforementioned genres most popular in the present day 
include: goa and psy trance, u. k. garage, breaks (break beat), hard house, "progressive" 
anything, speed garage, high-speed dub, screw, and global beats. 
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CHAPTER IV: 
MDMA (ECSTASY) 
Elemental to the understanding of rave as a music-culture are the 
physical/psychological effects, as well as musical and experiential ideas surrounding the 
drug Ecstasy. MDMA (N-Methyl — 3, 4-Methylenedioxyamphetamine, pronounced 
"methylenedioxymethamphetamine") is a chemical compound that in its pure slate forms 
a white crystalline solid, chemically stable and therefore capable of a long shelf life. 
The compound was patented in 1912 by German pharmaceutical company Merck, and is 
rumored to have been used as a diet pill, but never marketed. As such, in 1953 the U. S. 
Army tested several drugs for possible use in psychological warfare, including MDMA, 
codenamed Experimental Agent 1475. All reports of army use of MDMA on humans 
remain classified. 
MDMA's career as the psychoactive empathogen known today began in the 
laboratory of scientist Alexander Shlugin, famous among the rave scene today for 
rediscovering the drug. After earning a PhD in biochemistry from the University of 
California at Berkeley, Shlugin worked for Dow Chemicals, attaining such professional 
prestige there as to receive his own lab and a bee ticket to explore whatever subject he 
desired. Consequently he set out formulating and experimenting with psychedelic drugs, 
manufacturing MDMA in this lab in the 1960's. Although eventually fired by Dow 
chemicals (presumably because of the social taboos of his research), the drug pioneer 
published his biography entitled Phenethylamines I Have Known and Loved, or PiHKAL. 
This volume detailed almost 200 psychoactive drugs, and included the corresponding 
personal drug experiences of he and his wife Ann. Shlugin firmly believed that "no 
therapist has the right to give a psychoactive drug to another person unless and until he 
is thoroughly familiar with its effects in his own mind" (Saunders 7). 
Shortly thereafter Dr. Shlugin introduced MDMA to psychotherapist colleagues, 
and the drug became popular among a widening circuit ol' therapists, used frequently to 
facilitate couple and group therapy. Kept essentially off the streets for several years, by 
1977, MDMA appeared at trendy nightspous in Dallas and Austin, sold to clubgoers over 
bar tops in what came to be one of the earliest Ecsiasy scenes in America. Such 
recreational use of Ecstasy grew throughout the U. S. between the late 70's and 1985, the 
year MDMA became an outlaw. 
Government prohibition of MDMA has a dubious history at best, beginning 
indirectly with a tainted batch of China White (a legal substitute for heroin) that surfaced 
in 1985. In a furious media blitz, reports went wild with poisoning and brain damage 
resulting from this China White, and MDMA was confused in the media as part of the 
same dangerous drug wave. As a direct response to the China White scare, Congress 
passed a law that allowed the Drug Enforcement Agency to place an emergency ban on 
any substance it deemed an immediate danger to the public. However, instead of merely 
using the law to ban China White, as had been intended, the DEA placed an emergency 
ban on MDMA, effective July I, 1985. DEA officials then consigned MDMA to 
' He also wrote a similarly formatted volume called Tryptarnines I Have Known 
and Loved (TiHKAL). 
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Schedule I, the category of illicit drugs reserved for those with the most high potential 
for abuse, no currently accepted medical use, and a lack of accepted safety for use under 
medical supervision. 
The same year, a group of MDMA supporters, including many psychotherapists 
who used the drug in treatment, sued the DEA in an attempt to keep the drug from being 
outlawed, even from medical use. After testimony and evidence given in the hearing to 
make MDMA permanently illegal, the sitting judge recommended that the drug be 
placed on Schedule 3, which allows it to be manufactured, prescribed, and researched. 
However, the DEA patently ignored this ruling and banished MDMA to Schedule 1. 
MDMA supporters challenged this placement, and won in the Federal Court of Appeals, 
which charged the DEA to provide legally sound rationale for its Schedule 1 assignment. 
In response, the DEA cited studies that showed evidence of MDMA-induced brain 
damage in rats, and erroneously concluded that it would consequently cause brain 
damage in humans, even though the study showed no evidence of damage in rats at 
doses equivalent to those used by humans. Psychotherapists also testified to the benefits 
of MDMA in their practices, but had been unable to conduct scientifically acceptable 
trials because of the standing ban. Nevertheless, a year later DEA again assigned 
MDMA to Schedule 1. Without any organized challenge to combat this erroneous 
criminalization, the drug remains so classified today. i7 
Physical Effects of MDMA: 
17 Copies of legal documents in this case, including letters, testintony, evidence, and court decisions, have 
been mcluded as Appendix H. 
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MDMA is almost always taken orally, then digested, entering the bloodstream, 
and so naveling throughout the body including the brain. Action in the human brain is 
to release serotonin (5HT) and dopamine, neurotransmitters whose changing balance 
regulates mood (usually responsive to particular situations), reaction to pain, and body 
temperature. Lasting an average 4 to 6 hours, an MDMA high is commonly associated 
with feelings of empathy, ease of communication with others, and a sense of well- 
being. Other dance drugs in the same "family" include MDA, which lasts a longer 8 to 
12 hours, but affords a more "speedy, " less empathetic rush, and MDEA with its 3 to 5 
hour high closer to that of MDMA, but lacking the communicative nature of Ecstasy. 
Immediate side effects of MDMA can include dry mouth, loss of appetite, jaw 
clenching, and slight nausea. These reactions usually appear at the onset of the drug and 
wear off quickly, but do increase with higher dose and greater frequency of use. After- 
effects of Ecstasy use vary from exhaustion to "afterglow, " a lingering pleasant feeling. 
Heavy users may experience depression, weight loss, inability to sleep, paranoia, or 
lower back pain; people taking more than one tab per week usually encounter drug 
tolerance. ' In most users, after abstaining lor one week, the body's systems return to 
normal, but heavy users may need to abstain for up to six weeks. Long-term Ecstasy use 
may result in weight. loss (because of increased physical activity and loss of appetite 
while on the drug) and/or change in sleep patterns. 
ls MDMA can he detected in urine 2 to 5 days after ingestton. depending on the stzc of thc dose, as its 
halflifc is 6 hours. 
Onc tah is onc pin of L'cstasy, though actual dose varies fram pill to pill. 
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Medical dangers associated with Ecstasy use can usually be attributed to the way 
the drug is used or to previous medical conditions exacerbated by the drug. ' Nearly 
all deaths atWbuted to Ecstasy actually result from heat stroke, as the drug permits the 
body to overheat without discomfort; but, claims Ecstasy-expert Nicholas Saunders, 
"this only happens to those who take Ecstasy while dancing for hours on end in hot, 
humid conditions without drinking sufficient water — conditions that might cause heat 
stroke without a drug" (69). By far, most problems related to Ecstasy result from its 
manner of use: either prolonged excessive abuse, use in a rave/club setting with 
irresponsible dehydration and dancing (leading to heatstroke), or from complications of 
polydrug use. Furthermore, MDMA is not physically addictive, and so has no 
withdrawal symptoms, but regular users can become psychologically dependent, 
"although it's debatable whether it's the drug or the scene that they' re addicted to" 
(Saunders 82). 
Sensory Perception/Social/Rave Use of Ecstasy: 
Sensory perceptions of the Ecstasy trip do, of course, vary widely based on 
setting, dose, personality/state of mind at onset, and expectations. Nevertheless, relative 
commonalities of experience can be identified. Reynolds describes MDMA as a 
"remarkable chemical, combining the sensory intensification and auditory enhancement 
ZU Ecstasy raises heart rate and blood pressure, puts an extra load on thc liver. and makes it more likely for 
people with epilepsy to have seizures. 
' An MDMA toxicity study in humans found lower levels of spinal 5-HIAA. and hypothesized that this 
indicated lower brain serotonin levels and therefore brain damage. However, when they sought evidence 
to support this findmg by looking for impaired brmn function. they v, ere surprised to discover that given a 
standard psychological test, users scored as wen m every way as non users except that users scored better 
in onc test: were "less impulsive, more harm-avoidant, and lhad] decreased indirect hostility. ' "Scrotonin 
Ncurotoxicity after MDMA. . . " Weurophsychopharmnro/ogy, 1994. 
22 Although psychosis induced by Ecstasy is cxtrcmcly rare, in psychologically predisposed pcoplc. it can 
trigger anxiety disorders (including panic attacks), depression, and mania. 
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of marijuana and low-dose LSD, the sleep-defying, energy-boosting effects of speed, 
and the uninhibited conviviality of alcohol. If that wasn't enough, MDMA offers unique 
effects of empathy and insight" (gl). In an attempt to define the sensory efl'ects of 
Ecstasy, therapists coined the terms "empathogen", or feeling enhancer, and 
"entactogen, " literally "touching within. " In fact, the Greek etymological root of 
"ecstasy, " "ekstasis, " means "to be placed outside" or "standing outside oneself. " This 
concept of shedding an internal focus and becoming aware of the collective 
consciousness on an extra-normal level of experience/perception, appears as an 
overarching motif from rave; whether drug-induced or not, rave seems to engender an 
"ecstatic"-mindstate. 
Though Ecstasy enjoys a broad spectrum of employments worldwide, among 
them use between friends (frequently to bypass social inhibitions and stimulate 
meaningful bonding), between couples (to recover intimacy), with family (including 
parent-child relations), for aid in artistic expression, yoga and martial arts, group rituals, 
and spiritual exploration, by far the most extensive application internationally developed 
in the drug's role enhancing dance and fellowship at raves. Ecstasy is a fundamentally 
social drug, rarely taken alone. In the rave setting, an ecstatic-catalyst induces a 
remarkable entwining of music, dance, and human interaction that becomes something 
more than a mere sum of the parts of a party. By "[dissolving] the internal dialogue, and 
with it self-consciousness, " the drug "[allows] the music and movements to blend and 
[produces] an exhilarating feeling of group celebration" (Saunders 35). This suspension 
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of internal dialogue and self-consciousness allows a raver to live in the moment, to be in 
the rave, without past or future. 
In fact, rave music has developed various techniques of exploiting textures, 
timbres, rhythms, and special effects expressly to enhance Ecstasy-based sensitivities. 
"Processes like EQ-ing, phasing, panning, and filtering are used to tweak the 
frequencies, harmonies, and stereo imaging of different sounds, making them leap out of 
the mix with an eerie three-dimensionality, " fashioning the rave track a "forever- 
lluctuating, fractal mosaic of glow-pulses and flicker-riffs, a teasing iapestry whose 
different strands take turns to move in and out of the sonic spotlight" (Reynolds 85). 
In a larger social context, however, Ecstasy users confront ostracism and 
criminalization by a society beni on lifestyle censorship and the illogical, merciless quest 
to fight a "war on drugs. ** "Almost every psychoactive drug has been regarded by some 
society as a dire threat to public order and moral standards, while as a source of harmless 
pleasure by others, *' reports a study by the British Medical Association, "almost every 
society has one drug whose use is tolerated, " alcohol in the U. S. (and other western 
countries), "while others are regarded with deep suspicion" (Living with Risk). While 
society condemns the use of certain drugs, responsible citizens recognize that drug use 
will never be eliminated and acknowledge thc need for harm prevention groups to reduce 
the risks involved for those who choose to take illegal substances. The most well-known 
of such groups in the rave community is the Dancesafe organization, which provides 
unbiased information about Ecstasy, tests pills at raves, sells home pill-testing kits, keeps 
up an online database with pictures and contents of numerous "brand»" of Ecstasy on the 
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sheet, and warns ravers about dangerous pills going around. An important resource, 
groups like Dancesafe directly impact the safety of the Ecstasy-using public, yet 
unfortunately parties who allow these groups to set up testing/information booths are 
being increasingly targe ed by police as promoting illicit drug use. By harassing and 
threatening promoters into barring harm reduction resources from raves, police simply 
prevent ravers from having critical information about the drugs they are already taking, 
not prevent them from using drugs, and therefore create a higher risk for patrons. As 
such, Ecstasy users risk estrangement from their larger culture, a culture terrified of a 
lifestyle based on existing outside mainstream and legal realms. 
Inside this otherworldly rave realm, Ecstasy aids participants in shedding the 
phobic skin of society and revealing their essence, without the inhibitions, paranoia, 
fears, and general neurosis inculcated by society, and so disregards issues of race, class, 
and sexuality. Ecstasy seems to open a door that once unlocked, can be reentered with 
musical, visual, and/or tactile stimuli, or even meditation. The experience of the drug 
itself is essentially what one makes of it, and like any psychoactive drug interface, can 
be profound or purely meaningless fun/pleasure. Ecstasy simply gives one access to a 
state of body and mind; what is done in that state makes the difference between 
recreational use and a life-altering journey of insight — both uses are fundamentally 
valuable. 
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CHAPTER V: 
GENDER AND SEXUALITY 
Crucial in the formation of a rave culture model are the notions of gender and 
sexuality as defined in an explicit event context. By rendering obsolete conventional 
ideas about the sexes, rave de-emphasizes gender binaries. This reaction reflects the 
general tendency of this culture not to attempt new answers to old questions, but by 
refusing to answer at all, to declare the question itself invalid, thereby responding with a 
resoundingly loud " 
Rave can reconstitute gender and sexuality for three main reasons. As a 
revolutionary culture with new music, aesthetics, and community, it shuns traditional 
roles, and hence creates the space to redefine them. Next, the ecstatic-mindset (drug 
induced or not) of tolerance and open-mindedness saturating the culture promotes a 
connection between people at these social events not based on gender. Lastly, unlike 
other youth nightlife scenes (bars, clubs, etc), raves are not based on sex (arousal, 
flirtation, or pursuits). zi 
The absence of common gender roles appears consistently in widely reported 
experiences of perceived sex equality and enhanced relatability between the sexes at 
raves. In fact. a spirit of androgyny characterizes the rave environment, as evidenced not 
only in direct human interactions, but also by unisex fashion elements (phat pants, t- 
shirts, visors, sneakers, stuffed animal backpacks, etc) and dance moves/styles. Ecstasy, 
"Quite apart from the use of Ecstasy, sexual arousal is common at clubs but not at raves, " (Saunders 42). 
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and the ecstatic-mindstate, reinforce this aesthetic by improving abilities to 
communicate, approach and relate to strangers of both sexes, and express affection to 
either sex. Of course this ideal cannot be perfectly realized throughout an entire diverse 
subculture, and as raving becomes increasingly popular and mainstreamed, it risks 
regaining some mainstream constructs of gender. 
A seeming paradox of the gender equality on the dance floor, is that 
overwhelmingly most DJs and producers of rave music are male. This demographic 
reflects the deep-set male domination of the music industry, and perpetuates itself when 
males already in the business "pass down" their skills and share equipment with mainly 
other males. Though male domination is as prevalent here as in other popular musics, 
the reaction to it by females in the business reinforces the gender-less rave ideal with 
anti-Lillith-Fair-esque attitudes towards their position in the industry and the music they 
make and spin. Most female DJs vehemently object to being identified by or recognized 
for their sex before their music; says veteran DJ/producer Charlotte in an interview with 
XLR8R magazine, "repeatedly emphasized is the lact that I'm the 'girl DJ' rather than the 
fact that I can and do play a wide-ass scope of music and really make it flow. I know I'm 
not the only one mixing up genres, but I am also not only a woman. " Important female 
DJs like Heather Heart, Sandra Collins, Dazee, DJ Marisha (aka Lotus Queen), and the 
Reverend Kathy Russell, continue to defy gendering, thereby creating space not only for 
an expanding new generation of female DJs, but for female musicians of all musics to 
practice their art and escape gender-stereotyping at the same time. 
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Perhaps rave culture can dispense with viewing these female musicians as sexual 
objects because the performance rituals l'or the music, raves, are not underwritten by sex 
as a primary motive for participation. This essential characteristic creates for 
participants a plastic, infinitely redefinable space both free from sexual pressure and 
accepting of alternative notions of sexuality. Raves have never been designed for 
"picking up" men or women, not to say that sexual attraction is completely absent, or 
even that some do not become sexually involved, but sex is not the principal objective at 
a rave any more than doing drugs — it remains secondary to the music, dance, and 
community experience. Raves lack the grinding "dirty*' dancing of clubs, and the overt 
"chatting up" of prospective sexual partners as in bars. 
This sexual freedom engenders not only the tolerance of, but full acceptance, 
even sometimes celebration, of alternative sexual orientations. The history of rave 
inextricably involves connections with homosexuality, one of the earliest and most 
influential electronic music scenes emerging out of gay "house" clubs in Chicago. This 
and many other strong ties to the gay community caused rave culture to develop 
inherently more progressive attitudes especially concerning public displays of affection. 
Same sex sensual contact is so common at raves not only because of the androgynistic 
spirit that discourages gender-dominated interactions, but moreover because the removal 
of social stigmas surrounding these interactions allow even heterosexual people to freely 
experience human touch/closeness with either sex without being judged and labeled as in 
other social settings. 
For women, rave* s nonsexual nature provides a uniquely protected haven; reports 
Sheila Henderson for thc Manchester harm-reduction organization Lifeline, "the sexual 
safety of raves is an attraction, compared to the atmosphere in alcohol-based clubs, 
which are seen as 'meat racks. ' Girls sometimes enjoy kissing at raves because it feels 
good but is 'safe, ' not leading to sex. " In interviews, Henderson found that: 
Getting drunk and finding a sexual partner for the night was definitely 
frowned upon as a boring and very limited pastime in comparison. Taking 
drugs that make you feel confident. , physically and mentally sensitized 
and 'love' yourself and everyone else — in a stimulating environment 
where large numbers of other people are doing the same - clearly had 
much more to offer. In short, instead of being tied to a boyfriend, having 
to stick close to friends, feeling self-conscious about appearance or 
dance-style or intimidated by attention from men, the young women 
occupied this social space with confidence, circulating and meeting new 
people independently. 
By gaining the freedom — for women and men — to interact without their actions 
being interpreted as sexual advances, both sexes can communicate in an 
uninhibited discourse unavailable outside thc rave. 
Where raves lack sexual overtones, they fundamentally court sensuality. 
An obvious instance of this sensual focus at raves, "e-puddles" (groups of 
touching people on Ecstasy) form to provide comforting human touch, and 
24 Itenderson states that in fact most men on Lcstasy have the opposite of an erection. a shrinkmg penis. 
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enhance bodily sensations already heightened by the music, environment and 
drugs. Regardless of drug use, concepts of "personal space" seem generally 25 
less rigid, people more receptive to physical closeness. Though often 
misrepresented, "E's reputation as the 'love drug' has more to do with cuddles 
than copulation, sentimentality than secretions. . . recoiling from our sex-saturated 
pop culture, rave locates bliss in prepubescent childhood, *' (Reynolds 247). 
Instead of actual sex, other stimuli at raves invoke intercourse-like sensory 
paradigms; music performances often (sometimes more overtly than others) patterned 
with series of smaller peaks and lulls and a culminating climax. This sensory 
manipulation enables listeners to derive the satisfaction of climax in aural form. In 26 
Human Traffic, an independent film about rave culture, a character explains, "I'm having 
sex with music, mate, and believe me I can go all night. " One track even layers a 
woman's orgasmic moans over the electronic music that parallels the peaks and climax 
of the voice itsell; further emphasizing the idea of aura! orgasm. 
2s F. -puddles have dcvclopcd a negative social stigma as overt displays of drug tuflucucc that causes the 
sccuc to bc misrepresented to police aud media who often fixate ou these groups. 
Thc lights aud other vtsuals also help form peaks aud climaxes. 
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CHAPTER VI: 
COLLECTIVE EXPERIENCE 
Constantly splintering music genres and ever-morphing local scenes are evidence 
of rave's quality of rapid cultural change. As the scene alters and develops very quickly, 
in matters of months rave communities can completely transmute and wholly new ones 
appear. In Europe rave exploded almost immediately into a huge subcultural 
phenomenon, and has since branched out immensely; in the U. S. , however, rave 
remained more underground for a decade. Only in the last couple of years has the U. S. 
seen a nationally widespread torrent of media and government attention to reflect rave's 
not insignificant youth population. This attention, largely negative, has broadly and 
profoundly affected U. S. rave scenes, forcing them into heavily restricted venues under 
oppressive regulations or running promoters out of operation completely. Some factions 
of the scene. 
, 
however, have been and will continue to be able to outrun cooptation by the 
leisure industry because of the guerilla-like tactics of rave's underground: illegal parties, 
pirate radio, independent record cutting, and even the tons of localized "house parties, " 
many spontaneous, featuring neighboring DJs and community members. 
It is these illegal free raves, where no authority exists except the individual, that 
embody Hakim Bey's temporary autonomous zones (TAZ) best, "a microcosm of that 
'anarchist dream' of a free culture;" a culture that necessitates coalescing temporarily 
and then disbanding to avoid appropriation (105). In fact, thc whole of rave culture 
offers a feeling of transience, of ephemerality, of an existence on the fringes of larger 
society and thus able to quickly fluctuate, reflecting changes in both the mood and 
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situation of the culture's participants. In this way, the rave community has developed as 
a contemporary nomadic culture, a loosely-defined group of dispersed individuals and 
small groups, that travel to and congregate at raves, outside ol' which they mainly 
connect on the Internet (rave web sites, chats, and list serves). Thus constituted, rave 
communities avoid concerns with race, religion, socio-economic status, or politics, and 
so sidestep these criterion either as determining or excluding factors for the community 
and its gatherings. Phillip Gochenour notes that "the concept of nation-state citizenry, " 
underlying most societies, in rave "begins to give way to the concept of being a member 
of a global tribe that transcends national borders, and the highly dangerous practice of 
nomadism. " If raves attempt to subvert the nation-state, they then become a threat to 
order, which is really the threat of introducing a new way of establishing community 
with "tribes" not conformant to either the laws or ideologies of the state, and must hence 
be censored and suppressed. Indeed, rave culture only exists in pure form within an 
actual rave gathering, the evanescent, mobile, fluctuating flashes of ecstatic 
transcendence. 
What enables this human ecsiatic state are machines, that make the music, play 
the music, power the lights and lasers, and supply countless other electronic and digital 
effects. The rave community has reclaimed technology and uses it not traditionally, or 
for a practical production-oriented purpose, but actually as a sole medium through which 
to express creativity. Though records themselves represent a time-warn medium, the 
technology used to create the sounds put out on wax and to spin, manipulate, and mix 
the records continually develops; rave music evolves parallel to advances in computer- 
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based music technology. The ability to exploit technology in unique fashion for the 27 
new kind of space that rave constructs, has perhaps only been conceptually possible for a 
generation grown from birth in a heavily technologically-saturated world, making youth 
not only comfortable with technology — but with using it to enhance experience in ways 
that a less exposed generation may not like or understand. And yet, the technology that 
allows individuals to communicate with more people more efficiently, also isolates 
them, so that all interaction is mediated by machine interfaces, resulting in ever fewer 
person-to-person exchanges. Raves directly oppose this condition by using technology 
not to merely bring people together, but to provide the means for a concentrated form of 
physical and intellectual relations between humans that ascend into the spiritual. 
Because western society's become increasingly desensitized, exhibited by increasingly 
hi-tech TV/movie special effects and extremely sophisticated computer and video 
games, to produce this kind of technologically-satisfying experience requires more 
sensory-dense environments (and more sensory-rich drugs) to entice and stimulate 
youth. 
Toward this end, raves usually strive to build the most complete alter-reality 
possible in a venue or site. Environment saturation implies a fully sensuous experience 
to be had at raves: drowningly loud music and base, dazzling and disorienting 
lights/lasers/strobes/projected images/light shows and other visual displays, titillating 
and soothing human touch. For those on Ecstasy, Vicks Vaporub, tiger balm, clothes 
dryer sheets, perfumed stickers, etc stimulate the olfactory, while varieties of candy 
27 Some DJs now spin CDs, new units and software allowing manipulation, mtxtng, and even effects like 
scratching for CDs. Currently ovcrwhclmin ly most DJs still prefer to use records. 
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flavors flood the taste buds, and skin toys and tricks, like feathers, play-dough, 
scratching with fingernails, and massaging, further induce excitation. Why then do 
ravers seek this over-stimulation? It is a quest for a missing intensity by a jadedly 
numbed youth, the demand for something raw and human, and at the same time inhuman 
(technology), to forge a fulfilling, encompassing collective experience in the present-day 
milieu. 
This experience ravers often claim to be deeply spiritual, yet the culture has no 
direct ties to any established religion. As a significant force in rave culture, Ecstasy use 
often catalyzes spiritual encounters, and has been consistently employed in personal and 
group rituals and spiritual journeys throughout thc world. Not limited to non-orthodox 
application, MDMA finds service in traditional religions as well. Nicholas Saunders 
interviewed several religious leaders who have used Ecstasy in practice. One 
Benedictine Monk, Brother Bartholomew, describes the effect of MDMA as "opening a 
direct link with God, " and reported that "he has experienced a very deep comprehension 
of divine compassion, " and "never lost the clarity of this insight, " which "remains as a 
reservoir on which he can draw. " Although he believes that Ecstasy should be reserved 
for serious god-seeking, and not for fun at raves, he recognized how the drug creates an 
"intimate space in conversation. . . that is inner, without masks, without pretense, utterly 
open and honest" (116). Next, a Rabbi at a London Synagogue confessed that he '*was 
aware not only that dancing on MDMA could be a spiritual experience, but that 
mysticism was now more readily available on the dance floor than in churches, mosques, 
or synagogues" ((20). When taken to his first rave, Rinzai Zen Monk and Teacher 
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Bertrand exclaimed: "This is meditation — to be truly in the moment and not in your 
head!'* Bertrand further described how "he saw that everyone was totally absorbed in 
their dance without self-consciousness or internal dialogue, and that this was the very 
essence of meditation" (120). 
In fact, many people claim to be able to recreate specific sensations and/or revisit 
a state of mind reached during a rave with various methods of meditation. Within the 
rave context manifests the concept of "techno-shamanism, " or the use of technology- 
based tools in shamanistic practices. Some view the DJ as a shaman figure, a harmonic 
navigator directing the music experience to heal and enlighten the collective body of 
ravers, as traditional shamans heal ailing community members and lead group 
explorations of spiritual mind states. Shamanistic or otherwise, rave provides a link to 
the sacred without the religious and/or social rituals that usually accompany: the 
sacredness is the collective experience of being-in-the-moment; this is the source of 
rave's sense of spiritual fulfillment 
Rave, as pure revelry, also fulfills the human need for the festive, for the utterly 
celebratory gatherings of a nomadic culture. The "permanent revolution which endlessly 
modifies social structures and attempts to set up new ones, " argues Jean Duvignaud, 
seems to be "concentrated in ecstatic ceremonies ' today these ecstatic ceremonies exist 
in raves. Rave satisfies the need for festive because it "has not been subordinated to any 
outside goal or usefulness. It may indeed mean the suspension of those goals, 
momentarily interrupting the teleological logic humans assume in their productive 
activities, ' claims Michel Galliot; and this temporary suspension is necessary to a 
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satisfying lifestyle (22). Modern western societies have judged festive practices not only 
useless and dispensable, but also a potential danger because they threaten to disrupt the 
order from which the government obtains power, and therefore, observes Gallioi, must 
be replaced with leisure and spectacle (TV, radio, sports) so that "participants can have 
fun without ceasing to consume or overstepping the bounds that keep them isolated or 
closed up within themselves" (29). 
Raves provide a cooperative opportunity to in fact overstep those isolating 
boundaries by forming a community ritual, a concept supported in relevant critical 
research. Culture philosopher and experimental electronic musician Genesis P. Orridge 
contends that rave and techno culture has "reduced down in the West for Lhe first time 
what is so-called popular music and youth culture to a ritual which admits to and utilizes 
the most arcane and ancient methods for achievement of altered states. . . '* (Better Living 
Through Circuitry). Of course most indigenous cultures used/use psychotropic 
substances as part of their culture/community interactions, as throughout history man has 
sought enlightenment through heightened extra-normal states. Progressive DJ BT 
studied "indigenous rituals performed by shaman" that "beat a drum at a certain number 
of wave cycles per second, usually 4 to 6 cycles/sec, " while someone else "[fans] the 
flames ol a fire at the same Lime, at the same speed, " enabling ecstatic trances and the 
participants to "entrain into this [altered] brain state. " This auditory and photic driving, 
explains BT, induces thc same reactions as like-tempo techno music (especially 
repetitive nance music) and the strobes and lasers of raves (Better Living Through 
Circuitry). As a ritual for getting outside oneself, raves help participants to temporarily 
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exceed their everyday lives and routines, surpass their bodily limits (by dancing for 
hours upon hours), and transcend their own self-consciousness. Through the breaking of 
daily custom, the liberation of the physical body and ego, ravers then connect with other, 
similarly freed ritual participants; these temporary states can lead to long-term positive 
changes, not only in ravers themselves, but as microcosmic examples of an enlightened 
and empathetic communal space. 
CHAPTER VII: 
FASHION AND STYLE 
As with most youth subcultures, the rave world has developed a set of distinct 
and ultra-unique fashions. From the relaxed bohemian-inspired duds of old skool Ibiza, 
to the laid-back demeanor of scallydclia reflected in the baggy Mancurian style, and the 
early 90's British introduction of such accessories as both floppy and wooly hats, white 
gloves, gas masks, whistles, and glowsticks, the rave community has gradually carved 
out its own fashion niche. American rave styles began by mimicking the British, a 
cultural product of rave music's reimportation to the U. S. Not surprisingly, San 
Francisco area ravers favored a more hippie-reminiscent psychedelia, while the east 
coast spawned a harder edged, hip-hop influenced mode. As the rave wave swelled, 
American kids amplified even further rave's adoption of a childhood inspired anti- 
vogue, complete with cartoon character shirts, baby T's, bright colored everything, 
pigtails, glitter, stuffed animals, and even pacifiers. 
The fashions of a subculture constitute a more important tale than a mere apparel 
fad, and so become an important cultural marker. In this way, reasons Hebdige, "the 
most mundane objects, " in rave's case bead bracelets, fuzzy animal backpacks, or 
glowsticks, "take on a symbolic dimension, becoming a form of stigmata, tokens of self 
imposed exile" (2). Modern sporters of these cultural "tokens" have also developed 
genre-specific fashion styles. 
Many staples of rave garb bear specific and practical functions. For example, 
pacifiers ease Fcstasy-induced teeth grinding, and glowsticks are used in various types 
of dance, most notably liquid and poi. Beaded bracelets, called "candy, " represent an 
enduring rave accessory that captures the do-it-yourself unique vibe general of rave 
fashion. These artifacts arc homemade from cheap plastic beads, instilling a one-of-a- 
kind tribal craft quality, and then worn and traded at raves with newly met friends and 
amicable strangers. Perhaps the most widespread rave article, phat pants (pants or jeans 
with very wide leg bottoms), merge function and fashion by aiding in the convincing 
performance of aforementioned liquid dancing and by providing a recognizable (not to 
mention comfortable) style for ravers in and even outside of a rave event. As a rule, 
attire originality is greatly encouraged in the rave scene, as evidenced not only by the 
unconventional styles, but also the presence of small raver-owned clothing companies, 
and homemade costumes. This very lax 1'ashion etiquette empowers ravers to transform 
themselves ai. will with eccentric apparel and accessories, creative hair and makeup, into 
one loud proclamation of self-expression. Yet the rave aesthetic remains a strange mix 
of culturally significant, elaborate fashion elements, and an equal ability to ignore all of 
them, and still be accepted, making an individual and communal statement of style, or 
anti-style as it may be. 
In the broader social milieu, according to Hebdige, fashions pose a "challenge to 
hegemony. . . expressed obliquely, in style. " It's in the phat pants and "candy" bracelets 
that "the objections are lodged, the contradictions displayed. . at the profoundly 
superficial level of appearances" (l 7). This clash with the dominant culture literally 
manifests itself in stereotyping and police targeting of persons dressed in rave gear, 
perhaps best conveyed by a quasi-humorous t-shirt that reads: "An est me. I'm a raver. ' 
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Nevertheless, throughout rave history and today, these recognizable fashion components 
also serve to help identify ravers lo each other in the outside world, and thus provide an 
immediate shared connection in an oft-alienating society. 
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CHAPTER VIII: 
DANCE 
Rave music, as opposed to some other types of electronics, was made to dance 
to! Until the record*s been spun by a DJ, on a rave sound system, and then translated 28 
into motion by dancers at a rave, it falls critically short of its intended cultural purpose. 
For the subculture, dance ranks as an indisputably essential element within the intense 
mix of stimuli that are raves, cited continually as a main reason for attending. 
Contemporary rave dance traces its roots to what John Clarke dubs the western "rock 
dance" tradition beginning in the 1960*s, where partners do not touch and "various parts 
of the body" are used "in segmented, sequential, rhythmic action. . . ' (90). Prom the 
"jack your body" pogo of gay house clubs, to the first white-gloved liquid kids, the 
history of rave dance reveals the development of a distinctive and well-skilled body of 
dancers. 
Particular styles of dancing often correspond with the genre of music being 
danced to, hence a splintering of genres answers with a diversification of moves. Well- 
known current dance styles include, among many, (and with very crude generalization), 
liquid (a fluid dance involving wave-like motions of the entire body, that practicers often 
claim is addictive), stomp (a hard, usually fast, and violently energetic dance for harder 
beats), sparring (a kind of mock dance/fighting), strings (glowsticks or other lights 
swung on strings in free-flowing patterns), and hip-hop-culture-borrowed popping and 
breakdancing. However these dance "genres" merely constitute a background style of 
2R Accordingly. rave music is often classified or referred to as dance music. 
movement, there being no specific succession of steps defined, so that each dancer must 
interpret and construct their own actual dance performance with these basic techniques 
and/or original moves. Skill and especially innovation on the dance floor reach social 
hero status in the frequently and spontaneously occurring group dance pattern of 
spectator-circle surrounding alternately performing highly energetic and creative 
dancers. 
But as these dancers need rave music, so the music in turn needs them. Kai 
Fikentscher explains this necessary duality in his book on New York City's underground 
dance music scene: 
"Just as the technology of musical mediation is the instrument 
sine qua non for the production, actualization, and performance 
of dance music as a sonic phenomenon, the human body, 
through dancing, becomes the instrument sine qua non for the 
production, actualization, and performance of dance music as 
visual and physical phenomena** (67). 
In symbiotic condition, the DJ booth, the source of the music, and the floor, the source 
of the dance, intricately interact, feed off of, and communicate with each other, both 
required to fulfill the cultural position of the music expcricncc. A good DJ will impel 
dancers to respond to their beats, and then actually respond hack themselves, with mixes 
(and other devices like scratching) and track-selection, according to the dance-reaction 
(i. e. highly energetic/expressive or lackluster) of the crowd. It is this energy exchange, 
this symbiotic circle between dancer and DJ, which becomes the foundation for the 
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house "vibe" of a particular rave night. Ravers will define the "vibe" of an event in 
varied objective and subjective ways, as it includes the overall sense obtained from the 
venue (size/shape/organization of rooms, textures, decorations, lights, visuals, sound 
system), the ravers (mood, fashion, amount and quality of personal/collective 
interaction, feeling of community), and the music and DJs (genres of music, tempo, 
volume, DJ's skills/interaction/responsiveness to crowd and vice versa). 
Dancing within this vibe can make for a profound individual and collective 
experience, as the socially tolerant atmosphere of the general rave extends to bodily 
movements, engendering an atmosphere of physical self-expression unbounded by 
"normal" taboos. As Fikentscher observes, in redefining "privacy, etiquette, self- 
presentation, and sexual expression, '* dance "has the potential to liberate the self 
(mind/body) from dominant modes of thinking and behavior. . . impacting the way one 
thinks about oneself as a gendered human being, and/or about others who may belong to 
a different ethnic group, and/or may express a different sexual orientation*' (65). By 
exhibiung intensely individual dancing, and yet existing within a collective dance-body, 
ravers transcend barriers not only between themselves and those of other ages, classes, 
and races in that body, but between their own egoic bodies and thc music that moves 
them. 
CHAPTER IX: 
LANGUAGE AND JARGON 
The rave subculture provides a laboratory for language study, as its fast-changing 
culture mirrors its similarly fast-changing rave-specific lexicon and semantic inventory. 
My own linguistic investigation, assembles apt rave terms, then researches and records 
their meanings from verbal use by actual ravers, analyzing them linguistically, and 
probing their origins. 29 
"rave" — n. a party or gathering of people, involving a DJ, (using electronic/programmed 
music and techniques of spinning along with light effects to create a specific 
experience), . and the ravers (dancers and others) who attend. v. act of attending one of 
these gatherings 
The dictionary definition of "rave" gives insight into its history of meanings and 
changing use: "vb. l. a: to talk irrationally or as if in delirium b: to declaim wildly c: 
to talk with extreme enthusiasm 2. to move or advance wildly. " Used as a noun, "rave" 
is "1. an act or instance of raving 2. an extravagantly favorable criticism" (Webster' s 
New Collegiate Dictionary). Raving retains association with acts of enthusiasm, only in 
the music festival context, the wildness of verbal antics have been transferred to acts of 
passionate dance; most "ravers" claim dancing one or the main reason for attending a 
rave. 
The first use of "rave" as a noun to denote an event, was at Pink Floyd's "All 
Night Rave" at the Roundhouse club in October 1966, though this event has no direct 
1 have also assembled a 'Rave Culture Glossary. " helpful for untnformed readers, and included as 
Appendix A. 
correlation to modern raves. "Raver, " a noun to describe someone who raves, also has a 
hislory beginning in the 60's, when the Daily Mail employed it in 1961 to condemn 
rowdy jazz fans at the Beaulieu Jazz Festival. Later "raver" was made to depict insane 
teen girl fans and groupies in a TV documentary, and later appeared in the lyrics of the 
1972 David Bowie song "Drive-In Saturday. " 
"PLUR'* — acronym. Peace, Love, Unity, Respect 
This acronym states the major philosophy of the community, and became 
important rave jargon, pronounced ( pl At ]. The familiar maxim also takes on many 
other forms and parts of speech, creating new words by a process of functional shift; for 
example, '*plurry, " "plurified, " and "plurrific. " It can also be used as a noun, as in "she 
has so much plur, " or a verb, as in "he plurred me to death. " 
As the term has been in existence since the mid 1980's, its original connotation 
has changed, a weakening of meaning, so that now it is sometimes used tongue-in-cheek. 
In addition, there has recently been a move to add a second R to the acronym for 
"responsibility. " This conscious change of the meaning of PLURR reflects the cultural 
change-in-direction toward sober parties that present a more publicly "responsible" front 
because of media attention and law enforcement. 
"spin" — vb. the act of mixing and playing records 
This term originated from the association with the spinning action of records 
round the turntables. DJs actually make the records spin (control speed, timing, 
scratching, etc. ), and so therefore engage in the act of spinning. 
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"trainwreck" — n. an unsuccessful attempt at beatmatching, results in a cacophony of 
sounds 
The term implies the sonic effect produced by having two conflicting records 
playing at the same time, as analogous to two trains with tbfferent whistle tones and 
speeds colliding: an acoustic mess. 
"Ecstasy" — n. MDMA (methylene dioxymethamphetamine), a drug that induces a 
euphoric state of happiness, love, and energy; slang: X, E, XTC, Adam 
A dealer first called the drug "empathy, " however not a catchy or sexy name, 
then changed it to "ecstasy" which subsequently caught on. 
"candyflip" — vb. to take Ecstasy with LSD 
"hippyflip" — vb. to take Ecstasy with mushrooms (usu. psyclobin) 
"methamphetamine'* — n. stimulant drug that keeps one awake, gives energy, makes one 
very hyper, highly addictive drug; slang: meth, speed, crystal, tweak, glass, ice 
Prominent slang names of this drug, "glass, " *'crystal, " and "ice, " seem to evoke 
the similar qualities of transparency, hardness, and colorlessness. As far as can be 
gathered from sources, the order of development of these terms was crystal to glass to 
ice, by process of metaphoric extension. 
"roll" — v. to be high on Ecstasy (Are you roiiin?) n. the experience had while one is 
high on Ecstasy (I had a great roll last night. ) 
Herc thc final (x rI ) is always made [x n ]. In fact if one pronounced the word 
with final [w ri] (are you rolling?), other ravers might think they were a narc (narcotics 
officer). This phrase itself is an exceedingly common utterance at raves, usually 
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crunched together into [ r vr o l z. rt ]. Another use, the phrase "rollin balls, " means to 
be extremely high on Ecstasy, to be rollin very hard. 
'trip" — v. to be high on a hallucinatory drug, usu. acid or shrooms (Are you trippin?) n. 
the experience had while one is high on hallucinogens (1 had a smooth trip last 
night. ) 
As with "rollin, '* "trippin" is pronounced with a final [Z. n]. Users report a 
seeming "trip, " or journey, outside of normal reality, which usually lasts 6 to 10 hours, 
but depending on dosage can last much longer. "Trippy, " a now well-integrated 
adjective, generally refers to the visual appearance of something or some act that seems 
especially surreal on hallucinogenrc To "fry" also denotes the action of tripping, but is 
only used to describe an LSD trip. 
"E-puddle" — n. a group of people who are high on Ecstasy and sit together, usu. on floor 
of a rave, and talk, give massages, and play with roll toys 
"Puddle" imparts the appearance and dynamics of these amoebas, which seem 
liquid (people massaging and touching) and look to grow, like drops in a puddle, as more 
people plop down into the amorphous group. In a semantic degradation, the once neutral 
term has obtained a negative connotation, because of dancers complaining of e-puddles 
in the way of the dance floor, and because of their often too overt display of a drugged 
state. 
'*E-tard" — n. l. a person who is high on Ecstasy and whose ability to function in various 
ways seems somewhat impaired 2. a derogatory term given to any person high 
on Ecstasy by a person not high on Ecstasy 
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"roll toy" — n. a toy that in some way enhances the Ecstasy high, or is fun to play with 
while high on Ecstasy 
Examples of roll i. oys include play-dough, markers (to draw on skin), fuzzy 
anything, glowsticks and other lights, stuffed animals, and massagers. 
"rush" — v. to come up on an Ecstasy high. n. the feeling when the drug first starts to 
t. ake a big effect 
A synonym for this term used in the late 1980's/early 1990's was "shoom, " 
related to the club "Shoom" started in 1988 by Darny and Jenni Rampling. 
"techno" — n. an specific electronic music genre; a general term used to describe any 
form of electronic music that developed out of house and disco (aka electronica) 
Originally in the rave scene "techno" referred to Detroit techno, a specific early 
genre of electronic music. After its semantic extension, techno attained a broader 
meaning, referring to all types of rave music, but is typically only used in this generic 
sense by people uninformed about rave music genres. 
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CHAPTER X: 
GOVERNMENT AND LAW ENFORCEMENT 
As a movement with roots in illegal "one-off' parties and pirate radio, rave still 
exists at least partially outside the realm of government control (whether it be actually 
illegal acts or a radical way of thinking), making it a prime target of prejudice and 
censorship. Throughout its existence, the culture has endured a consistent history of 
government and law enforcement discrimination. Rave seems merely the next victim in 
a long tradition of blatantly sensationalist propaganda, from the anti-hippie initiative of 
the 60's (with infamous films like **Reefer Madness, '* "The Weird World of LSD, " and 
the "Hippie Temptation" ), to the so-called "War on Drugs, " that add to countercultures' 
mistrust of the government and media as information sources. ' 30 
Although much too numerous to account for all cases here, examples of this 
discrimination reveal apparent government vendettas against raves. In the early 
American scene, for instance, promotion crew Drop Bass Network threw a Grave Rave 
on Halloween night 1992. Police stormed the party, arresting organizers along with 973 
attendees! Each person received a $325 ticket for "aiding and abetting the unlicensed 
serving of alcohol, " a trumped-up charge as the only alcohol found were nine beer 
bottles behind the DJ booth. About 400 of those charged pleaded not guilty, and the 
police ended up dropping the charges because of bad publicity. Unfortunately all those 
discriminated against. do not. get off so easy, leading to the involvement of the American 
Civil Liberties Union and the creation of the Electronic Music Defense and Education 
tnciuded as Appendix D is a timeline of United States substance control. A 2002 drug offender statistic 
has been included as Appendix E. 
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Fund. EMDEF's Mission Statement reflects this need to protect community leaders; "to 
raise and provide funds for legal assistance to innocent professionals in the electronic 
dance music business who are targeted by law enforcement in the expanding campaign 
against 'club drugs. '" 
One of the most widely publicized recent cases centers on a New Orleans club, 
the State Palace Theater, operated by Barbeque of New Orleans, Inc. Presideni Robert 
Brunet, his brother Brian Brunet, and rave promoter Donnie Estopinal were indicted in 
January 2001 for violating the 1986 federal "crack-house" law, designed to combat 
operators of drug dens. The group faced jail time of up to twenty years and fines of up 
to $500, 000 for operating a home or establishment with the intenl. of illegal drug use. 
Lacking evidence against the promoters, the U. S. attorney's office dropped all charges 
against the men themselves and the final plea bargain, reached June 13, stated that the 
company must pay $100, 000, for allowing its premises to serve as a site for the use and 
disuibution of drugs, and agree not to sell glowsticks or pacifiers at future raves, or 
provide "chill rooms" for ravers to cool down, as these things were allegedly evidence of 
drug activity. 31 
The ban took effect in early August, and the ACLU filed suit against it August 
21", in McClure vs. Attorney General Ashcroft. After a hearing, U. S. District Court 
Judge G. Thomas Porteous Jr. blocked the ban with a temporary injunction, allowing a 
scheduled rave to include planned performance acts that used glowsticks. A final ruling 
si L'stopinai ncvcr actually agreed to thc plea bargain banning those items. 
McClure is a member ol' techno performance group, Rabbit in thc Moon, who usc glowsticks and other 
glowing props in their act. 
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and definitive rave community/ACLU victory was handed down on February 4, 2002, 
with Judge Porteous permanently preventing federal agents from banning rave items, 
and charging that "the government cannot ban inherently legal objects that are used in 
expressive communication because a few people use the same legal item to enhance the 
effects of an illegal substance. " Judge Porteous further expounded into the nature of 
constitutional problems with the case, explaining that "when the First Amendment right 
of Free Speech is violated by the Government in the name of the War on Drugs, and 
when that First Amendment violation is arguably not even helping in the War on Drugs, 
it is the duty of the Courts to enjoin the government from violating the rights of innocent 
people. ** Graham Boyd, Director of ACLU's Drug Policy Litigation Project, also 
commented, saying the case's "decision should send a message to government that the 
way to combat illegal substance abuse is not through intimidation and nonsensical laws. " 
A similarly structured and prominent case originated in Panama City Beach, 
concerning Club La Vela, the largest nightclub in the Florida. Brothers Patrick and 
Thorsten Pfefter were indicted May 5, 2001 with the same crackhouse law as the New 
Orleans case, but with an added Criminal Forfeiture motion that would allow law 
enforcement to seize the assets of those charged even before a guilty verdict. Seized 
assets were to be distributed to local law enforcement (80%), charities (5%) and the 
federal government (15%). However, as the case turned out, no drugs were ever found 
on the accused or in the club; in fact no evidence ever linked the owners to drug 
possession, sales, distribution or manufacturing of any kind. Instead, prosecution cited 
Blow Pops, gum, glowsticks, and an image on the club's website of a man massaging 
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another man as evidence of drug activity. Jurors spoke clearly though, when on 
November 27, 2001, after less than two hours of deliberation, they returned with a 
verdict of "not guilty" on all charges for defendants Patrick and Thorsten Pfeffer. 
Examples of similar police harassment in Texas occur more and more frequently 
as rave-paranoia sweeps the state and the country. The Dallas Observer on June 28, 
2001 ran a story entitled "The Right to Rave, '* in which Jonathon Fox recounted the 
making of "Truth 2. 01, " the debacle party thrown by local DJ Sean Anderson. The 
event was legal and set to take place at the Forest, a venue near Fair Park. However, 
when an intimidating force of 10 to 12 Dallas vice officers paid a visit to venue manager 
Warren, saying the party lacked some unforeseen permits, he cancelled it citing 
inadequate security, with only a day's notice. Though the party managed to move to 
another venue at the last minute, confusion over the location caused ticket sales and 
attendance to plummet, and Anderson ended the event $3, 000 in the hole. Police 
strategies of pretending all requirements for a party are met during its months of 
planning, and then swooping in the day before or day of a party with a new permit or 
security problem or emergency court injunction, has become an all-too-common method 
of police censorship of ravers' right to gather. Many police and police departments have 
admitted their plans to stop raves altogether, says Boyd of the ACLU, "the goal is to 
eliminate raves. To me, that's like trying to eliminate jazz or reggae. " Anderson further 
cited what he believes to be "techno-profiling, " recalling an incident in which a 
"highway patrolman pulled him over and, without success searched his vehicle for 
drugs, even drug-testing a package of mints, after spotting a crate of records in the 
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backseat and surmising he might be associated with 'the rave scene. '" To combat unfair 
government and law enforcement targeting, many cities have formed groups for rave 
promoters to organize a resistance; in Dallas this group is Metrotribe, in Austin it is the 
Austin Nightlife Coalition (ANC). 
Formed by prominent and well-respected area promoter and DJ, Coy West, the 
ANC group includes some 40 major members of Austin's rave and nightclub 
community. The coalition originated in response to dangerous harassment toward local 
rave promoters, most prominently Ark Entertainment. Run by Noah Balch, under the 
pseudonym Noah Ark, the company threw successful, responsible parties for several 
years before encountering blatant police discrimination. For example, literally hours 
before party "Geisha-a-Go-Go" was to start at San Antonio's Sunset Station, reports 
Mare Savlov in the Austin Chronicle, "the club was visited by members of the SAPD 
Vice Squad and the TABC, " who, according to Balch, "told him in no uncertain terms 
that the event would have to be canceled, " and "threatened General Manager Tom Ozene 
with everything from pulling Sunset Station's liquor license to having the SAFD yank 
the building's occupancy permit. They told us, 'we don't like raves in San Antonio, and 
that's all there is to it. '" Balch ended up losing $30, 000 that night, and also incurred 
massive damages at his Airport 3 rave, which had to relocate out of San Antonio. "All I 
was trying to do was run a legal, legitimate business, " argues Balch, "and I was doing a 
good job of it for thc past three or four years. Now they' ve completely shut us down" 
(Savlov). 
Next in the saga of the Austin scene arrived a letter from Austin Police 
Department Cmdr. Robert Dahlstrom, dated October 3, 2001, sent to Austin club 
owners, promoters, and DJs. It announced received "intelligence that points to a RAVE 
being nothing more than a haven for drug dealers and drug use, " and the APD's 
inlention to work with the DEA and TABC to target and hold responsible those venues 
and promoters who hold raves (or rave-like gatherings) where Ecstasy is likely to be 
used or sold. In an effort to work with law enforcement in order to keep the struggling 
electronic music scene alive, the ANC met with members of the APD, AFD and DEA, 
to, claims West "try and get some sort of agreement or resolution from them to the effect 
that if a promoter or club owner follows certain pre-established guidelines in throwing 
his event, then he won't have to fear being shut down or harassed by law enforcement at 
the eleventh hour, which is exactly what happened to Ark" (Savlov). 
One microcosmic event that seems to represent the state of affairs of late in many 
major American cities occurred Sepl. ember 22, 2001 in Houston, Texas: the massive 
circuit rave Cyberfest. As ravers exited off the highway according to flyer directions, a 
police roadblock obstructed the way to the party, police stopping each car and telling its 
passengers the rave had been cancelled by court order and they must simply turn around 
and leave. After making I. hat u-turn, a little further down the service road a few party 
kids managed to wave some of the cars onto a small dirt road where they could get to the 
party site the back way. ' Upon arriving, promoters assured inquisitive ravers the party 
was definitely not cancelled, there heing no legal injunction, and that police deliberately 
' Because of police smerference. the parking situation at thc party became severely bungled, partters 
arriving after the early afternoon havtng to park as far as seven mtles away and waik to the sire. 
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lied to attendees in an endeavor to cause ticket sales and attendance to plunge, making 
the party lose money, and therefore discouraging any future attempts at organizing such 
an event. Coolworld, the company behind this party nationwide, reported that "almosl. 
25, 000 Texas dance lovers were turned away at the gates and only 4, 500 diehards made 
the way past the blockades, *' resulting in massive financial loss for those involved, and 
loss of the ticket price for prepaid ravers turned away. 
Since police failed to legally shut down the gathering, they instead patrolled 
inside and outside, not only the police officers of Brookshire (the small town outside 
Houston whose city limits in which the party actually fell), but Houston PD, Texas State 
Police, DEA, even DPS. As further insult, a police helicopter buzzed overhead, shining 
a spotlight down onto the crowd during the rave, making it seem like a criminal throng 
of violent thugs instead of the peaceful, music-loving assembly it was, Apparently law 
enforcement slapped some last minute fines on the party, and consequentially they could 
not pay the DJs. Adam Freeland, one of thc first to spin, took the stage telling the crowd 
that all the DJs that night were playing for free (including big name acts like the Crystal 
Method and AK1200) because they love the music and the people, and they know how 
hard the participants had to work to get there (especially ones who had to walk seven 
miles! ). 
After the party got shut down early, people formed a massive surge onto the road 
to get back to their cars. One local College Station raver, Emily King, had recently 
suffered a dislocation of the kneecap and tore her mcl, forcing her io wear an 
immobilizer. Arriving at the party, her friends dropped her off at the site so she 
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wouldn't have to walk the 5 or so miles from their car. After the rave King, faced with 
the 5 mile walk, approached an officer and "explained [her] situation to him, and he said 
(and [she quotes]), "you goi. here, you can get back. . . hope you don'i gei hii by a car on 
the way back, " as he smiled and sped off. His blatant disregard for safety and his 
acknowledgement of the danger that he and his fellow officers had placed all of us 
horrified me. " Another, and more legally serious incident, involved a young male raver 
who, witnesses claim, made a disrespectful comment in passing to a nearby police 
officer. Suddenly the officer began screaming, "He touched me! He touched me!" and 
three other officers rushed the boy. Friends and other witnesses futilely yelled back "He 
didn't touch you!" as they cuffed him, threw him in the back of the patrol car and sped 
off. Subsequently, the EMDEF and the ACLU took legal action against Harris County 
and agencies responsible for the fiasco. In a notable victory October 12, Texas District 
Judge Jon Delaney ruled the actions and injunction illegal and unjustified. 
In addition to the 1986 "crackhouse" law being used to prosecute raves, other 
more recent laws affect the rave community. First, the Ecstasy Anti-Proliferation Act, 
passed October 2000, nearly tripled thc penaltics associated with Ecstasy possession, 
giving it greater penalties than cocaine: 
Crime: Possession of 800 Ecstasy pills 
Current: 15-month sentence 
New: 60-month sentence 
Crime: Possession of 8, 000 Ecstasy pills 
Current: 41 months 
New: 120 months 
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Average sentence for Ecstasy related crime: 
Current: 25 months 
New: 60 months 
Number of pills triggering 5-year sentence 
Current: ] 1, 428 
New: 800 
The Ecstasy Prevention Act, passed in the Senate December 20, 2001 and 
currently awaits negotiations in the House. Section 3, entitled "Grants for Ecstasy 
Abuse Prevention, " has enraged and worried the rave communiiy, as it directly threatens 
raves, stating: "the Administrator shall give priority to communities that have taken 
measures to combat club drug use, including passing ordinances restricting rave clubs, 
increasing law enforcement on Ecstasy. and seizing lands under nuisance abatement 
laws to make new restrictions on an establishment's use. " Members of the electronic 
music scene view this singling out of raves as unconstitutional profiling that, reports the 
Center for Cognitive Liberty and Ethics, "elevates cultural stereotypes to the level of 
probable cause, *' further claiming that the "t'act that federal anti-drug agents have to rely 
on music profiling to enforce anti-MDMA drug laws reveals that the vast majority of 
people who use MDMA do so responsibly and cannot be identified based on violent or 
anti-social behavior. " As do many ravers, the ACLU, and other tolerant Americans, the 
Center believes the government should stop wasting massive amounts of taxpayer 
money on a vain attempt to stamp out drugs, "policing peoples' mental states, " and 
instead employ a "harm-based national drug policy; one that polices people whose 
behavior, after taking a drug such as MDMA, actually causes harm to others or presents 
a clear and present danger to others. " 
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So what's to become of a scene now under widespread national attack? 
Trespassing on civil rights and participating in profiling and discrimination toward the 
rave community is a constitutionally and socially slippery slope. Trying to ban items as 
drug paraphernalia that do not directly facilitate drug use, attacking raves with last 
minute unattainable permits and questionable court injunctions, intimidation and 
threatening of venue/land owners, invented noise violation charges, and dangerous 
disregard for ravers themselves, unfortunately cause the community to distrust and 
resent government and law enforcement. And the result of continual harassment will be 
a splitting of the scene into a much watered-down legal faction willing to put up with the 
infringement of expressive liberties, and the rest, forced back underground to survive. 
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CHAPTER XI: 
RAVE ART 
Though image-based rave art ranges from eye candy screens to blacklight- 
reflective sculpture, the most prevalent creative expression materializes in flyers, printed 
advertisements for parties. Flyers constitute the visual history of a community, records 
of the culminating moments of rave culture — the raves themselves. Enormously 
significant cultural artifacts, flyers tell much more than the names of DJs and venues, but 
are the visual manifestation of a single electric instant in the scene. 
Rooted firmly in the underground, rave flyer emerged first as plain handwritten 
or typed black and white Xeroxed pieces of paper passed around by ravers, left in record 
stores and other hangouts, to promote similarly unadorned and usually illegal gatherings. 
Early flyers merely provided directions, sometimes a map, a meeting time, and a phone 
or beeper number; no art, just the necessary info. Almost immediately though, flyer 
designs began to incorporate computer-aided art, with the release of Adobe Photoshop in 
1991. The flyer, virtually the only means of wide rave publication, required the fitting 
of large amounts of information into small spaces, while remaining compositionally 
appealing and easily readable. As raves grew in popularity, flyers incorporated 
increasingly longer lists of DJs, attractions, and more artwork. 
Just as the actual parties in different U. S. cities, the flyers that advertised them 
developed distinct styles that reflected the existing "vibc" of thc particular local scene. 
Further, claims Neil Strauss in a book introduction, specific flyer icons came to represent 
specific music genres to be featured at a rave: scary/horror images for hardcore, 
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butterflies/toys for soft techno e-parties, "creamy" designs with lots of text for house, 
and psychedelic/fractal illustrations for acid-oriented goa-trance. Perhaps among the 
most well-remembered flyer types, are the product flyers, made mainly for New York' s 
club NASA, which took common product logos/ads for such diverse items as laundry 
soap, drink mix, toothpaste, cigarettes, magazines, and credit cards, and transformed 
them into flyers by substituting rave jargon and code as text in the design; making 
American Express into Emerican Xpress, Eveon into Rave-e-on, United Postal Service 
into Underground Peace Society. By seizing the ads for products they were constantly 
bombarded with in larger society and bastardizing them into underground symbols, 
designers completed a subversive action against the mainstream, and, l'ound a way to 
claim and creatively reinvent for their own context a product of consumer culture. 
As raves themselves became increasingly more competitive and grand, their 
flyers mirrored this evolution, as, Strauss observed, "it was assumed by partygoers that 
the more care taken in the design of a flyer — the more colors used, the better the 
linework, the higher the quality of paper stock, the more professional the printing job- 
the more care would be taken with thc design and execution of thc rave itself" (Hoeckel 
and Jordan). Flyers developed from simple Xeroxes to huge full-color glossy posters in 
a plethora of shapes and layouts, some even 3-D. As the principal means of advertising 
a rave, massive raves spent massive dollars on flyers, turning underground 
experimentation into multimillion-dollar business. Now, however, even these 
advertisements have been again revalued; flyers achieved collectible status, and became 
recognized art forms with collector's showings and galleries. This rave art, represents 
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on paper elements of the living rave scene, flyers' "bright colors signifying a return to 
optimisl. ic psychedelia, *' explains Strauss, '*their computer-generated design a clue to a 
technology fetish, their dense text an invitation to a subculture with its own deities and 
language" (Hoeckel and Jordan). " 
31 ' Fxamples of tmportant American historical flyers, and recent flyers from Texas raves. have been 
included as Appendix G. 
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CHAPTER XII: 
CONCLUSION 
Rave has undoubtedly become an important youth subculture, most prevalent in 
America and Europe, but present literally worldwide. This study of subculture, and 
indeed all cultural studies, must constitute an attempt at understanding something about 
culture as a human structure. If a subculture represents a group who differentiates 
themselves somehow from a dominant culture, then by examining in exactly which ways 
a subculture differentiates itself — the subject of this thesis — reveals culturally valuable 
responses and critiques lo the dominant culture. A subculture must provide for 
participants something that may well be unavailable to them from the dominant culture. 
First, subcultures offer a sense of belonging to a "group" that appeals to them rationally 
and aesthetically. Not merely a trifle, claims Abraham Maslow, "basic human needs can 
be fulfilled only by and through other human beings, " and in fact the "need for 
community (belongingness, contact, groupiness) is itself a basic need" (xiii). Rave in 
particular provides inclusion in an international community, as well as senses of 
festivity, intensity, emotional release, and collective experience; these in turn invoke 
alternative ideas/modes of thought and behavior/ways of living. 
Investigating the development of new subcultures, then, charts the evolution of' 
human thought and society. Modern youth subcultures often use the radical rejection of 
specific cultural (often pohtical) elements to express a new view or way of thinking 
about those elements, which affected functionally and hence altered that culture. 
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Radical rejection is no longer radical, and therefore loses its power and value for society. 
A basic representative trajectory of recent and major revolutionary youth subcultures 
begins with the political ideal-wielding rally-raising hippies, a movement directed at 
addressing political wrongs and affecting actual change. Next the rebellious anti- 
everything punks, reflecting the perceived hopelessness of their societies, took the "anti" 
subculture to its profoundest possible incarnation. Left with this dead-end, an effective 
subculture requires a new direction: enter rave, endorsing on one hand a technology- 
glutted futurism ruled by machine-human interfaces, and at the same time a return to 
ancient tribal beats and nomadism. Rave's innovation lies in its extraction from culture 
of the essential: collective experience, festivity, and transcendence; and its exclusion of 
the superfluous "meaning'* centers: politics, ideology, religion, race, ethnicity, even 
geography. The meaning of rave as a subversive art is not, as many critics claim, merely 
escapism, but an acute reaction to dominant culture; as Antonio Melechi articulates, a 
form of "collective disappearence. " Oft held up as a fault, rave's apparent lack of a 
message, judges it by an obsolete cultural values system, while its real substantive 
offering is the experience itsell'. This experience is the culture, an action — as opposed 
to a spectacle — which integrates both the physical space and composition of a rave 
(auditory, visual, tactile) and the people (DJ/participant interaction) to create a 
throbbing, living, transcendence-enabling organism. 
This question remains: Why have raves often been scorned by their dominant 
cultures, labeled "toxic" as such7 For a dominant culture to retain power means the 
suppression in some way of competing cultures. Rave poses a threat, not of becoming 
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the majority, but of "poisoning" the society by introducing ways of being and being- 
together not founded in the convenient leisure industry (or other contained system, i. e. 
religion). While both powerful and empowering, raves cannot ever be wholly processed 
in a social system of categorizing subcultures (political, religious, etc), judging (i. e. do I 
agree or disagree with this political stance), and shelving them for the history books. 
Therefore, witness the zealous attack on raves under the guise of drug "wars" in a futile, 
misdirected grasp for control. Rave culture automatically attracts missile fire because it 
inherently subverts nation-state authority; as Galliot explains, it "implies that the old 
socio-historic figures of meaning no longer make sense, and consequently can no longer 
fragment or partition the world according to an elhnic or political score that until now 
has divided it up into separate and opposed entities" (28). In fact, a widely held belief 
within rave culture states that while governments may perpetually shut down party after 
party, they will never eradicate rave cull. ure, as it's not a concrete entity, but exists only 
in the members themselves and in the ephemeral flashes of fleshed-out gatherings: a 
truly global tribe. 
What, then, will become of rave culture? As with any ultimately 
marketable/profitable subculture, raves (in bastardized form) are being, and will be 
further, domesticated by consumer culture, partially swallowed by the mainstream and 
regurgitated into salable units. Thc outcry over this domestication and appropriation has 
become the constant, now tired lament of shortsighted critics and jaded scenesters. 
Conversely, the real value of raves are not in their ability to remain endlessly in the same 
15 The Worldwide Ravcrs Manifesto project has hccn tnclndcd ax Appendix R 
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originary state — that would mean stagnation, the opposite of a fluidity ethos. The 
cultural value of the rave lies in its construction of a working and contemporary 
transcendent collecIive experience, a space for being-in-the-moment. Within and with 
Ihat act (which is art) a rave gains power to influence the future evolution of human 
thought and society, and to cut a path back to a once supernatural past, simultaneously in 
the moment and utterly timeless. Meanwhile, a DJ queues the needle, the record 
crackles, speakers pop and abruptly blast out volumes of Ihick, pulsing sound flooding, 
filling the rave. . . a throaty female voice repeats again and again the only, the elemental 
lyric: "We' re Alive!" 
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APPENDIX A: 
RAVE CULTURE GLOSSARY 
~ beatmatch - l. the act of mixing 2. the art of synching two different records 
together to form a seamless beat 
~ bpm - Beats Per Minute 
~ candy flip — (-ing) the combination of taking Ecstasy with acid 
~ candy raver — one who goes to raves usu. wearing sparkles, bright clothing, a 
large number of bracelets, visor etc 
decks — turntables used by DJ's for spinning records 
~ Ecstasy — MDMA, a drug which induces a euphoric state of happiness, love and 
energy; aka: X, E, XTC, Adam 
~ flyer — the main promotional tool for promoters, lists information about a given 
party, incl. djs. venue, sound and lighting crews, what you can and can' t bring in, 
ticket outlets and prices 
~ ghb — drug usually used for its intoxicating/sedative properties, usu. in clear 
liquid form; aka G, liquid Ecstasy 
~ hippy flip - (-ing) the combination of taking Ecstasy with mushrooms 
~ ketamine — animal anesthetic which can produce altered state of consciousness 
and hallucinations; aka: vitamin k, special k 
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~ light show — personal dance with small lights (ex glowsticks), usually very close 
to the watcher's face in order to dominate their field of vision 
~ LSD — classic hallucinogen aka acid, cid, blotter 
~ MC: Master of Ceremonies - an individual using a microphone to add lyrics or 
rhymes over top, and along with, a beat. usu. with jungle, happy hardcore and 
hardcore music 
~ methamphetamine — drug that keeps one awake, gives energy, makes one very 
hyper; aka meth, crystal, speed, tweak, glass, ice 
~ plur — acronym: Peace Love Unity Respect (raver's credo) 
~ rave - a party, or gathering of people, involving a DJ, (using 
electronic/programmed music and techniques of spinning along with light effects 
to create a specific experience), and the ravers (dancers and others) who attend 
~ rohypnol — drug that is tasteless and odorless, and it dissolves easily, can cause 
amnesia, sometimes used for date rape; aka roofies 
~ roll — (ing) to be high on Ecstasy (are you rollin?') 
~ scene (the) — rave community in general, or in a specific area 
~ spinning — the art of mixing and playing records 
~ techno — a general term used to describe any form of electronic music that 
developed out of house and disco (aka electronica) 
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~ trainwreck — an unsuccessful attempt at beat matching, results in a cacophony of 
sounds 
Note: This glossary does not attempt to authoritatively define terms; it is a cultural study 
composed from a general observation of how rave culture participants use these terms. 
APPENDIX B: 
RAVE CULTURE SURVEY 
Rave Culture Survey: please circle your answers 
(this survey is being given by a raver as part of a research pro)set to help the scene thrive) 
'Age: 'Male / Female *City of residence: State: 
"Marital status: single, married, divorced, separated 
'Whatdoyoudo? Work part-time, workfuli-time, selfemployed, notemployed, fulltimestudent, part-time 
student 
'How old were you when you went to your first ravel club/party? 
'Estimated number of raves you' ve attended: 
'How often do you go clubbing/ partying/ raving? 
twice a week or more; once a week, twice a month; three times a month, once a month; less 
frequently 
*Do you take illegal drugs at clubs/ parties/ raves? Y N 
- If so how old were you when you first took an illegal drug at a club/ party/ rave? 
- How frequently do you take illegal drugs at a club/party/rave? every time; often; 
often; never 
sometimes; not 
'Whatwasthe tstillegaldrugyoutried ate rave? Cannabis; Amphetamines; Ecstasy; LSD; Amyl Nitrate; 4- 
CT; Cocaine; 
Benzodiazephines (eg valium); MDA; Heroin; other opiates; Ketamine; Solvents; other: ; never 
taken illegal drug at a rave 
"Have you ever been arrested at a rave for illegal drug possession? Y N 
'Have you ever been involved in any violence induced by illegal drugs at a rave'? Y N 
*Is there ecstasy tab testing at clubs/ parties/ raves you regularly attend? Y N - Do you think there 
shouldbe? Y N 
*What is your favorite drug or drug combination in the following situations: at home: 
club/rave/festivai: 
;ate 
'If cost were no object, what would be your "drug of choice": Cannabis: Amphetamines; Ecstasy, LSD; 
Amyl Nitrate; 4-CT; Cocaine; Benzodiazephines (eg valium); MDA; Heroin; other opiates; Ketamine; 
Solvents; other: none 
'I feel that drugs enhance the club/ party/ rave experience? Y N 
'Do you think rave culture is a response to or against mainstream society? Y N 
'I believe media stories have unfairly slanted coverage negatively, while ignoring many positive aspects of 
rave culture. 
Strongly Disagree; Disagree; Don't Know; Agree; Strongly Agree 
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'I believe I have been stereotyped because of negative media coverage of the club/rave culture. 
Strongly Disagree; Disagree; Don't Know; Agree; Strongly Agree 
'I feel I have something in common with many people I meet at clubs/ parties/raves. 
Strongly Disagree; Disagree; Don't Know; Agree; Strongly Agree 
'I feel a strong sense of community with fellow revere/ clubbers/ partiers? 
Strongly Disagree; Disagree; Don't Know; Agree; Strongly Agree 
*What's your favorite electronic music genre?: 
ambient; trance; trip hop; jungle; hardcore; aud; drum'n'bass; house; breakbeat; gca; gabber; 
techno; other: 
*Do you think rave culture has a philosophy? Y N 
- Do you know what PLUR means? Y N -If so do you believe it/ follow it? Y N 
'Do you teel any sense of spiritual connection or fulfillment when participating at a rave/ club? Y N 
Do you feel raves/ clubs provide an important alternate means to spiritual fulfillment outside organized 
religion? Y N 
*Do you feel the combination of lights, visuals, and music at raves creates an alter-reality? Y N 
Do you think you can still feel the sense of alter-reality without the use of drugs? Y N 
Do you seek/ use these ravel club experiences as a means to escape reality? Y N 
'Why do you come to raves: (circle all that apply) music; drugs; people/community; lights and visuals; 
dance; other: 
"In a couple words describe the "vibe" of rave life: 
Note: I was not able to use this survey to conduct my own research because the 
Institutional Review Board determined that the survey included too many "sensitive" 
subjects (ex. drugs) that an undergraduate student would be unqualified to handle, 
should a participant become psychologically disturbed as a result of taking my survey. 
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APPENDIX C: 
PERSONAL STATEMENTS 
These accounts of various persons involved in the rave scene were sent to me in 
response to an open request for personal statements. As cultural artifacts I have 
generally presented them in original form, and have ordered them alphabetically 
according to the names they submitted for print. 
Anonymous Raver: 
I am 23 years old. I went on my first date at the age of 18, my second at the age 
of 19. I was the smartest guy in my high school with various scholarships to collcgc, 
and acceptance to veterinary school on the first try (i. e. all caught up in the academics of 
things). I spent all my summers in college working at vets in order to get into vet school, 
so about this time last year, I was feeling burnt out and bought a round trip plane ticket 
to London. I packed I bag and brought my passport and 2 credit cards. I made no 
reservation, didn't know anyone, just wanted to get away. I' ve always been introverted, 
shy, inhibited more so than most people can imagine, basically scared of contact with 
people to some degree. 
I moved in with about nine other people, who had had an open bed and posted a 
flyer, to a house in London. All of them were doing the same thing I was, just traveling 
for the summer. So they took me out, offered me some ecstasy and I took it and just sat 
down at this rave. I wasn't having much fun, didn't like the music, and had the same 
lame conversations with people I always have. Nothing happened for an hour. I took 
another E under the instructions of my new friends, and 10 or so minutes later I was 
running around with my shirt tied around my head pretending to ride on a horse (because 
I was from Texas). I went up to girls and said exactly what I thought about them. . . . 
beautiful eyes, pretty faces, I like the way you dance. They just gave me a hug when I 
told them it was my first time. Then I would give some random guy I never met a hug. I 
was definitely the happiest person in the entire place. Everyone knew me by the cnd of 
the night. I was juggling for a crowd, doing magic tricks, having crazy conversations 
with random people: everything I had ever wanted to do. I was making out with 2 girls at 
the same time. I was dancing and not feeling inhibited or worrying about what other 
people thought of my dancing. I understood the culture. I could feel the music in me, 
and see the effects of the lights and the senesthesia (blending of senses). I understood 
why people liked this and how open everyone was. The friendliest people I have ever 
met were that night and others like it that summer. I made so many friends that night. 
People were asking me for my phone number so I could come hang out with them, and I 
did. After the party died down and everyone was waiting for the subway to open, as I 
was sitting in the milk section at the corner convenience store (yes, siting in the milk 
between the gallons of milk) people would walk by and say hey to me and my 
roommates didn't know what was going on. Usually people are all so in their own 
worlds, but in the rave culture, everyone is friendly. If you bump into some big guy, he 
doesn't push you away and get mad for looking at his girlfriend, he just gives you a hug 
and buys you some orange juice. 
After many experiences like that this summer, I came home a changed person. 
Now I am way more open, social, inviting, uninhibited. I listen to rave music and the 
complexities of the beats. Pop music is so lame and pre formed. Rave music is endless 
in its possibilities, like a modern classical music. I can actually just listen to music and 
not sing, just be into it. With the added presence of lights and a crowd dressed in neon 
and jumping around, the whole atmosphere has become so inviting and happy for me. I 
haven't done any drugs since last summer, nor do I want to, but the rave culture gave me 
something to be a part of where the people will talk to you, and listen to you, and invite 
you in. It's not a place for everyone, especially fake people. It is like a little secret that 
once you' re in on you understand. I remember being annoyed by techno music and 
wondering who the hell would wear those clothes. I went out with my friend to North by 
North Gate last week and one of the street DJs was playing techno music and you could 
tell who the little sorority girls and guys trying to pick up stupid chicks were. You could 
tell who was in on the secret and could understand what it had to offer. I don't think 
people will understand it by just reading about it or seeing pictures because I am the first 
to tell you that I would not have pictured myself there a year ago. 
Aneece Yazdani: 
Growing up in the relatively small and conservative town of College Station I 
had a very limited understanding of what type of activities took place at raves before I 
began attending them. Because of this, I had absolutely no idea what to expect when I 
found myself at the doors of a large warehouse in Dallas in the summer of 2000. Two of 
my better friends accompanied me, but shared my non-existent level of experience, 
though there was a small amount of guidance lrom three Dallas natives that went with 
us. 
At this time our basic idea of a rave, based off our limitless pool of underground 
knowledge that is Bryan/College Station, was that it was a place to go that had 
techno/electronic music and was ultimately there to enhance thc drug experience. Armed 
with this bit of intelligent information, apparently backed up by our Dallas colleagues, 
we set out to get wasted like never before. Having only done ecstasy twice I was unsure 
what exactly to look for, but we were assured that the best place to get the chemicals we 
desired was at the party itself. We were naive and so we followed this advice. 
Our group arrived at the venue at approximately 10 p. m. , and once past security 
we were exposed to a whole new world. . . of emptiness. At most there were fifty people 
occupying this giant multi-roomed warehouse; apparently we were early. At this stage 
of my life I had not fully grown accustomed to the pounding and often repetitive style of 
electronica, and so I almost found myself annoyed by this new atmosphere. Almost. 
Slowly the warehouse began to fill and soon we heard from one of the Dallas 
acquaintances that she had found some ecstasy tablets for sale. We decided to take the 
plunge because we thought that was what people did at raves. We wanted to get the full 
experience so we handed her twenty-five dollars for each pill. She returned within ten 
minutes with the product and all swallowed one whole. The night went downhill from 
there on. 
The pills' obvious lack of ecstasy was quickly apparent, since within fifteen 
minutes all of us had either head or stomach pains. This was rapidly turning into a bad 
initial experience, so continuing in our assumed spirit of the rave, we bought some LSD. 
I decided not to take any at that time since I was to be the driver later, had plenty of prior 
experience in this area before, and of course knew better. My two friends from College 
Station, on the other hand, took an undetermined amount and went on about their merry 
ways to explore. I lingered to nurse my pains, but soon my headache had left and I was 
feeling as good as new. 
I ooking around at a now packed venue, I realized I had no idea what to do. 
Having a conversation with anybody was definitely out of the question with the volume 
level and I had no idea how to dance. So I just sat for a while and watched. I saw people 
dancing, people clowning around, and people just resting and relaxing. I held a quasi- 
conversation with a small group of people, but as I stated earlier it was loud inside that 
dark warehouse and so most of the exchange consisted of smiles, nodding, and more 
smiling. 
Finally my friends returned with the news that one of them could no longer take 
it any more, We were all new to this style of music and it can easily become aggravating 
to listen to it for extended periods of time, especially on LSD. So we decided to leave 
our first rave and said goodbye to our acquaintances while making our way to the car. 
On the ride home we discussed the night's events and decided that it was indeed nothing 
like what we had expected from what we had been told. Although we weren't quite sure 
whether or not we had an enjoyable experience, we all agreed that attending another 
party of this nature some time in the future was high on our priority list, albeit with more 
precautions taken beforehand. 
Ever since that primer event in Dallas I have progressively gone to an increasing 
number of raves. I found that the more I went to these parties the more my 
opinions slowly morphed until techno/raves no longer seemed so foreign. I grew to love 
the music more over time and eventually found several sub-genres of electronica that 
suited my tastes quite nicely. I had found my niche. Yet I began doubting this idea yet 
again when I realized that, aside from that first night in Dallas and even then only 
involuntarily, I had never been to a rave sober. I was no longer sure why I continued to 
remain a patron of an event that I couldn't enjoy without the use of a chemical. 
This all came to a head sometime in May of 2001 when I took two tablets of 
ecstasy, that were apparently highly potent, and to this day can only recall around fifteen 
minutes worth of memories from the time I began to feel the drug's effects until sobriety 
began to take hold again. This began to worry me for obvious reasons; it was at that 
point that I realized that perhaps I was taking too high of a dose for my body and that 
lowering the amount of gratuitous drug use would be in my best interest. Other ecstasy 
experiences outside of the party scene added to my distress, and memory loss 
had become a recurring side effect and was obviously not the intended result. 
Finally, I made the decision to go to a rave and enjoy myself without the use of 
any substances not found naturally within my body. While it was a tiring experience, I 
found that I enjoyed the music and dancing when sober multiple times over the 
numerous instances when I was participating while inebriated in some form or fashion. 
This truly was a turning point for me; my love for the rave really began at this time as far 
as I am concerned. From that moment forward I made an effort to either stay sober 
during the course of these events or to take only small doses of chemicals so that I would 
still be able to recount my steps at a later date. This has continued since the Summer of 
2001 and I hardly ever take any sort of drug to 'enhance' the night anymore. Maybe I just 
grew out of, became bored with, or burnt myself out on drugs, but they are no longer a 
reason at all for my presence at raves. Now my reasons for going include the music, just 
to having a good time in general, and occasionally meet some new people along the way. 
I admit that I began going to raves primarily because of my misconception that 
they were nothing more than a haven for drug users to hang out and feel the full "glory" 
of their chemical of choice. Over time, however, I have found that for many people the 
party itself is all the escape from reality needed to release the tension built up in such a 
chaotic, discriminatory, and oft corrupt society such as ours. Within that time frame that 
has been set aside for the rave one becomes carefree and is allowed to live life with a 
soundtrack: a very loud soundtrack. One of life's many wonders is how music can inspire 
a person to such a great degree as it does; if the answer to this quesdon is ever found we 
will definitely have unlocked one of the many secrets of the human soul, but as it stands 
we must just follow what feels right. To me music feels right. 
BJ: 
I was introduced into the rave scene by the older brother of my girlfriend at the 
time, who was a local DJ for a local production company in Dallas. He would bring me 
along to help move speakers and do other heavy lifting, nothing very glamorous or cool, 
but I found a place where I felt I belonged. This was late in 1992 and raves were not a 
hot topic in the media yet. Every once in a while you might hear a negative reference or 
an association with drug abuse in the press, but nothing like today's amount of negative 
coverage. I have observed from my own experience growing up in the city, that youths 
raised in hard urban environments can be prone to violence, either received or given out. 
In these same urban environments, though, rave parties take place, and are one of the 
only anti-violence settings inner-city kids are exposed to. Ironically, given their 
negative stereotype, in the middle of the night in the city, a rave is a sanctuary and the 
safest place to be. The rave community is one of the only urban places I' ve encountered 
where violence is discouraged, and it actually works. Whether it is the halls of public 
schools, home lives, street gangs, or football practice, it seems young men are often 
conditioned to violence as the norm. This is a serious problem. I feel the rave 
community in Texas is the only place where I was taught that love and positivity could 
get you ahead in life. I consider myself very fortunate to have learned one of my life' s 
important lessons in this seemingly unlikely place. These concepts have influenced me 
to be a positive person, and very caring toward others: I owe that to the rave 
community. 
Brad Beiter (aka DJ Astro): 
I started into the rave scene two years ago, just before graduation from High 
School. As I grew and changed along with the scene in general, I started to produce 
events in my college town, and also got into the music side of things. 
I love what I do now, throwing events every few months, and playing and 
making electronic music. . . but every so often I wish I could feel what I felt the first time I 
stepped into that abandoned warehouse in downtown Su Louis. 
I love the music, I love the people, but sometimes seems that all I do for this 
scene goes unappreciated. Then, just when I feel really low, I get an email, or someone 
walks up to me and says: "Thanks for that. " And then I remember what I felt that first 
time, and why I do this. 
I am a disciple of raves, spreading the message and the beat wherever I go, and in 
whatever I do. 
Frank: 
Did you hear about the party this past summer called Audiotistic? The thing was 
a complete setup by not only Houston PD, but FBI and DEA to bust kids for drugs. 
There were cops EVERYWHERE. It was a pretty bad vibe. I was sitting next to a girl 
then all of a sudden a cop yanked me up along with her and they started accusing me of 
drug dealing. The girl next to me had a bag of "something" (special k) in her hand and 
they saw it. They patted us both down and said that if they didn't find anything on me, 
then I'd be free to go. This was the first lie they told. Her story was that I just sat down 
and was like, "hey, look at this" and handed the baggie to her . . . a dumb alibi. I just 
said, "I don't know this girl and I don't know what's in the bag. " The HPD cops then had 
me spread eagle against this chain link fence and were patting me down and yelling at 
me. They were asking me things like what was in the bag, where did I get it from, etc. I 
just i old them that I had no idea, and to go ask the girl. Well, they took us to this 
processing station sort of thing they had set up in the parking lot. They did preliminary 
paperwork, pictures, and had drug testing kits . . . it was quite a setup with several tables 
and surrounded by about 10 police cars. They tested the drug and it came out negative 
in all tests, but they went ahead and booked us, took us downtown, and took the 
substance to be tested there. I was sitting the rest of the night in the HPD jail with about 
15 or more other guys that had been arrested (this was just the jail for males over 17 
too). The next day, I got called out at almost noon, and they said I was free to go home. 
I was like, "say wha?!". Well, it turns out that Houston doesn't have any tests for special 
k, so they figured it was nothing and they let me go!! I got the hell out of there as 
quickly as possible, needless to say. 
The big deal here is how I was never told my rights and the police were interrogating me 
quite harshly before I left for the jail. There were so many law enforcement officials 
there it was ridiculous. They should be there to protect people and do the same 
elsewhere, instead of placing a massive amount of police at that one party with one 
inient: to arrest people. They didn't seem to care about the overall peace and safety of 
i. he party. After I was arrested, one of them said something to the effect of "well, I think 
we got enough tonight, we can go now, " as if we met their quota for the party. They 
packed up their stuff and left. They treated me as though I had killed somebody, and 
they just seemed so anxious and excited about arresting us. I felt, and still do feel, so 
sorry for those kids that got arrested along with me. I mean, if they get convicted of 
drug possession (except weed), it's an automatic felony. That's for life . . . and already at 
younger than 20, these kids have had their lives ruined forever for what could have been 
just a mistake more easily corrected by other means. 
Heather: 
My name is Heather and I think I have an interesting view on thc rave 
scene. I went to my first rave in June of last year. I initially thought 
that they were these big loud parties where everyone did drugs or something. 
My first rave was for drugs. I had never rolled and wanted to, so that was 
my intention and purpose. the more raves I went to, I found myself enjoying 
the music. I then went to a rave in Austin where I was sold a bunk roll and 
I still had the time of my life because the music was soooo great. What I 
love most about raves is I can go to them, even sober, and listen to the 
different styles of the DJs. It's amazing how when you aren't clued in it all 
sounds the same, but once you are engulfed by the music, it sounds 
different. Everyone has their own style and raves are a way the DJs can 
express their own style. I think they are great places to meet people, maybe 
because they are rollin and more sociable anyways, I don' t know. I believe 
that people thai. have never been to a rave think its all about drugs and then 
when they experience one (first one is normally on drugs) they eventually get 
sucked into the music and start understanding that it's not all about 
trippin', or rollin'. At least that's how it worked for me. 
I never really understood the rave scene until I also experienced one sober. I 
think when a person goes to raves for drugs and only thinks they can go fucked up, has 
no recollection ol' the understanding of a rave. If they go messed up, they have 
a hard time remembering. After I experienced one sober, I realized that it 
is musical artists showing what they can do, just like rock groups, pop 
groups, or even classical musicians entertaining. With raves, its just a 
different kind of music. DJs go out and spin with the intention of 
entertaining and audience and it just happens to be music that sound really 
cool when you are rollin and something (which is how raves got their negative 
reputation). You know? People ignore the fact that talented musicians (which 
might I add you have to be very talented to line up the beats exactly 
perfect) are out to entertain and they focus on the negative fact that people 
do drugs at these events as well. Even sober, some of the sounds that are 
made at raves are spectacular. And lets not forget the LIGHTS! Seeing how someone 
interprets the music through lights. It's different every time. And then there is the 
dancing. . . . 
I love the dancing. I love doing the dancing and watching the 
dancing. Just. like the DJs, everyone has his or her own style of dancing. I 
sometimes go to country western clubs and dance and raves aren't any 
different, except just a different type of music. Some people are 
exceptional dancers just like some DJs spin exceptionally. Everyone has 
their own thing they are good at. Whether it be spinning, dancing, or 
working lights, raves combine a!1 three. I think a rave really is based on 
the talents of the DJs, dancers and light workers. It's people showing their 
talents to others simultaneously. Without the drugs raves are known for, it' s 
just people entertaining other people. The thing that sets raves apart from 
a concert or just regular party is drugs and people can't get past that. 
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they use drugs as a way to determine the difference between a concert and a 
rave. When telling my friends that frown upon raves I am going to one, I just 
say I am going to a concert type party where people get up and dj and spin 
records while everyone else dances. That's what I tell my mom. They have no 
problem with it, nor do they give a dirty look, but once I use the 
word "rave" all of a sudden its bad and I must be obviouslydoing drugs. Not 
even. Like what someone wrote earlier on the listserv: it's the stupid people who go 
around blabbing about how they are on drugs that caused raves to get its 
reputation. 
Johanna Nelms and Jason Lovel: 
When we first got into the raving culture, both of us had presumptuous ideas 
about what raves were like. My ideas were that raves were a place to go and do drugs 
and listen to really strange music. Little did we know that this culture would become 
one of the things that we love most. The idea behind raves, as we see it, is that it is a 
place you can go to let go of everything, where no one makes fun of you, where you 
bond with people you have never met before in your life. At raves, most people have a 
sense of openness, and arc willing to open their mind and let the music envelop them. 
You get into the music and let your mind experience a feeling that is unable to be 
described. You feel free and seem to be able to express the feelings about the music 
easily to those around you. You want everyone to feel the happiness that you do. Jason 
and I have never felt that raves were unsafe. From the first one we went to in Austin, 
Texas, to being at a huge event in Los Angeles, never have we felt any sort of fear that 
we were going to be "busted'* for enjoying the music, or that we might be hurt in any 
way. Being with thousands of ravers at a massive event, with everyone feeling the same 
way at the same exact moment, their eyes shut, and peaceful smiles gracing their 
faces. . . is a moment of pure bliss. 
Josh: 
I have been to a few gatherings in the past few years and as I become settled into 
the scene, I truly feel I'm in a spectacular place. Now I don' t personally use drugs of 
any sort, but at the same time have no qualms about others using them responsibly. The 
notion of the rave scene, in my opinion, is biased and unsupported if you look at the big 
picture instead of focusing on the negative aspects. I have been told ever since I was 
young that I was weird because my tastes in religion, music, art, and thought were vastly 
different from my friends. Granted, they were partially joking when they made these 
comments. Six years ago I started listening to techno/trance/house/break beaVdance 
music. Ever since then I'vc become more and more engrossed in the music. Ignoring 
the frequent laughs I get when I say this: the music seems to reach a place inside me that 
just lightens ihe human spirit. Although it's hard to explain, I feel the music brings out 
emotion and that there is a certain comforting understanding inside its rhythms. The 
bass pulsates the beats of life, of the energy embodied in youth. The music is what it' s 
all about for me; it's like air. The cliche of "the music is my drug" is the only way to 
express the feeling. 
I'm only newly experiencing the rave scene. For about a year and a half now 
I' ve been going to parties, festivals, and big event raves. The common stereotype is that, 
although many claims are made of a stranger's friendliness, the friendliness is attributed 
to the people being on drugs. The truth of the matter is that many of the people are not 
on drugs. In fact, it has been my experience that the true "raver" cares little for the drugs 
and more for the music and offering acceptance to others. This acceptance is seen in the 
friendliness they project when they walk up to a complete stranger and offer a smile or 
hug. In fact you, the author of this thesis, did just that to a weird, bandana-wearing, 
quiet Me this year at NAG. To the close-minded, ibis can be quite abrasive to the 
person's psyche. Those that like this music, and are willing to go into the scene 
unbiased, often come out feeling they have found their niche. The rave scene offers a 
place in society for those who don't think there is one for them. These aren*t the ideas 
of a misspent youth, but from an educated person who has spent his life in search of that 
release from criticism. Its here, in the "bowels of the underground" that a person faces 
no evil looks. In search of the ultimate emotional experience of light and sound, you 
need only follow a raver. 
DJ Lady Karizma: 
Being in the scene has been influential as well as harmful for me. I started 
partying in October of 1999, and for about a year and a half, I partied for the drugs. 
Every party I went to, I rolled or tripped. I had to have it. The rave scene didn'I cause 
my addiction to drugs, but it helped me get them a lot easier. I' ve grown to dislike raves 
simply because I believe that they should be for adults and not minors: 18 and up is 
good. I' ve met some very interesting people in the scene and I have friendships that I' ll 
never forget. As far as being a female dj, I thoroughly enjoy it. I' ve only spun out at 
one party, but I liked it. I' ve been sober and a rededicated Christian for 7 months. Some 
people find my Christianity disturbing, but being a Christian raver has been nothing but 
the best. I go to parties sober and pray and praise the Lord while I'm dancing. It gives 
me a high like I' ve never had. 
Paul Skaven: 
I first got into electronic music back in my sophomore year of high school when 
my friend Sammy burned me some MPSs contained tracks from Josh Wink, Pr&xligy, 
Chemical Brothers, etc. Well it turns out I loved it. I purchased a few CDs, like MTV's 
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"AMP" volume 1, the Mortal Kombat: Annihlation soundtrack, all three Prodigy CDs, 
and a Chemical Brothers mixed set. I also heard about "The Beat, " a live broadcast from 
The Roxy in Houston on 104. 1 on Saturday nights. Between my new CDs and "The 
Beat, " I was starting io listen to elecuonic music almost exclusively. 
College changed everything. . . . virtually instantly. With my new high-speed 
internet connections, I soon had downloaded over 1SGB of MP3s from all genres, from 
Dieselboy to Oakenfold. The more I listened to my MP3s the more I was drawn to a 
particular genre of music, namely, trance. I didn't know it was "trance" at the time, but I 
found myself downloading mixes from Oakenfod, Paul van Dyk, DJ Ticsto, Armin van 
Buren, Dave Ralph, among others. It was also around this time that I first heard about 
an event called a "rave. " My friend Nathan had been to a ton of them, and said that I'd 
probably enjoy it. When Nathan told me about the music at raves I could hardly wait to 
go! I mean, DJs playing the music that I had on my computer. . . LIVE! Sounds stupid 
now, but back then it was just so cool! 
Thriller was my first rave, and it was an experience I' ll never forget. iVote that I 
hadn*t mentioned drugs at all yet. . . and that's because quite frankly, I hadn't heard about 
it. I still thought that "X" was a mixture of Heroin and Cocaine, not MDMA. . . And I 
didn't care either, I was a staunch "just say no" kinda guy. When we got to the party I 
was hit with a nice dose of culture-shock. The first thing that I noticed was that 
everybody was. . . well. . . nice. Not nice as in "I'm fucked up on X so gimme a hug" nice, 
but nice as in nobody picked fights and basically everybody seemed to respect one 
another. Later I would find that this would be defined as a "good vibe" at a party. 
Nathan was my personal tour guide to thc world of the "rave. " Looking back there 
wasn't thai much to learn, but I felt like a fish out of water in the place, so it was nice to 
have somebody showing me around. While I did notice quite a few people around that 
were obviously high on something, it wasn't the defining aspect of the party. Most of the 
people I talked to were sober and there for the music. So to sum up. . . my first party I was 
exposed to drugs and exposed to raves. . . and picked music overall. See? It can be done!! 
The rest of the parties I don* t really need to go into as much detail about. I went 
to a couple local parties here in College Station (Stage One/Elevate/Future State) and 
really had a good time. This was my first exposure to Ron-E, QT, D-Jabe and the rest of 
the E-pro crew. The seemed like really cool people, but they were kinda like celcbrites 
to me, as I wasn't in the CS "scene" at all at that point. I also went io a hojillion parties 
over the summer, including Hyperia parties, Nature (my first "headliner" party), and 
Frequency Clear (my first massive and my first experience with X), Two Weeks after 
Frequency Clear my parents found out that I had done X. . . and they flipped out. So that 
was the last time I did X. That was it. 
Midway through the summer I decided to take the plunge and get some tables. I 
went all-out: two brand-new 1200's and a new Numark mixer off of eBay. I purchased 6 
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tracks and Chemistry and Atomic, and between those and my vast collection of MP3s I 
began to teach myself the art of beatmatching. I caught on surprisingly fast ll suppose 
watching DJs do it for 3 months helped) and within 2 months or so I had tripled my 
record collection and I was ready io lay down my first CD. It was now September, so 
the fall semester had started. It was then that I was introduced formally to the College 
Station scene. I was "injected" into the scene somewhat abruptly one weekend as I made 
my first post to the cs-raves listserv asking if anybody wanted me to spin out 
somewhere, and was contacted back immediately. That night there was a core sample of 
the CS crew there as I spun out in public for the first time. I was so nervous I could 
hardly cue my records, much less do anything fancy. I passed out around 20 copies of 
Trancistor and basically that's where everything started getting fun. Through my new 
friends like you, spoon, gabe, kerri, geoff, emily, etc etc etc. I went from having few 
friends to a ton of friends who were all really great! 
The scene has never been about drugs. Ever. Not even once. Hasn't even 
crossed my mind. It's always, ALWAYS been about the music. I love elecuonic 
music. I love how versatile it is; how it can make a crowd move, or not move, 
depending on the track. What other genre of music can claim that? If I so desire I could 
whip a crowd into a frenzy, then knock their feet right out from underneath them, cool 
them off, then whip them right back up, just by picking appropriate tracks. Then there' s 
the scene, which, although far from perfect, is definitely more accepting and respectful 
than any other group of people I' ve socialized with. Nobody cares how anyone else 
dresses, what their religious preferences are, where they work, or how much money they 
make. We' ve all got that one thing in common: the music. And like I said before, its far 
from perfect. . . there's drama and there are drugs and there are lamers and e-tards and 
kandy kids, but there's a core of us ihat have it right. Those are the people I'm friends 
with. Those are the people that make me smile when I talk to them. D ling is the 
ultimate extension of this. It's my niche. When I get behind the decks I feel free. 
Nothing can bother me. Not school, not work, not a psycho ex-girlfriend, not money 
problems, not the paper that's due on Wednesday. Who needs a dissociative drug when 
you' ve got wax? Some people when they get stressed out play football, or run, or drink, 
or even do drugs. I mix music. I mix music that makes me feel good and gets my blood 
pumping. 
It really aggravates me that the public has come down so hard on the "rave 
scene. 
" lts true that it has problems, most notably the excessive use of drugs, but tr Jdng 
to destroy our music and our parties will not make the drugs go away. If you want to 
prevent kids from taking drugs, bust the dealers, not the promoters. Bust the kids that 
take the drugs, not the DJs. If things kccp going the way they' ve been going recently, 
then it looks like I' ve got a tough road ahead: fewer and fewer venues to play in, and an 
increasingly hostile public environment. But that's just details. I'm just as happy mixing 
music in my apartment as I would be making a stadium full of partykids dance till they 
drop. I' ll always stand for the music, not the drugs. That's onc thing you can count on. 
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Roberta: 
As a girl in the rave scene, I' ve had my eyes opened to them as a getaway from a 
sometimes harsh outside reality. The music is powerful, and takes on a meaning 
particular to me. When I dance, I never think of others judging me because I'm too fat, 
thin, not wearing the right clothes, etc. I just let go, and for those few hours, everything 
is ok. . . 
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APPENDIX D: 
UNITED STATES SUBSTANCE CONTROL TIMELINE 
1919 18th Amendment: National Prohibition Act (Volstead Act) — prohibited the 
manufacture, transportation and sale of beverages containing more than 0. 5 per 
cent alcohol (then came the "Roaring Twenties" ) 
1933 21st Amendment: National Prohibition Act repealed 
1937 Marihuana Tax Act: levies a token tax of approximately one dollar on all 
buyers, sellers, importers, growers, physicians, veterinarians, and any other 
persons who deal in marijuana commercially, prescribe it professionally, or 
possess iu (Failure to follow the strict administrative regulations (Regulations 
No. 1) of affidavits, depositions, sworn statements, Treasury Department and 
police inspections result in long prison sentences and heavy fines. ) 
1961 Single Convention Treaty on Narcotic Drugs: adopted by UN (limits the 
possession, use, trade, distribution, import, export, manufacture and production 
of drugs for medical and scientific purposes; combats international drug 
trafficking) 
1969 The U. S. Supreme Court ruled the Marijuana Tax Act unconstitutional 
1972 President Richard Nixon appointed a National Commission on Marihuana 
and Drug Abuse (Shafer Commission): reported recommendation to 
decriminalize marijuana and base control on medical risk; Nixon denounced 
report, and declared "War on Drugs" 
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1978 President Jimmy Carter publicly advocated decriminalizing up to one ounce 
of marijuana in his statement to Congress on drug policy 
1985 MDMA first outlawed with Emergency Scheduling (eventually placed 
permanently on Schedule 1) 
1986 Anti-Drug Abuse Aci: created Mandatory Minimum Sentences for drug 
convictions 
1994 Federal Crime Bill: (included a commission to investigate causes of illicit 
drug use, and make recommendations to lower illicit drug use) introduced death 
penalty for involvement with the cultivation or distribution of 60, 000 marijuana 
plants (or seedlings) or 60, 000 kilograms of marijuana 
2000 Ecstasy Anti-Proliferation Act: nearly tripled the penalties associated with 
Ecstasy possession, giving it greater penalties than cocaine 
200 Ecstasy Prevention Act: currently pending (gives grants for taking action to 
restrict rave clubs) 
APPENDIX E: 
DRUG OFFENDER STATISTIC 2002 
Types Of Offenses (calculated for those with offense-specific information available): 
Drug Offenses: 76, 096 (55. 1%) 
Firearms, Explosives, Arson: 12, 921 (9. 4%) 
Immigration: 12, 331 (8. 9%) 
Robbery: 
Property Offenses: 
D. C. Offenses 
8, 716 (6. 3%) 
7, 228 (5. 2%) 
6, 729 (4. 9%) 
Extortion, Fraud, Bribery: 6, 599 (4. 8%) 
Homicide, Aggravated Assault, 
and Kidnapping Offenses: 2, 681 (1. 9%) 
Miscellaneous: 1, 250 (1. 0%) 
1, 01 I (0. 7%) 
1, 008 (0. 7%) 
White Collar: 
Sex Offenses 
Couri. s or Conections: 
(e. g. , Obstructing Justice) 709 (0. 5%) 
Continuing Criminal Enterprise: 641 (0. 5%) 
National Security: 68 (0. 1%) 
Source: Federal Bureau of Prisons, Quick Facts, January 2002. 
APPENDIX F: 
WORLDWIDE RAVERS MANIFESTO 
Our emotional state of choice is Ecstasy. Our nourishment of choice is Love. Our 
addiction of choice is technology. Our religion of choice is music. Our currency of 
choice is knowledge. Our politics of choice is none. Our society of choice is utopian 
though we know it will never be. 
You may hate us. You may dismiss us. You may misunderstand us. You may bc 
unaware of our existence. We can only hope you do not care to judge us, because we 
would never judge you. We are not criminals. We are not disillusioned. We are not drug 
addicts. We are not naive children. We are one massive, global, tribal village that 
transcends man-made law, physical geography, and time itself. We are The Massive. 
One Massive. 
We were first drawn by the sound. From far away, the thunderous, muffled, echoing beat 
was comparable to a mother's heart soothing a child in her womb of concrete, steel, and 
electrical wiring. We were drawn back into this womb, and there, in the heat, dampness, 
and darkness of it, we came to accept that we are all equal. Not only to the darkness, and 
to ourselves, but to the very music slamming into us and passing through our souls: we 
are all equal. And somewhere around 35Hz we could feel the hand of God at our backs, 
pushing us forward, pushing us to push ourselves to strengthen our minds, our bodies, 
and our spirits. Pushing us to turn to the person beside us to join hands and uplift them 
by sharing the uncontrollable joy we felt from creating this magical bubble that can, for 
one evening, protect us from the horrors, atrocities, and pollution of the outside world. It 
is in that very instant, with these initial realizations that each of us was truly born. 
We continue to pack our bodies into clubs, or warehouses, or buildings you' ve 
abandoned and left for naught, and we bring life to them for one night. Strong, 
throbbing, vibrant life in it's purest, most intense, most hedonistic form. In these 
makeshifl. spaces, we seek to shed ourselves of the burden of uncertainty for a future you 
have been unable to stabilize and secure for us. We seek to relinquish our inhibitions, 
and free ourselves from the shackles and restraints you' ve put on us for your own peace 
of mind. We seek to re-write the programming that you have tried to indoctrinate us with 
since the moment we were born. Programming that tells us to hate, that tells us to judge, 
that tells us to stuff ourselves into the nearest and most convenient pigeon hole possible. 
Programming thai. even tells us to climb ladders for you, jump through hoops, and run 
through mazes and on hamster wheels. Programming that tells us to eat from the shiny 
silver spoon you are trying to feed us with, instead of nourish ourselves with our own 
capable hands. Programming that tells us to close our minds, instead of open them. 
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Until the sun rises to burn our eyes by revealing the distopian reality of a world you' ve 
created for us, we dance fiercely with our brothers and sisters in celebration of our life, 
of our culture, and of the values we believe in: Peace, Love, Freedom, Tolerance, Unity, 
Harmony, Expression, Responsibility and Respect. 
Our enemy of choice is ignorance. Our weapon of choice is information. Our crime of 
choice is breaking and challenging whatever laws you feel you need to put in place to 
stop us from celebrating our existence. But know that while you may shut down any 
given party, on any given night, in any given city, in any given country or continent on 
this beautiful planeh you can never shut down the entire party. You don't have access to 
that switch, no matter what you may think. The music will never stop. The heartbeat will 
never fade. The party will never end. 
I am a raver, and this is my manifesto. 
(This project was collaborated and displayed on www. Ecstasy. org) 
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APPENDIX G: 
FLYERS 
Magical 
Mystery Tour 
Brooklyn, NY 
1991 Tins Tripp 
deal@It: 
unknown 
Truth 
Los Angeles 
1991 
Moonshine/Lost 
Angels 
d: Jive 
Deliverance Columbus, OH 
1995 Underground Peace Society 
d: Spirit/AdkA Graphics 
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Journey to the Milky Rave 
Maryland 
l 992: Ultraworld 
d: Lonnie Fisher 
Etnerican Xpress 
San Diego 
1992: Diesel 
d: Justin Holebody Design 
New York 
l992: Nasa 
d: Creation UK (DB)/Zeta& 
asa's lunar eater 
StggtCnt JSNrtetol ~ 1tR s GOytO 
Rave-E-Ou 
New York 
l993: Nasa 
d: Creation UK (DB)/Zeta-G 
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United State of Consciousness Houston 
1998: Atter Dark Productions 
d: Kinetic Design 
Bang Los Angeles 
1991: Mr. Kool-Aid/Double Hit Mickey 
d: unknown 
. 46, 0 
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Electric 
Thursdays 
Club M 
Austin, TX 
200 I: Flux 
Entertainment 
d: unknown 
Mind Storm Brooklyn, NY 
1992: STORM 
d: Frsnkie Bones 
~+«Stww ~«)« 
W ««««««~ 
~ «) 
tip « ~ ~ a~ )«))««s 
~saw «re ae«)«r \ ~ 
~W AR ««) Alt~ 
««cue s~ ««« )«w, «« 
Turntable Athletes Competition Texas 
200 l: Latin One Stop Music d: 
NonStopGRaphics. net 
Electroshock 
Therapy Dose: 
ll 
Oklahoma 
200 l: Massive 
d: Trip C 
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FUSION 
October 12, 2001 
63 Rntertainlnent 
Slave Therapy N/j 
Sound Mix Yechnololy ", o-- 
Colleye 5 TX 
~g o . . 
. '-„- 5 
Face Olf College Station, TX 200 l: JG Productions d: Jonny Graf's 
Cyberfest Houston, TX 2001: Coolworld d: Coolworld 
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TrlP te the Umlerwurld Texas 
2001: Hovertical Productions 
d: unknown 
Gneeveteeh Wednesday Nights 
Division One Nightclub Dallas, TX 
2002: Valence Entertainment 
d: unknown 
Ahisma Austin, TX 
2001; CIC 
d: unknown 
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ELEVATE 
lauoETSEE aacosaalosl 
SlTHENPV 
Oona IXWWWX 11% SIST at tata Etantav laaana alai Ittalaa tatate ata atssrE IYSIW 
aaruaaaa tasnr wlN TNE otar aflES Nouaa 
Stare EI nnaa 
Electric Daisy ~ Austin, TX 
2001: Ark Entertainment d: Bleep! 
Elevate 
Saturday Nights 
Soho Lounge 
College Station 
d: unknown 
Zen Festival 
Grandview, TX 
2001: Spiritual 
Medicine Music 
and others 
d: Weblogik. net 
, M theg ~ 
&Ihe Wee 
anna 
~ s, 
~ 
I' 
Love 
* Houston, TX 
-. H 
200 l: Bigtyme Productions 
d: Digital 
Save Our Scene 
flyer passed out at raves and 
record stores 
TxRaves Awareness Group 
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APPENDIX H: 
MDMA SCHEDULING DOCUMENTS 
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'ce«ter n that the medi f ai p«act i t I oner sha' i ntot 
ed lvt th In . tie pl'acti e, !78 Cong Rec. 2228 1924) 
Bath Senate Bi 11 No, 2999 and SeAate Bi I 1 ffo, S sai d tha 
'the te«JA dl" ug utas clef I Acct tfle! e! n. f ol th piJI pose of 
adaied. ) The Hause Bcmmf ttee ar Infer stets srd Fgre 
Cgntme. ce I n coils I def'af; I orl gf Sana e Bf 1 I Iso. ' Oml t latter clause be«ause the wa«ds weve thaught la be unuse 
alt gt t c«f*at f' caA+us I on . f p. 221 ' he cfyitmi t ee 
+'J the S. a ted that the tli 11 'dans naf under taue tg «egu 
a 
gn 
1 l4 
, he orau I; ce o. tl. e. eal I ng a, ta. ' It&, a„pec, 
off g, gd aes . (, Ogn . . . , „. I exp l a, I' t', &g I'I 'f &». e 
, rn, e n . dded tn I he ' n ong"-eanl „&nr * . . urn& I tee 
a ed t, t the e t lot 0a n tet&deo * &o p & a I' t, 'no 
;r & rr I aponefb e manu& at. & f" erort caua 
dea» I 
e encl oned oo n& or. a lr . I & " . "I. Brcccr 
+at&ot'I", &a, f»af %cake to!l g. eel 
i egl h rqaca aa a nlanuia»ur e — I" «d ac . bed 
nolo ~ d reo t, "'fhe ' egal, gage - . Egke. ' I. *. ' et' o& ' E, r&. " 
Th e i e ~ & t &mac I a upheld b &t& nt I ued cor ~ ci a *or I o 
tne at I+urn& a &teat ch ard Ba&et" bode, 'I ' alar -*. : . n ar 
*I I g «r" en&c t . "c am, h&ao &er n . "Druga ald eel c. = . 
canoe —. Panegt aph gado" I " he en=- r. pr 
l. ap. &I al a: ' noi apple 'to af I' 
pennon &uho ': c 'teed br I an to adult» I ruga 
mardi ac &ur — . pr eoa-ea, r ran te -, mnoounda, or 
uge rl de&I cea otal, I'I" uee "I &I e c u 
brac" ce. " I a tat ment mo &en Chat er, t, ce& eed p, 
'eg; t &mate mat&uiacturer o*. a. y dn '; ma& uia — tun d ' ~ I 
a t. &I e coerce oi n n O-u'&a . tonal pr CCI. e. " 
af& I ceraelt to pract;ce m ot Ir e r Eel eorm ano I mar 
*ter- 
edd in a, ourn&a the capp'. & r'g luEhhn tn h I u e 
et e cur i am a I e t t mate e&ar ueac turer oe «l~, "'I& m 
. &I procedure . , men & or. d . ' «I=. e . r: I oned "ec . ", * I" I I m: ' ''e 
c o&" ct c Compound and, i &n Ei e& la . 'r Hua;-na, " on . o& 'I ur, er 
-'. h . '* ad&nb, r&ET&IC'E&, ' I 
I &u ' I be nano - cn appf » & I 'I& nea. tg ~, . aue 
I f ad&If'eua k lt ef t e '. . . I ec Ii 'n' . &e e ' l l 
ref&dp'f, l'& au opto' i . hp f&b I ec . ol': . I au\- J ', lad IEI! 
ITe "I-m m. a& Ie re&u . ano . at&J'«ob&a 
g n ref 
~f. dfdf& ff, g 
Geon ge gr eer . 
. Lisec h]ttttt] Mcc& He]fth i ~] 
]r Spnp& ~, P: 
see 1 ] r p, 
lc-eh 'I n--f. Qrl, In. 
A. -re== " Peie-ei cc-]-1-- 7--en tc 
ecc ec]]i . . ". r Fct]l pel . h. s] inc cr the e hec'clin» 
'I ''k th Qe] ~ I Q. h I' ieeciet'cf: ] ntn ] "e 1 'Ie]'pets ' c 
:Iei' ~ ~ ' 'I] ' nct cl I' e-rn I s . !pin]'Ie. . p 
re]r r CQ]]c fsp e'i 
, c. ten icily ce "Q'i ]n 1 pet]st y. Ir is . ct 
rjni rr i Q. p. it I I if ", te Fc c. te ]]ntt p«]he s ]n] F c p"n n 0 It. I*. . F hsuc, tin t ]pi In nel cn . ]he]sr', , ]]*, ] p. . . cet] c 
] r trr iree, sri', 
, 
ee '. . . rest] nn he c I r, c - . Pi. 
i CI Ilc enh I I'et' S I. ]et]CI . P le n I I'"i'I'n *I 
Qctprt ]pi Cec rr t tr p, cncr„ttst, C, Q "ctrr. : 
t . ld the QQ]] then 30 th Cen]. , te, ] reins]rc; en]he 
c'Fir 1 sf", , hsl !'Pes . 'I I IC: ii t"' ' t' ice . * cps ]- 
erc I Fsc]I ]p, ilt ~ ' s ie ' sl vlf e „I, 
tn ] e Peck t: FQ ]jn, c ' ' * I In]]e ir I. " cree ceeec fl . . 
, I lieve ]t f Qi e ccnn]C s. Ie Qrci ie lt lf nels 
P Qn] ctc]'el e ]- . P Cfret C'l]lie]" t "IQ tQQC I " 'n the t 
'te e'c eh. ]I'] ]. Pt]ve. Q ~ etec 'pe Q " Ip I I pc]r h 
hec pec — Fee e cn v]th tf;]s echstecce, 
n]nc~e 
J '. e ep~~r] n peer, 
]sees eskeisr 
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Augu" t 13, 158a 
Aulminis fetor 
Drug rnforcemen+ Administra*ion 
Ia05 i 5treet i:; 
kasnington, D. C. 
A: TCMTIDA i DEA Fedef al Angl ster Rept tentative 
Dear girsi 
ae: writing 'fn refnrenre o your notite in the Fade, ai Pegister on Jufy p7, 198 oil the proposed piacelserlt of f(BRA (3, a methyielleoioxvnletn- 
ampnie amino( on 5chedule k. I i'amuest that a hearing be held' on this proposal foi seve al rnasoi . Ai, ". 
, as a subdect in the only human tra('I of his, substance I be ieve I rereived substantial benefits. 
Second. as a professor o. cou- es vhich aie taken by mental health workers, 
think this substance has patri:tial uses in mental heal, ni. Tni 
evidenr which has been scorn t ed to «he DCA from the Dr uv Conti ol section Dffi e o, Diversioii Control (8randt to pullen Dune 5, Iggc; ai " a pieviou" letter (pullen to Brendt . flanch 13, lgRa 1, i aiae substantive is ues on 
the appi opriateness and ccmpletenes of the research they cite. . Fourth, 
stockholder in a sma'I 1 business ( a development stage ante, prise) I plan to propose to this ctmipany that ' consider furthev re en«eh and development 
of 'M&4 The City of Baltimore, hrough the Dconomic Deveionnmnt Corporation 
and the Fedeva'I govennment, has pnovided appprosimately $3, 700 000 for 
the renovation of the company's facilit~es. 
first, in the sisnmen of Iggl I was a subject iri a pilot study of the pos ibis 
uses of mDM as an ad3unct to psychotherapy. As, someone who finds it difficu', t to openly ard i'reely ekpress his emo fans, my experience was that mDDA foci'Iitated ny Cnnaideration to three emotionally-packed issues in my ii fe, These included the death rn- my father and th» breakup of an 
engagement. Dn the positive side, I clarified my fee'lings rowaid a woman 
I had recently met, and I an: happy to sav that we are now nappi'y morris« 
and especting our first child within a week. 
From my own experien«e I would say that DDria used under professional 
ante and With Other aPO«OPi iate Sa ". eguardS ha. COntiderable Pctent 1 al for assisting in helping patients wno have diff'i ulty expre sir g Heir 
emotions and w«o acid to r pre s ui corn«a«tan e thougi;ts and fee fings . 
second, app, oximately one third of' mv students come «rom inental health 
related fields uch as ciiun sling, nursing, and convvun ity mental 
I have also sei ved on the preveriti on Comimittee of he national veii 
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fvorfhern Iignom Unfversiiy 
~ 
Mea 1th lasso iat'Ion and was a fe'a»ured »pester at a conference on futul e dirac iona in counseling sponsored by +he Gssocla+iur, fhr Counselor 
vducatior and supervision, and I contributec o a bona of ploceedinos 
of tha confe, ence . 1 also served Dn dortor el disso, sation c~i ttees 
in the Rounsellng Faculry at Fforthern I111nois Gniversity, and em on tre 
editorial advfsory board cf Hr il, FMind gulletin and other plofessicnal pub1'fca»'Iona, 
li is my professional opinion that MGMA offers mental heal h worker 
a way D f svsistinq Psycho herapy, pending fu. ther research, O, Courae. 
The placement of tnqs substance on Schedule T would discourage this line 
of research and potential use, 
Third, the resealch and evidence cited by Gr. Edward Brands in his let»er 
+o Francis M. Muflen fdune 0, lggal and the previous 'fetter vrom Mr. Mul'. en 
*D Gl'. Bran t fhal"c'I lg, lg&'I~ a'lse methodological questions about tfhe 
compte»eness, inten . and app. Dpr 1 a »eness nf their recense ndatqons. 
Ilei her let e. cl'tes he bes» evldertca Dn tne question Df MPlh', this 'fs George Greer's study MGMG: a New psvchotropic comloound and its Fi facts 
'ln Muloans (iggli. since the pl DDDsec uses for t l1s suos ance are 
mental heaIth contevt, the evlderce cited in»he Brand+ and Muf fan let el» 
should address 1»sel f to these issues. 
G r»arisors Df the effects of fiCMA are cons 
starces, rather than to legal substances, e 
raises questions abou+ the 1nten» of their 
has aralgesic and ether poten ially useful 
appropriately be cur pal ed with legal drugs 
this smacks of gl'I I by assouiat'torl rather 
arrived at. Geclease in tens1on and mood-1 
ccmpariaon- to Cur, en . legs I drugS rather t 
ently alade td 1 I 'l ega I 
. g. „ mescaline ano MGFI, This 
recolmhendations, since woman 
prooertlea . f» Should Inure 
cf known uses. Gnfortonarely, 
+ban conclusiors scientifira', lv 
ightenino suggest additicnal 
han to illegal drugs 
ffeports or mentions of MGMFl having been i'hund by law enfortmnent of ic1a'fs 
questionable valldi:y. 11' this were the case, then find1»"gs 
dl'ugs unde~ the same cilcums tarces wou'ld constltu e eviderce that 
"they too should be c;assifled under schedule l. Gut, I+ is not har to 1»g»e that asp1I ln, vitamins, ard other lanai sub" haloes are also 
found bv taw enfo Cement or f1olr Is, ye'I one»IOu:d not OI DPose tha they 
classi fied uI, Cer gthedu'fe l. 
Four h it 1 Ivy pi, ion that hello ha' the pote hi Df hei nq a drug 
substar ial use, and as a Sto khtl der in wo publ', caIly owned coloorations I plan to blinq I, D the at»entlol; DF the research departments of these 
companies. IAI ll I have no Idea whether they wi'll want to conslce rhese 
Gtudies D The le haq dosages were made w1th injection, -while hmaen 
administla+ion is orally, and the doses vmre several magnitudes greater »hen 
that proposed for humans. Nhfie such studies provide spam usefu'I fnforplation, 
questi Dnab'Ie whether they provide usefu'I fnforqla ion on ~nether 
relatively low doses of MGMA. should be used in human research. Also. si~ce 
the proposed use cf MGMA is 1n psychothe. apy, anima. studtes provide almos 
no worthwhile evidence on that top1c unless one can find ways of doing 
psvchotherapy with mice and monkeys . 
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Page B 
FBA Fade. at Aegister' Itep. 
fjomnern II'Iit;ois University ~ 
further r cesar h and dave mttent, i» se „, . Qverl r I esty c, e "use 
this optior, at this time, 
ln sho» , trnen cmpetent autho. i" ies disaoree, tne correct action i' investigate ti:e area of disagree. . ent and obtain add'iticna'I inf rma ion 
ot'»vel" »Q etage a mote nfo~d dttdgemerit. . hoPe the ljKA trill tonsidel' 
hold;ng hen~logs on IrtfrA and trill en ou, age additional researcn on 
this substance lf '. may be of any asst s ance in his matter please veei 
free to call or me. 
AespectfujjS, 
Themes B. Roberta, ph p. 
o fas s Qi" 
en insurer abet»ac of Gree», „-. , 119B j, m»HAt A tee n y»notropic 
"CmPdi:nd and:tS Bffeeta in Htrmana 
c. ct BdHard Brand', Assis. 'ar; Secretary for Health 
Francis m. mui lan, Atstini st, a or, Brug nforcemen A mint»st, ati or 
"harjes Pr»cysger. ator 
othe, 
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Lester r rl nspoon c cc, n* 
"The reieotior. of anv souroe ot evidence 
a! cvays treason to that vlf imate r at iona 1 isa 
hioh nroes fonwatd etienne and rhilosothv 
el i he 1 aihxtehead 1 . 
pet%san 195n and t. , e TII ice ] 96es there eras 9 t'ohust. 
irtv. esr xn the oossihi! i tv thar rs3 and related clrues 
( sometimes called 'ha 1 lnoinoueni o" or "nsythede 1 
is" 
} 
micrh. be tneraoeutioal'y useful ior nsyohiat". v. :here 
were more than a 'thou. and clinc eel nac'3ers discuss i no 
tor tv thousand patients, several dozen hooks and six 
i rte. nat ional nor ferenees on theranv usinq these 
druo . . The subject atoused the intere. , t or many 
nsvchiarri. , ts who vere in ro sense oultccral rebels. 
The use of uSD and related druos vas rerammerc!ed "or 
vi de var iety of carol-lems, irroludinn a'! oohol ram, 
nhsessiorel neurosis, and the treatmerr. o. the dvino. 
almos't a 1 1 nvhl I eat !c n. ac'tcl most then aleut r c pract roe 
this field have tome to an end, as mush herause 
lena!. ance f inaneial oi et a les as heoause nf t!, e lcrss 
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of interest. faber&mental efforts were abandoned 
before the degree of success or failure was ad»oust»iv 
determined. It would he wise to . . ee whether we can 
salvage somethino f rcm those twc decades of researci 
and clinical r!tactics rath» r than wri te them of f as a 
mistake that now has univ historical interest. If' the 
herapeut i c results have seemed errat i, and 
i nconsi »tent, t!. at is par tlv because of' the cern Iex i tv 
Gf the: ef facts of these dt ucs. For the same reason wn 
may s tmplv not vet have had enouoh time to snt t 
their hest uses. In rei actino th» absurd notion 
prbmbted bV Stn!e that theme druOS Ware a panaoea, we 
ha v'e c!" osen to treat them as ent! re! v worthless 
ex t raordinari ly danoerous . . he time has co»e to t'ind 
an ! n'tert»ed!ate pos! 't ion ~ 
It is i nteresti. no that several cultures in the 
western hem i sphere ma! e rel in i Oua t!r rherapeut i c use 
of cert»! n arun» which are banned !!v the I!ni ted States 
This & 8 t. z ue 
peels! Iv lA the western Uni tf d 4 tat! s af!d Mes! co ~ 
4!e have made a curiously se 1 f-dc spa. , »pi no decision 
when we iudce that no one in a mcdern industr! el. 
society is qual! fied o do what is done bv a leader of 
ti;s nevot» ceremnnv in the wat ive american church or 
healer whn uses I»lsd alt»sino 
mushroom». 
It h s even been re. ot!. i ted in fed» ra I 
a 1 cobol c ! nice f 0 Indians that peyote !!! ay have 
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soluble vslile, 
There a, e now several new drugs which mav have 
therapeutic interest and may also he siqnificant for 
the study of the human m )nd, Undoubtedly there wi) 1 
be more such drugs synthesized in the future. The 
ef facts of t hese drugs are tmet )mes d i & ferent f rem 
those of 1 sp and other familiar . u istances, and the 
d i f f erences mav be highlv sian i f iran) . we cannot 
analyze these questions properly without mere 
control)ed human tesearcb. 
The drui; of certral interest here 
l, i)~ethvlenedio&vmethamphetamine (, "&DwA), when t. aken 
in doses of 75 to 150 mo orally, this nher v) a 1ky i am i ne 
seems t" have a remarks Te capacity to help people to 
get in 1; ouch with fee lance, to become more onen and 
t rue tinq arid ] ass de f'en . ive, to Eaci li tate t he recall 
early memories, and to & nvite self-exploraticr and 
insight. pt1 &ke Lap and drugs with simt'ar affect 
) t does not ord tnar ' ly produce perceptual &'. store iona, 
t'odv imiaoe chafnoe, or changes 'in 'the sense 0: self 
although nona is chemical lv re)at ed tci me)by)enei)ioxv- 
am phetamine i Npa), i t is a m i l der and shorter-act ino 
dt'uo with ) est consc tous, ies. , chai. op aniC" f ewer 
s e conga ry neur'o1 on i ca 1 svmntem s . Ac) verse see us lac 
seem to be rate, a*i):hogg). rlclt urknowni ~ ln short, wOHA 
appears tci have acme of: the advantages of the Lsi)-) ike 
druqs withot t most oi' the corresnond'. 'no disadvat rages. 
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This drun is new bein«» &aI»en hv orowino nuv»hers 
of people, oarticularly students and vounp 
professionals, lt has a1ready beer. used for 
therapeutic purooses hy a number of physicians and 
several mental hea lt. I professiora la w! o have found i t 
useful as a cat'a 1 vst « f self-eat 1««ra& i on, The users 
are increasinoly seekino oeopl e who know how to employ 
No&1A in a theraoeut ic se& t ino. vIBnp, mioht he useful 
in marital cuunsr li nq. in dtaonost i c & nte rvi ewe, in 
heir ino patients decide whether they want tc oo 
throuoh the process of p vohotheraoy, in he)pino 
psvchi at t rats de" ide whether a oat ient can bene«it 
f r'rr»» & he I»ind of ins iohts tt»at psychothe aoy provides, 
and rossihlv as an occasional catalvst of 
&nsioht-oriented osvchotheraoeuti c process. lahether 
t! is ! urnS Out to he ". . rue or not Car. I. e learned univ 
Oy e»c&&e Syetema't&C h»lman r&. . ~ . ar !», preceded bv 
necessarv a& &ma 1 toxltotv s&L»dies TI" ( k ' nd of 
in I'ormal research shat &s qoi no on now w& 11 rot 
suf«ice for an accurate assessment «f either '. ts 
theraneutic potential or its tox&city or abuse 
potential. prematurelv discouraoinn»ore systemat 
r'es& arch I. v put tlno nn&&IA 1&» schedule t of t;»e 
f'ont roll«d Substance Ac't would he a m &stake. 
1 have been & nvolved in the studv of psychoactive 
dr»»os s& nce 196T, 1 hav. n»&hi i .  h«d a n&a& her of paoers 
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and si x books in this area. Two of the boots have 
Reronsidered. tester Grinsroon and . James B. Batalar, Y: R tir 8 . . *, 1971 * t ~P. h t 
ne f I est Ious. Jester cri nsooon and B. dames Rassler 
Yew Tort; Human Boienees Press, 19831. Durinn the 
oourse of this wnrk I have read widelv in rhe 
scienti fin literature on the subieet and have 
acoumulated muoh exnerisnoe witt" people who use 
vari ous osyehoaetive druos 
Al thounh our understandino of MBBA is at Ibis 
t ime iinchoate, I think that its notent. ial fo abuse 
ptobahlv low, i f one def ines abuse as i nvol vino harm 
to the individual and/or sooietv. At anv rate, a hinh 
abuse outer rial has n t beer demonstrated and our rent 
reports . *' ndi rate relet i velv few nervous Problems. 
Beoause of the nature of rhe exnerienoe users 
oenerally do not wish to repeat &t freouer, lv or treat 
it casuailv srd reoreationa11v, Por simi lar reasons 
be I J eve that its denerdenre oroduoino notent i a 1 
low . Ir. addition I have heard of no reports of 
trav!no or' wit, hdrawal svmrtcrss, There do not seem tn 
an/ et f'eats so d1 stut b'. nn d' sorlent Inn ot* 
phvsioallv danqerous that it would be imnossible 
BDBB to be used safelv urdar a ohvsir&ans's suner- 
v i s t on. I t & s reported t o have beer:. used hundreds 
r Imes in nsvcnot herapV wi tl'. few sar Joss conPI teat ', one . 
f) f) () ilr' o 
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Research wnu id hain ve to detetmi ne hnw to prevent anv 
such compt i cat iona. 
MY hackcround Bnd expectance tn thts BraB Bre set 
forth ir the acctetnanyinc cut'ri curium vitae 
dec)are under penalt e of neriurv under the laws 
cf the United States of Amer ica ghat the forecoino 1 s 
t. L'ue and cdt t'ect . 
teecuted on Acr&I 18, l&B5 
"wester Gri na non, &'„, D. 
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VN'TFD STATE' DEPARTHENT DF DtrSTICE 
DRLrG ENFDRCEHENT ADHIN15TRATIDN 
Do6ret No. Rrr-rr8 
DIRECT TTSTIHDNy DF FRANK L- SAPIFNZAr H. S„ 
lr Frerrrr L, 'Sapierrra, maire t. he following etairewanr r 
I em a cheerio't employed er the Drug Control Sect ian, Dtf'ice of 
Diversian Cont ral, Doited States Drug Enforcement. Administratian (DEA». 
I received my undergraduate and graduate degrees ir chemistry from the 
Universxty at' Pittsburgh. I received ey mast. era degree in 1972. Prior 
to ey current. position wrth the I!rug Corrtrol. Sectron st. DEA, 1 was a 
farerreic anal»trrsl chemist at the tlnit ad St atr. e Arsy Criminal 
Invest. iqation Laboratories in Fart. Gordon, Georgia snd Frankf'urt, German» 
(1978-71)r st the Allegheny Count. y Crime Laboratory rr197t-72» snd at the 
DEA Hid-Atlantic Laboratory f, 1972-78 ». I have war!red ir! the l»rug Centra! 
Section af DFA since 1978. 
In sy current, position with the Drug Control Sect!on, 1. sa respnneib!e 
f'ar reviewrrfg and evaluatrnq inforsat tan relevant ta the actual ar 
patent!a! abuse of substances. I prepare report. s on t. he suhatanr. es 
reviewed wh!ch then serve ss the basis far recasmendatians snd dectsiorrs 
concerning the rlassif'icsttan snd schedulinq rf' substances under the 
L'ant. rolled Subst, ances Act. {CSA). I review Information from t. he wor»d 
scientific lrtersture, from sources within DEA se wali es f'rom ether 
Federal, state end local data sources, I have conducted review- of 
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ASI'Cot IC~ Stlivulan'1 
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ziept secant snd hsllucIAOgenl c eubst SACBS relative to 
both domestic and int. etnstlonal scheduling. 
Reports f'rom DEA ageeits that clandestine laboratory operators vere 
producing an analog of Rf)A ln Bn ef foi't. t o cl I'i. 'uieveAt the DSA forensic 
laboratory report. , s of this substsnc'e ZA the dz'ug trBf I'lc snd lequeets 
f I'oel state Bnd local of f Ii' I 818 'to SXSNine t tie pose Ibzl It y Of COA't I'Ol ling 
this HDA analog piompted DKA to init. ie!e s drug revies of' the aubiotance, 
B, ZI — methylensdioxymethsmphetsmine (HDHA). 
Af'ter, gathering and Ieviewing the available date coricerning feHA 
pi'spared 8 document ant it lezf "SOInedule I Control Recomisendat ion tinder 
the CSA f'OZ T, A-HethylenediOXylaethampheteeine {HDHAZv in Danuary, 198A. 
(Government document 8-7) This document. contains an analysis of' the 
'factors listed in 2I U. S. f . R11(c) relevant, to pl scrog HDHA under DSA 
control. lt also contains an evetua't ion of the crit erie necessary f' or 
placing HDHA znto Schedule 1 of the DSA. The document wes provided to 
the Department of Health end HumsA Sez'vices on Harcti b T9RA for 8 
scient. i fic and medical evsluat ion and scheduling recoemendatton f' or I%HA. 
exssllned 8 number of zlsI. S SOOICSS vli thin DLA In COAdiJC ting Biy 
reviev of HDHA. STRTDE (Sy tem to Retrieve Inf'ormat, ion from Drug 
Fvidence), is 8 system uhich collects, stores, proceeeee Bnd Iat rleves 
laboratory snslyeie inf'Ormaticn f'rom drug evidence samples submit ted to 
tKA laboratories. Host of the evidence submitted to DFA isboratorles Is 
obt. ail'ied In the coursi". Of Crlailnei inn eetigatlone, The appeal'SrtCO of a 
s~bstance in STRTDF. is a good lndicat. ion that the substance ls 8 part. 
of the illicit drug tzef'f'ic. STRTDF data le drug specific snd the 
substances found are verified by i. hemicsl analysis, and thus STRTDE ie an 
extremely reliable qualitative measure of the involvement. Of' e particular 
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substance In 'the Ill'Ictt drug t I'sf f ic* glnce law enf oi'cement pI'Lorities 
snd the control status of sobs'snces play a msjoc- rale Ln, determining the 
natuI'e and 'the direction o cr'raine 1 invest Lgat iona, STRtDE dst a pc'ov lde. 
s somewhat his~ed view of' the quantitative measure of a substance's 
appearance in the Illicit drug t. raf f'ic. Host of %A's enforcement 
sf'forts are di rect rd et major distributors of Schedule 1 snd !1 substances 
and not et individuals distributing noncontrolled szbslsnces. I'urthermore, 
sn agent. obtains a purported cont rolled substanr e (feAl which upon 
chemical analysis. is found to be e noncontrolled substance ', HA), the 
investigation will usually be terminated, Thus, noncontrollsd subsl. snead 
such es IgyHA sre underreported in gfRIDE . 
Another DEA source of inf'ormetion Ls t. he clandestine laboratory 
report which des' I~bee either operating or potential lahoret or is. , having 
the necessary chemicals and equipment to produce a controlled substance. 
Qcassionslty, rriminal investigators will find s clandestine laboratory 
suspected of' producinq a contr ollzd substance but the analysis of 
materials obtained from the laborst. ory, indicate that e noncont rolled 
subst anc'e ie being produced ~ lnvestigat ors mey terminate suL'veil lalnce 
of clsndest ine lsboratoI'isa once it is determined that only nonc ont rolled 
substances sre being produced. Clarwiesf ine leborat vries produc1ng only 
noncontzulled substances are sometimes seized if the agents believe that 
cuntrolled substances sre being manufactured. 'fhis explains why DEA haa 
seized laboratories making )AHA. Other DEA data sources in lode 
i~vestigat~~~ case f'iles which des=ribs the circumstances surzcunding tne 
submission of drug evidence to gEA laboratories, intelligence reports 
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Cnncern1ng the appearance of new drugs on t. he iiiiclt. market Bnd their 
trsff loflzng end abuse patterns, snd general irlfOrmaf iOn contained 1n gtA 
f l. les regarding t:tie sobs t Bllce 1n Question, 
ffon-yederat f'orensic laborat. cries»i. ll sometimes vo]unbarily report 
unusual drug eshibfts or new drugs of abuse t. o DFA. Additionally fyfA 
queried some cf these laboratories in an at tempt to determines ir H3HA ia 
encountered in the drug tref'f'1c, As with SffflDE, this data is highly 
reliable as s qualitative indicator of the street swailability of 8 
substance, ffany f'orensrc laboratories do not identif'y or report 
noncont r ulled substances, therefore, noncont 1 oiled substances are 
underreported by these laboratories. 
the Df ug Abuse Warning ffetwol4 (DAyih, provides information on the 
abuse of' substances througl the collection of' date on the nlasber cf 
emergency room visits end deaths associated with 8 substance DAWN 
emergency room data is not. veritied by chemical analysis end thus in the 
esse or illicit pl epsl stioI»II msy noI be en eccurat'e indicator of' the 
nulli tl el' clr n 8 1 u l e o f em e rg e no y r oem v 1 s I 1 s Bc 1 lnl 1 1 'l Bs woe 1 8 t ed w i t h 8 
substsnl e. WffA is traffic»ed on the street as feA, HC)A, ADA'„etr . Bnd 
it, is likely that some DAWN mentions attributed to these and other 
subst. ance» may be due to yA7RA. 
ffy review of' the scientific and medical literature snd the above 
data sources es well as others pro»ides the 1'o flow inlj descrrpt ron of' 
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&HA l, the H-methyl Bllaiog OI IHDA Bnd ll 18 ln 'the chemicBI c1888 
of compound 8 nosn 88 ring-Sub l 1 8 t ed pheny) BTIF V iaminec, HDHA dl f: er 8 
from HDA structurally in the same Ba) that methsmphel. amine differs From 
amphetamine, by the sddit, ion of' sn IT-methyl group. Dther ring-substituted 
phenyialky)maines include the aubstmnces, SF@F5-trimethoxyamphetamine 
(THA), A-methyl-j, g-dimethoxyaaphetamine (STP) F A-bromo-2, &-dimethoxy- 
emphetemine (DDB), pars-methoxysmphetsmine (PHA) snd 5-methoay-AF5- 
methylenedioxysmphetsmine (Hti)A). All oF these substances have 8 high 
potential fof stluee, no accsp'tsd alsdlc81 use Bnd Bre clBsel)'aed Bs 
hallucinogens in Bchedule 1 of the CBA, 
The scientif'ic literature shoes that. the pharmacological profiles nf 
HDHA and H)A in animals sre similar. Bath of' these aubsi. sores snd 
mescaline produce the same signs related tc motor, autonomic and central 
nervous System function in the unsneathesired dog and monkey, HDHA and 
HDA produce analgesia in mice using stretch, hoi-plate snd tail-F) icIF 
teBts, lnF:ressed motor Bctlvlty ln mice BBB observed aftel' 
st ion of bo h H)A Bnd H)HA ln humans the 8 F f Bc ts of 
reported to be similar to tho~e OF marihuana, psilocybin BFxl IOA. At loFF 
doses both HDA snd HDHA produce 8 change ill consrtousne58 8) thollt 
hs). lucinations, increaeee in tactile, visual and acoustic sensory 
perceptions, 8 decrease tn tension and a mood lightening effect, 
Physical Symptuma l'epcrted FFere Jae C)BFFChlng F 8)'driBSlSF pulse 
acceleration and anxiety produced nausea. 
Hy revise of the scientific ll terstul'8 fBiled to ldentlfy Bny 
refelencen to a)udice concerning the therapeutic utility of' HDHA. A 
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check with the Food and Drug Administration revealed that there sre no 
investigational new drug applications or approvsis for MDMA. There r; 
aiac no indicet ron f rom the chemrcsl lite rat ur'e snd I hemicel mlanufactur rug 
sources that there is a coemmrcisl manufacturer of HDHA„ 
Hy review shows that fOHA has bean encountered with increasing 
Frequency in the illicit, drug traFFic since 1978. DEA laboratories 
analyzed over AB, ADO dosage unrts nf HTMA in &A exhibits from 12 sf ates 
between 1972 snd 1989, HTMA exhibits were found in Cali f'ornia, Illinois, 
Washington, D. C. , Colorado, Tennessee, Florida, Mew York, Pennsylvania, 
Alabama, Louisiana, Mori, h Carolina and Oregon. Mon-federal Forensic 
laboratories have reported the analysis of st least ai AHA evidence 
samples to DEA since 1978. The states reporting HDMA submissions were 
Dragon, Texas, Vifginis, Celiyornis, Morth Carolina, New York, Haryland 
and Tennessee. HDHA is trayficked as MDA, Ccstssy, KTC, ADAM, MDM or 
HMA tabs ra tory submissions range from 1 dosage unit to over 2 k 1 ingram 
samples in capsules and powders. investigative case files show that HDMA 
haa been distributed by individuals also dietrrbuting controlled 
substances rncluding cocaine, marihuana, HDA, , methamphetamine and PCP. 
t%HA is produced in clandestine laboratories by procedures analogous 
to those used i. o produce HDA, amphetamine end methamphetamine. The 2 
synthef. ic routes used to produce %X or N7MA yield the racemic mixf. ure. 
ln those samples of' HDA snd HDHA f' or which optical isomerram was 
determined by DEA laboratories, the racemic f'orms were found in each 
instance. MDHA cen be synthesired from readily available aubst. ances by 
indivrdusl. s with minimal chemical education or training, 
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Some of the Evidence submitted by Sapienza: 
t 
Ekferyfhing looks worjdeduI when you' re young and on drugs. 
a ritc dccadm smut EED wm synriwdmd, a auenlmr af 
Iois ilit Yc tricd to Agate nail wby such ouuule Iplen- 
tiuet of jysergic mid csndd have oseh ~ profound cffcm 
oo Ne pagano ncrrmss symeca. Tbgir nuctuchcs hays icd, 
Ihc case of one pioneer "'dmg demgam, « ~ 
Ebojgia. Ia successful a!tempo to ho!me lhe ~ cs- 
- Ccomnoudcg oa rka msccarmc mojcmtb, 
i Eludgiu hss bees able to iso!me thc mhncric neu~tm 
- 
. Ibm euhsmum ~ and onc thm eohaoom soumb. 
Vring Eh«juju'I cscsrcth s group of uadmgwmnd chem!su 
have mmm up wbh a mw dmg cat!ed Ecmacy, e drug miiur- 
made is Nmidm I lbr mimsy c ugturi ot em peihy in ihc kamsa 
nmvout civsm. Ec maf Yk'ETheadt look il rmcnriy„sutnctr ui 
lhc Inicrcus c'f scicc uTO rcscsrch, sac! es oiic rcponcih * jbu 
girl aod I mt there for ebou! Cn bgmr snos hei saying loosen 
or!la' 'Agc tcm geitlrig otr" *rc yoi Iiagy uoncdy Ttieii !!hetty, 
we said. 'Fank ii. Lct't go for a walby And we bssdthb o« 
ertcghte four or rive hour walk — tote! ioy and cjmity snd 
riemurti tue're wa!i, Og, down jfol!y ead go jmnvd. pcupu 
ate oni!ing st m, flo»e: endoig srg gj iog m jto wg. The tun 
ic In!iong hsppijy dowii. E nd thg g ys suddcnjy, 'You Lrm, 
pm icetjy ia en«mt!' " 
tap!Feed by tbc rmuhs. «c wear to iuit th 
dt$irjblilot' fiu Eciias!, s tugd omoncrcd. bc!din. 
ir 1st jete thirucr wuh s uew wife end s tiny baby« 
table Yvcn Hojjywooc spsnmeni. and we mkcd 
pmcbriy, we* going nn. This wat itis rcpty . . - 
Sg Ig& hc amus! chemical b e lecrel, for obvious rcmoru. 7 go ter m I know„ the gmemmcni hetn'I msdc 
Fmmty illegal yet; bai jr'i in ay oup o(chemica!I which lhc 
governmsnl auld imhcr lioi see around, ro there's I n pi mi 
pro!Ntm«. ysjl! ON my 'o 1!:Ci of DEC s muggn Io jdDA, u th» 
cioimr mojo:ujc to ir, 
"Them's a chernicej mmssge. iignsl foi every though! snd 
emutIoo liuli you c 'cr hsd ir. ' your bfc Thai I hn it «'orkr, 
ttitr'r thc mechsnjm fsi d c s penance of hsi * mlj B!c. Ii 
' 
milh; sound cold-blooded snd Incchenbtjc, but ei fsr m I' n 
concerned. Ihsri how ood dern it in tht physics! wc rid. At j 
sec ii, cmp T. IY 11 sri ceiot ansi titiijng to s. i nisi 
Inlci. . . gild thu them!rat ihggcn jl, 
'Tyconjytro'u'bj jin j — CD«, as fermi'm cur re rcd, the! 
y. u isi tat!ed pmi i!1«r us go fmt ihsi i!*i, .srd lo iem ibc. 
«j'di hspmntd oe your lrip, io r tlcci or ii. jngt Itic nevi dsy. 
ktD i!Ciu You peri 1st !i«meri ipiitrc. I n tit:I, lti Gou sk 
o. I!e m srotm c, I «snt io br s good I umsn. Tjim'» : hui i'm ir:cre. , cd in — ila perfem for ptcpjt «ho wsm io 
Ce e, on i«err «umue cuiionel cupscily I" i ~ comeiii ' 
ri!Ybcducju 
"Emmsy o a powerfut pjengumhte aad pmmfat ecpcriencm 
but u's sho gmtc d~ lt you lairs ii loo often, you usc 
. 
rp the eouurhy neunsttuuomluc jhm ynu aoruraiiy produce 
aod ym gc'. kuut c f urer aod srruug cmt. You gm Ned from 
bculg. thai ycn Kmtmy naca eirlcytitnl ot !him wtmkt 8 pjeli 
la aly eplllion, tl'$ ready ~ twodoy tnp. Tbc rust dsy ls 
ready lhe ecsmtjc empathy. symtjng ibm yuu have wjtb acmlhar 
pemon. Thr. nest day b foc tmngjng oui muf re!en!os, suer rg 
with ymu 
friend 
mrna 
o dm Insights you' ve jmd. if you take It 
~ onc, nnd them'$ iuibixly lucre u? caipslhigc with, il olri be il ~ 
tmj foamy dmg, 
« I rilid il bait to take Ecstasy ml IN empt Y uoulach, wtih no 
other drum in yout sysiim If You have a iot io drir k, it «ijj 
make yng sick to your uoamctu Foac! wii! brmk it down N u 
dimjnidl Ibc effect. I wolddn I pluri il clthr', b«mutt il ietgcg 
Irwfel, lriy irifc srtd t hkc ul tnkt il on ~ Eiiodsy morning whcri 
we wekc up, IE ii'I Il stre dc, with aothing prmstng. Then Ihc . 
aem dey m ham a quiet, pcscsfut rujotegmdon. 
"orby i wc mg it Ecm mrhcr than Empathy! Y'dl„ 
tet! tace I cuii y lriig belier rhett cmpslhy. One ri' rhc bort 
mark cong c incc, u h io present h ss a ue sphrndh m, « ich 
it is. Eicsuw ~ ime ephro smf st nuui:or, oei mr iwu 
psopie «hn irc fund of sech o rsr 4 being/am!of emh other, 
hjot CI peon!t «!Io'vc Cled ibb I! Tug for s on of decry moue 
non uip h e ibrr rmjjr didn'I mrs for lhc c iher pemun m au 
have hsd Ytiy unplcalsni expencncui, They to, ijck io l't;or 
uomsclu. esnfuied, end pr N idi bem 1$ iur dr, ii: shows 
wjlet'I ihctc, anil a whm'I it. . te io begin «jib ji nguiy, «ri!. . . 
«Y't !!ru punted dbm'burnt Emuuy ljru ycori asu. but 
thret yccri go s coupjc of ". trtiislt wno wert rnskjlig u gii 
itrung oi:I en lt snd they goi fnghlcncd crit cbsiigcd thc for. 
mule. «Inn conptrte!y mined Ihc hvrmr"i. Ii cuir ut t o. 
bshty e quencr o(s mi!imn do!!Cti in pro ni slid sire«cd up 
cvcryih ng for s Ycsl' sn s . Cjf. Rut for I» js«ycur I!icl ve 
msrufumvru! 1st orig!ns! Chrm, csl snd relined jt cvtn m re, 
so the! in tome rmyeoiu'$ evm: bmier ihsn ihe or, ng! Eui 
ii I lsk n s !orig titus lo bu I Up ttm djiirihiriioii . . ci uTt 
egos. jdonrv jim go!ten tist:cr snd e jo' ot old run o» c I eig 
free bsi vg snd dairy g. c k . ttjgh! Iiii« liint pi »It- 
inlrreucn i, cgaiirn lhsn in rmpsthy. Crv ro' e ii . "*:, Yrg\ 
ncuro irsnr«incr fur Ihgt. Peep!care s!Ol tncro Iriiuh nt 
uci «ire g c ycsmsgn Itn bc omee in ve OID, \o pco- 
ptt bs c gciien s joi mughm ico. 
"T!I-c I Ncn sdrusc. jr is for fiite I ytsri srr oc p!Cire 
cryo!*it, vuo ttcy'r uigd inu j. g Io is! I I', , it;it. ni* 
ihc'i ti, tncci thr i - inst Ibcit gin t r, , -sc. 
Iusl!v ii 1 uii! ru!i tg. Iri r'. Oi'ld I dsn !lie n: I!. 
have in bc hri k ' 1 s!Iu f 'uci ro ss!' gii!I!, hit 
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~ ~(y(E FG(x A ~- UB~ XK 
t yOC Saidr ync SOstly did ~-"dna ~ — "y SIC~ 4«a Seen 
ps-t, «M. ch m the sheol m neo sax~ Df, ~~n, -'m sass se. ~ 
T«M s~ with ancr~ pexso;. ~ . 1DD am fond o . 
is not. a Trdxdr al Mn(( ~p. ~ xs sr anhsnossant of the tao~ca 
senaes in a ~a~ and =~~m~ «ey 1 does rcrt. biol 1m= xrrnd erm of yol= 
body ox is=mte yeux tody ~ youx m'nd m c n 1 o*~ m' = ='m o~. 
CPS ar Ve «rncds SX 'Brra&hy r Centlanee S r a& lf yuu «eat no ~ C«nly Or ytr~, "IS ie n"t ="a «ey tn C". 
1. ((e xn a p~t settivr- 
2. Past. d. 
No food, M~ o- a(oo!ml in yoox sysoss. 
A ~n yoo csxe about (vi serr~, losex, ~ 
incest tha a~ anxsrnt ycu plan to ~Re at ore tine. Zf yo ~ «~ it to cxxre on a little fascsx, dissolve it m ~t lf4 class of 
teen (t!m bittexness of beer hal„s to sas(t ~ b'~ ~~ Df ~~) 
xt do«. I 
(I, Yoll «iU. ~D a csl' le xrao. . h f ion ' lp yorxx tcoy ~ youx . . ' 
co-. in(T ceac Sully alem. exam is no xns(dog o" hxn 
u wmvn. 
happiness- Se=xxicy. ~. Exes~. Yom tcdy f eelinp life, c(ssiTTE in your veins. youc Trind eq~t, No rns:leax «~losions, 
but, a blccndxs( ~ty. Each sense er««anr ' . g " m o ~s. A big 
sailer the easinx( of terwiorw in zrdnd, bccy and soul( 
Affix' 
s:I xxw ox so co cst ~M co a se. s 
co cx' s «re'4 Sex( SA~P * a ~w s — I u " ' ' sa pe~~ry con+wnted co s''eely . joy ce Dg «haxs;~ ar 
Eox '& 'cre . ce a car~1 lsssx ufe h K~ dsy- rre ==: to 
CO, -. id - QCI SZZ afta~lW — . i l~ I- Cnxe Che '~ ' «-='r. re C. . e 
Tf PM d sc'~s «e ax(e ' anc G r e p ice 
Ec«evex, evaxvcne ~ not al«eys have the les~a o- +~IS S1mx~~ie 
Srld scrret(xes ~ all stsply relate to UM~s ~lit'~ as ~edress, 
Tle folic«Tin(( crxld~cio: Df ' heal. MA (Meilahle ~ scat Kd eai fcci since) Irill dr spell tie +mxed. . s- and xe-''~m~ s e:=. u I . Test 
' ately. 
AM EZZ" Z ~ TXXT 'D ~yXCN 
y ft( sp«(" i 
1 "v -a 
1 y'- i. S6 
3, Pi=to« ~'" 
/ &, : V 
C t'if r'I uv* 
Ct 5 r ir v ~ s u ~ 
Ecstasy 
21st CENTURY 
ENTHEOGEN 
t B Ill t: UULht. tt fGr r rl Wit!lit! S it!i"i . (Iud 
huc!tmlug f Any substuticv fsrstnesoe!I or natu!all 
Oaa tntgeuliun create' il'i lire taker axpufienoe Ol 
God, ultirrtille iealtly, tne gi'uurto ivl gi Ittg, Alisnhtie 
truth, or al one ment 
yOu haVe a lunging IO luraake ltirS Werld and !IS 
reality and lo penetrate lo a reality more nativr. Io 
vou, lo a world beyond time you know, ol course, 
where Ibis othe! world lies fiidden 
II t" lhu world of your own soul thai yuu seek Qnly 
witt!lit you!se!I et!isla g!at othe!rashly lor vrhtch you 
long I can give you nothing Ihul ha nol atreudy lils 
heing wlthtn yourself I can throw open lo you no prc. 
lure gallery Iuul yuui own soul All I can give you is 
the opportunity, the impuise, the koy I ran help you 
nial, e yOur OWn World Vratbte That !S 
Herman Hesse 
Steppenwolf 
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WHAT iS ECSTASY 
P st t *ha I I be &t d I»t alit'uuyh 
"41 luyfmi do y pha pt is i . ' Nl ilt d 6 sits c 
Pliny oho hay nu thea&oil ba kmo n! "bc limiilbnimh n, " 
ih &Km in u. aynoplte srl & r! I&o » ~ « ~ i *' u ht 1' 
ntm ui Hta loci&ill! 111, 4 gkm re*it!ter! uc 
ri uf i iit&upon i u il. . :* ~ . &I'ca i& iii 
r'& r ir p. I ho ru pl H&ur iu!Il ' I c'al tni. 4! ti 'lt u 1 ' u \um 
pl are&hie'oeiiitrituad 4'ef klyc4m if! Iu, tur uiu bid mnm 
6 Iu & Irlilgl «bo I a C i&dlittrl I p ' I I » st!ally ro 
f I I u&r, I & oau o! ps&lhalog&cat i. !, u d 
WWAT f:AN BE EXPECTEO 
!Is! I! 'r u Irf I k i! Ibei th«pell!i!I. » cr, ud 
ard&h I Ii a!tynuo!r &ffr4mo I ' ol&h & i' *' r' 
d util 
tl m t!&ls&y t ail htl&c! 41, comm& 1st. ~ ' I o &c 
I ( d lr a smut& riumbe or piano ly, l«u. 
mere, luff, aeons, co s. cord ymd mfa 'it 
d* kl&es ll al ff m sml ali hui ci&m ta er ihc phys c*I &m 
Be ti Ifml open «pant' lt c I &e of tt &shul 1'! 
WOW SWQkkLO ECSTASY SE TAKEN 
XCCha&*ae O ff~ d, eagedCp S& t!C!O r d 
a ih &clare mip team and do *ry &butt&i& km u ddmr r p 
pb lit m&ingram& tyb f I, & ueu d orally n a py 
!bc «Iutdt* d oc crier!, . i, adl n I ly, i «' « 
I s!A«uteasleircid&i ac 
I b 
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teel ihrl, bear tl ' nd A nbc tin al 
ycurhcadlle acid y In(st (le dsyah 
I fd y» float nb hkes butt tlv I »tol Jur, toy r y 1 
Jl ~ I ttor da»tnpa, ed I y, rra«kJ II I . . », e 
pun fr dtclcttt 1, frtf Ill tf I I 1 c 1 '. Il«r I I ' ll 
s *11 e \ d ! Idio(lou 
d I . . « . It, . td. , I k 1„. 1 I I 
PREPARATION FOR THE TRIP 
roat bran uaolrtktoopct lorallylo feet\nklof la flier yo. v, 11 
I y lb 11 I y 
, u»r»1 hr ay(i hen lac vp re o c yot 
tt y I vn 1 msk y f»t, nailorl 11 
FQR SAFE USE QF ECSTASY 
tmr t»opl lid. a lro( I c(t I rbavct I rl 
e. ally rep n M 
CAUTIOR 
tu (cl ht, ndlf'utl«»» tls t d n»ldb 
» lor c»ta pc pt to a»td th at' XIC Ttterc I I d 
d I e!»1 uymntly»rl tf t I 1 kl »n bo I lt (I ", nf 
«I el»rod 1 ~ (l«e Iv eh(tub»» I'rea a I mir e 
a I' 1st 1 rh. 1»clm' th t, fhypor k sar 
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A ilicu y atmvr thii i itic Rcl ltifi p I:«ubi i . I J aad 
it aoalylr ' type or ltioug4 t; ihh ountiy I hl c Ii c 
rii din rc the ter l deol o r I ann ly 
mcry gmilr rn meir u r I ri man rofR i, yo v bet 
t)rul f arl art ablt u t iap d J- n t eyhr 
ally do troth ne c yri p t the I cl ol ih o a 
off it c channel in Ihr Ieh analyiicaf aide t'll orr br in antt «tlofty 
othrcic t r ihcrarmn, o i «J of uba: 
Iilldil ffu, *lit Ill ~ Ie Ul anyrlmlg I i ra ypnr gf'pear vrhf, Jltlnli ill 
THE FINAL EFFECTS 
yo been d Idfo y » I gho u t ivrf 
FEIR THE RECQRO 
frat rlclu tly e ai Ih pr e t o Th the 'I . : mm If 
p tcnc. Ih i alit N m vo, Ih kli vd vp I rl p 
aaa . I d ' b kione l, t t ahoncdmrencc 
hT!' 
. e iuul lo«ach neo i J or hi g it e r n 
ur do oven and I o . Id! ur h 
a it» \tr ally. That'i I at h rraiy ii ~ II I:«g h 
a I hc I I *I e pt a lu al ay i h»u I eh 
all nlr o amtt 
I oll d b . I r I ri. It v I. Iummnrn hg vl imynt 
p nary I . Iup d tm il at rcp at ga»rmr tha pleo 
at rl I r 
1he phyi» i ff I a« in allrmnim I Tlr. e i m un» 
a m I I ng ym ha I y «h t th c y hegmmng. Tati i 
ally o ly o yror I repen nce. b r il i«air b 
tralrr rtiela lo liikl g 1 o Ibatan', tltld itai 
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U, S, Eyeparnnenr of Jastke 
Drug Enforccrnenf Adnrinisrration 
FGB XÃMEDIATE RELEASE 
FRIDAY, BAY 31 r 19ES 
BDYA -- the drug popularly known as "Ecstasy" -- will be 
temporarily outlawed as of July 1, lc85, it was announced today by 
John C. Lawn, Acting Administr ator of' the Drug Enfoccement 
Administratio~ (DEA). 
The emergency measure, signed by Lawn ear iiec this week 
because of' the increasingly widespr sad abuse of' the dr ug, will 
place IDEA into Schedule I of' 'the Con t1 ulled Substances Ac't. 
Schedule I, the mo t restrictive of the I'ive categories 
established bv the federal drug law, indicates t, hat a doug has a 
high abuse poter:tial, no accepted medical use and no accept. ed 
saf'ety foe use. 
"All of the evidence DEA has received shows that HDNA abuse 
has become a nationwide pr cbI em and that ft poses a secious 
health t. brest, " Lawr explained. "The admi. ni. strative scheduling 
of' HPRA has been underway since July 1984, and w&II continue. 
This emecgency acr, ion is a stopgap measure to curb ffDHA 
until the administr ative pr ocean can be completed. " 
Gene B. Bsislip, head of' DEA's Of'I'ice of Diversion Control, 
said that pub]. ic hear ings on the ociginal scheduling proposal 
hav e beer; set f' or June 1D and 11 in Los Angeles snd July 1D and 
in Kansas City, A third hearing vill subsequently be held in 
Washington, D. C. 
"These hearings sill det. ermine the future status of' the 
drug, such as uhether it, ia placed io gchedule I, " Baislip said . 
"In the inter'im, DEA is establishing expedited registration 
procedure es to assur e that legitimate r'cesar'ch into the ef'Penta 
of RDHA can continue unin'ter zupted. " 
Ba' slip pointed out that r cesar ch soon to be published 
indicates that, a very similar drug, ADA, destroys nerve 
tersrinals in the bcain, 
"Since NDA and HDHA are believed tc af Pent the brain in 
similac manner, it is likely rhs, 't BDSA rrill also cause bnain 
damage, " he said. "Drug treatment programs have air eady reported 
that people are asking for help because of' multiple do es of the 
drug. A Califor nia psychoanalyst, uho admittedly had a hear't 
condition, died shoctly af'ter taking 200 milligr ass of EDNA. " 
NDrrA's chemical name is g, rr-methylenedioxymethamphetamine. 
It is Pound in tablet, capsule and porrdec f'orm that sells Ppom 
$8 r. o g20 a dosage unit, or gy0 to gr00 per gram. The average 
dose is between $0 and 170 milligrams. BDHA, which is made in 
clandestine labopatories, is also called MDM, XTC, Adam, Essence, 
Cocaine or HDA. 
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This is the second time that frEA has used the tempor'sr y 
emengency scheduling authority penmit ted by the Comprehensive 
Cr ime Control Act oy ]98rr The fir st time occur r ed in 
Nar ch 1995, and was dir ected against the so-called synthetic 
heroin debug 3-methylf'entanyl 
Dn duly 27, T984, in s Federal Register notice, DEA props~ed to place HDHA into Schedule I of the cBA. The proposal, based on a review of Isa(A by DEA, f'bund that: (T ) HDHA is cheeiceily snd phsrmacologically related to I, a-methylenedioxysmphetsmine (HDA), a Schedule I control' ed substance, (2) HDHA has no legitimate medical. use or manufacturer in the United States, (1) HDHA is produced in clandestine laboratories and encountered ir the illicit, drug traffic, and that (a) HDHA hss been associated with medical emergencies ss reported by the Drug Abuse warning Hetwork (DAT(H) and drug abuse treatment programs, and on a scientific snd medical evaluation snd scheduling recommendation for yE)HA by the Depsrzment of' Health and Human Bervlces which found that HDA has s high potential Por abuse~ that HGHA presen'ts s signil leant risk of harm to 'the public" health» snd that HDHA should be placed into Schedule I of the CBA. 
At. the request of several conrerned individuals, DEA was required to cOnvene an sdmznistrstive hearing regarding the scheduling of HDHA. HDHA is used by ar unknown, though apparently small, number of psychiatrists mnd psychologists as sn adJunct to psychotherapy even though FVA has not approved the drug for use nor has f DA approved any human research involving HDHA. This hrsring process ie currently under way. Ho~ever, the hearing schedule strongly suggests that the administrative process concerning the control of HDHA zs likely tc contznue f' or the rest. of this year. 
Since the administrative process wss inxtisted in Duly of 198&, DEA hss continued to collect alarming information concerning the widespread abuse of' HDHA end the potential threat it poses to the public safety. Unapproved, so-called therspeutzc use of HDHA as well ss unregulated snd uncontrolled production of HDHA continuee in many sections of the country. Clandestine oroduction, distributzon and abuse of HDHA zs occurring nationwide and appears to be escalating. The open promotion of HDHA ss a legal euohorisnt through fliers, circulara mnd promotional parties has recently surfaced in some areas. DEA agents estimate that. IG, GGD dosage units of' HGHA are dzstributed each month in one Texas city. Drug abuse treatment programs have reported that they are seeing Individuals seekzng treatment who have taken multiple doses of HDHA. Additionally, DEA haa been informed that, April TSSS, the 22nd Eapert Commzttee on Drug Dependence of' the vforid Health Grganization (WHD) recommended that HGHA be controlled in Schedule I of the Con~ention of Psychotropic Substances, 1&TT. 
Df lamed ata concern to DCA 'in terms of a h'azar'C to thc' publxc safety is very recent research f1~ding chion suggests that HDHA has neurotoxic properties. A paper entzt led "Hallucinogenic Amphetamine Selectively Destroys Brain Serotonin kerve Term»alsf Heurochemical ond Anstcmicsl Evidence" by C. Ricaurte, C. Bryan, L. Strauss, t. Screen snd C. Schuster, describes studies which show that single or mul iple doses of' HDA selectively destroy serotonergic nerve terminals xn the rst brain. serotonergic system whzch is also present in men plays s cole in regulating sleep, mood, sexual actrvzty and ensxz ivzty to avercive stimuli. Ev perte 
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have concluded that because of the nevrctoxic effects af clasely related 
enalogs a» HDHA (HUA, ampnetsxine end eetneephef. maine) and 
because both HDA snd HDHA cause the rel, esse of endogenous aeratanin, it likely that HOffR will produce sieil sc revrotoxic ef" f'acta tc those of HDA. 
Fvrthermore, the neuratoxicity ol' aephetuxgne ard methamphetamine hes been 
sham in 5 diverse mmamslian species. This strongly svggests that the 
substances «auld be neurotoxic to hufnans, 
Based on s consideration of these factors arid ir light of the continuing 
snd apparently increasing nuxber of' people being exposed to HDHAr its potential neurolaxicity and the lack af accepted medical vse ot" established 
safety for use af ygytA„ the Acting Administrator found that control of' 
HDHA in Schedule 1 of the USA, et least on a tmxporary basis, «es necessary ta avaid en imminent harmed ta the publiC Safety, end eaved ta da SO under 
the temparary emergency scheduling autharity of the Federal Controlled 
Substances Act. 
The eeergency temporary placement of HURA into Schedule 1 is s completely 
separate and paral1el act. ion fram the conf. inved scheduling process cvrrently 
vnder«ey. This action «ill in no «sy interfere «1th the hearing in 
pragress regarding the permanent scheduling of' BURA. This temparary 
scheduling af' HDHA in Schedule 1 «ill expire at the end of one yasr fram 
the date af this arder unless the proceedings cvrrently xn process sre 
still pending. ln svch s csse, the temporary scheduling of HDHA my be 
extended far vp ta six months. 
DEA, ea part af the emergency scheduling artier, is establishing expedited 
registration procedures to assure that leg f treats research into the 
eff'acts of HDHA csn continve vninterrupted. 
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July 1, 1985 
RepresentatI. ve Het. ry Wamz sn 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Health 
and the Environment 
Commtttee an Knera, y and Cams:erce 
tl. 8. House af Rep esentatives 
Washingtcn, D. C, 20515 
Dear I:r. ChairnIsn: 
I have been au hozized to transIsiL to you the enclosed letter Du behalf of the seven physician signatories. 
Geopraph cal separation made it impossible for the physicians 
to sipc the let. ter personally, snd still deliver it t- you 
by July 1, 1985. 
Thank you for your con-ideration of the enclosed letter. 
Enclosure 
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Replesentat've Henry taxman 
Chairman, Bubcommittee on ffealth 
and the Environment 
Committee on Energy and Commerce 
U, B. House of Represents ives 
Washing'tor~, D. C. 
Effective today, the Drvg Enforcement Administra- 
tio 1 (DEAi is actlrg on an emergen y bas's to place the 
substance, 1, 4 — methylenedioxymethamphetamine (NDY&, f into 
Schedvle 1 of the Can rolled Bubstar:ces Act. Me are a grovp 
psychiatrists and researchers +ho believe t. hat HDvLA may 
be a potentially valuable d. ug and that research into YVNA's 
pot. ential therapeutic use should be facilitated, nat cis- 
couraged by t. he government. Re svpport MA's effort to make 
street use and recreational use of MD' illegal, However, 
DEA' S emergency placement of MD~ ";nto Bchedule 1 v&11 im- 
pose such severe restri ct iona on HDPA that all vse af AiDMA 
by psychist, ists and virtually all research into its medical potential vill be s1gnlffcantly retarded, 
are 'vr 1 t, i ng 'to vou to reoues a Cong r'ass lena 
revie~ of the DEA's emergency scheduling action, and the 
apparent failure of the Department of Health and Human Ber- 
vlces to advrse DEA of the sho ~ tea~ lngs of DEA s medical and 
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scientif ic eviden e. The actions by the DEA and BHS/FDA 
indicate the need fox legislative ox' oversight action to 
clax'ify Coxlgxassioxlal intent in this a ea, Ixe reques't txle 
opportunity to meet with you or your staff at a mutually 
convenient time in the nea. futuxe to discuss this request. 
in more deta. *l. 
Based on our review of the eviden e cited by the 
DEA, we believe the DKA' s action was precipitate and not. justif*;ed by curxex. x. scientific and medical information. 
The appxopriate course for DKA woulxi have been to expedit, e 
t, he placement of MDKA into Schedule III of the Controlled 
Substances Act -- an action which would allow medical re- 
seat'ch to continue, but would provide DBA the authox'ity 
contxol street use and xecreat, ional use of 
To undex stand our concex'r„1t 1s neoessarv to set 
out briefly t. he background of the DEA's emergency scheduling 
act. ior, . The Controlled Substances Acx, pro~ides a careful 
ano oxderly pxoceduxe for imposing appropr a«e contro' on 
substances that have a potent''al fo. be ng abused, The DFA 
inix. ia«ed proceedings in July, 1984, to consider what ron- 
tx. cia should, be imposed. on MD'. Psychiatrists and re- 
searchers participatina in those prcceedings have vo ced 
their view t. hat MDIxJl may have import. anx. I. hexapeutic pot. ar:- 
t ial, and that the evidence to date has not indica«ed either 
a high potexftial for abuse, or that I«IDEA canno be safely 
used under medi~al supervisiof. Similarly, the evidence to 
date does not ixdicaxe that. KDIIA causes either physical or 
psy I', c logical xiependence. These psychist. x sts and x esearch- 
ex's have tlee'1 ux'ging DEA to place MDI'A in Schedule I I I . By 
the exld of Ray, 1985, all direct. «es imony had been submit- 
ted in«o the record in this proceeding. 
I« is our underst. anding that. the congress did no« 
intend the DEA tc use its emergency scheduling authori" y 
. out. inely or to use it. t, o circumvent. ongoing s hedul ng 
proceedings, The DKA is to invoke its emergency authority 
only when a drug has a high potential for abuse, has no 
medical ut ility, and poses ixn imminent hasard to the public 
safety, " Based on the evidence already ir. the record of the 
ongoing proceeding, the DEA could not properly make any of 
the findings xequix'ed. by statute fcx' exxercising its emer- 
gency scheduling power. The evidence submi«ted to date 
suggests that MDIIA has a relatively low potential for abuse, 
not a high potential for abuse. For exxample, out of ap- 
pxoximately ISQ, DOC hospital emergency room episodes involv- 
ing drug abuse repoxted to xhe governmer, t from 1977 through 
1983, only eight have involved IIDf«fA. 
The ques ion of whether IIDIIA has af. Srcepted mad 1- 
ca I use is a cetf « I'al oxle in the on go i. "lg schedul 1po proceed 
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Mr. Chairman 
July 1, 196S 
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ings. Tlie Adm" nl stra 'ive Law Judge cond''ct ing t. iat procepti- 
ing publ icly criticized the DEA for pl e- judgir g that issue 
before all the evidence was in, Attached to t'his lette, is 
an excel pt. Gf the t I'ansC- ipt showing the ct'lt i clast vol Cad 
the Administrar ive Saw Judge of the DEA staff 's pre-judging 
of t. his issue. 
Finally, we do not believe the animal studies 
c Ited by the DEA suppoI"t a finding that MDMA is an ' Imminent 
hazard to public safety, " a f inding that is required in 
order for' the DEA to exercise its emergency scheduling 
power. We ttase Qur Qficlusi on Gr foui' fee Gr's Fi rst & none 
of the studies cited by DEA involve MDMA, All involve dif- 
ferent drugs. Second, the primary study cited by the DEA 
speci 1 ical . y st a'tes it would. be pr'eIIIature to extl'apo1ate 'the. 
results of that study to humans. Third, all the studies 
cited by the DKA involve direct injection of the suostances 
studied into animal*. Bumans take MDMA orally, and the 
di f ferent, route of administration makes it imperative to 
again exercise caution ir* the ext. rapolat ion of these da a 
humans in fact. , pi el imina. y I esitlts recently available 
from the first. animal studies involving the oral adm''nistr a- 
t ion of MDI~ indicate that MDMA is significantly safer when 
adm'nistered orally rathe. than by ir, jection. Fourth, the 
ar. imal studies cited by t. he DEA involved . Injections of ~lax e 
amounts of the subst. ance being studiedl humans take much 
sma ler doses ora lly. Even more importer. t, ly, the studies, 
~cite by t. e DKA as just l f via' px. I apolat ion to humans 
not fiiid any irdicat. ion of neurotozicity at low doses 
parable to those taken by hurIans. 
we are, of course, concerned about reports that 
there may be as yet undiscove: ed adverse effects of MDMA. 
we want to see reseal. ch done to determine both the Iisks and 
benefits Gf MDMA. Pla ing MDHA ir; Schedule 111 would al. :ov 
such reseaich to proceed exped. itiously. 
The DEA'S act. ion in placing MDMA int. o Schedule 
is an abuse of its emergency schedul ng power, and raises 
serious guest'Qns about 'the pioper administl'a'tiQn Qf 
Controlled Substances Act. The Confro'led Substances Act 
prohibits judicial review by the federal cou~ts Qf action 
t. aken by the DEA under its emergency s heduling authority. 
we ther'afore be ipve it ls important fol Congrpss to care 
fully scrutinize this DKA action, we urgently request an 
Oppor't. 'unity to discuss these gues'tions w'th you in decal' ~ 
Richard Cotton a the lav f I rm of Dewey, Ballan- 
t. ine, Bushby Palmer S Wood . 'n Wa" hington, D. C. , wi 11 be 
au a i-able 'to wol k o'u't a alutually conven ) ent t llile 'vith you. 
sr sf f, . Qr tc assist in providing you with any additional 
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4 nfox fcla lion fou stag leal re. Hr. Cot f op s telephone n "™ er is 868- 1004. 
Tbank vou fol pou consi5erat Ion ~ 
1, cate Grinspoon, M. l3. 
Sos» on, Bass. 
George Greer, H. D. , 
San'„a Fa, New He@ice 
Joseph Downing, H. D. , 
San Francisco, Cal'f. 
Richard Ingrasci, 
Hat, ertown, Hass. 
Robert Sync', H. D, , 
La dulia, Calif. 
Rick Sfrassean H, D. , 
Albuquerque, New Hex&co 
Pbilip Holfson, H. D. , 
San Francisco, Ca if. 
pet)era) ftegister / Snl Sf, HO ]aS f Tuetdsy (yrtobvr 34 f(u)cm eF&dRecu silo«5 
DSPA(I TMSHT Dy d)IST&CS 
!D&ug gntorconrertl Adminlstretiori 
g& Cpf& Pert Igpg 
I DoCket NO, 54-45 ) 
sctitiiftitss o't coriwciucd siibsttirices, 
Scrmdultng nf &, 4- 
Nethylened&ox@a&uit&an&ptwtar&4«8 
(55DMA) lntO Schedule I Of the 
Conti'ulled guns'lsiiclir, Ac'I 
Aneucvi Dmg Enforcemer I 
Admir„&trs«or. , )us4ce 
norma: Fms! Tule 
auumanv; This &I a fiosl rule piecing the 
drug 1. 4- 
Iveihvlened&cxymethsmphelsmme 
fh(DSIA) into Schcd ls I of the 
I on&roiied Substsucem Act )CSAi. 
tvfDFSA wiii be elm& wified 85 5 
bciiucinogi'rec comroiled sub&tcorr 
Thii srt'iou wem &nit&sled folio»'my the 
DF ic Pnfomervrn&AD&mnimirsrion'5 
(DEA) revie» ol the sbumr end i)brit 
treriick&ng af M3htA, The As&is&mr t 
Saute!Cry for Hem)ik 13&. 'ptiitmrrrt r, f 
Hes)tk snd Human Service& fDHHSk 
supported ERA'8 pomr«on thst lhe 
subvte res be pleo& d mrv Scbedidc I ol 
thr CSA. Thv effect of tins toie im Io 
i&i&peer' tti* nit&&it&is( miicc'Ittiri& eiiii 
rtgulstory controls of Sched vie 1 on thr 
Tiimfiuisctvw. d&mu&bunco srid 
pomme» of 54DAIA. 
BATN33&r effective dele of Nis cider &5 
hiocember 13, logri. 
ouvp&BNCWF sr&v Inmdiisssv&D&c On )derek Is 1855. Ne Admmistr»tor of t)ie 
Drug Enforcemen& Admit&i triilion 
subri&ued information re!event lo the 
mb mr potentisi sod illicit trsfpcdng of 1. 4-me&hylrnediccymethsmphe&mrmre 
(htDh&A) to the Assistant Secretsry for 
Hesltl:, Depart&neet of Hesiih end 
Hvmsn Servicem f&de(IV, the informstion 
docun en&ed the i 5. ~ . 
mc &hv'lrned ox vine!km mpbets mine. 
trsgiFS ed on the m tree& ss 5(DBIA or 
Tgcstemy-: (li ls an enulog of the 
Schrdu)e 1 cantro)ied substance. 5 4- 
nwthy)coed&oxyamphetsm[rw (h(DA), (2) 
hem no irgnimsts medical umr or 
rrisnupecturmin the Urii&rd s&stem, (1] 
hsm hera &gender«eely myn ther. iced end 
eucouniered tr the l)hei! dr 8 tr. fhc (4! 
p-odc xm s&imuisni snd 
pmydiotominn*iir. cRena &n huirsn 
mtmiisi Io Nose produced by h(DA. sod {5! hei been associated»ith mcd. rsi 
emergrmies vm mported by the Drus 
Abuse kysrning Network [13Ayybt 
ln acco dence &v&th Ihe pro&[sic&&t of 
yt C, S, C. 511[1'1 tbe DEA Admiaimtrs to& 
ii;quet&ted a Br&en&&fit end Inedics) 
cve)Bet&on of thc relevant trifot&nelviit 
snd a mc'hedu)mg recomrnendstion for 
5 4. rim!by!coed&oxgm&elhcmphetsniilie 
from the Asm&smut Secre&Cry ior HesiN. 
On fur&5 5, &(SH, the Admhustrs&or of the 
Drug Sniurrement Adminisbw tloc 
received 8 letter from the Aemistsnl 
Secrctsry for Hee)6. Sctmg on beheif of 
the Sccmtery of the Drpertmcnt of 
Hesith srd Human Services etsting the! 
5. 4. methyim&cdiox3«&wthsmph&cen»ne 
(FADFNA) hat s high pot er tist Nr sbu e 
eiid premratm 5 e&Snit&ran! «sk to the 
cvhiic hevlth. Sod mcommendmg t)mt it 
mho Id be piscari m&o Sc)mdu)e I nf the 
Coo&To!led Substances Acc 
Do July gr. ggot, Ihe Adodnistmtor Of 
he Drug KF&forcemeat Adm&mrosnmc 
ssed upon 5 review of invemtigauons 
bv Dic Drvg S&d Fcvcim&ii Ad&Bi&i&mimi&on 
end reiy&ng on the ecivmiihr snd meihcsi 
e viusuon and the reoommendeiion ol 
die Setm&e&y of lieslth snd Humsn 
Services m accordance with Z1 D. S. C. 
i i[c), &8&ved 8 Nobm nf Proposed 
u)emvktng ic emend g &3DC. H Cf Tiiie 
I of Iht Code uf Federal Srguhtiorm by 
isdng h)D)dA in Schcdutc I as s 
hs))uctnogcn&c con&To))ed eubsmnce. 45 
Fg 5(dac. 5(DS(A was not. St she I time. 
e controlled sobstenm. 
The Houce of Proposed Sulemskutg 
))owed 5&xry days for imerested pa&t&m 
T subnut commen&s„ob&cctmns or 
uee&5 for 8 hes&vng 
SixlceB coc&&Ben&4 were Fitceived ii! 
sp&mm to the notice, seven nf wi&ich 
requested s bearmg 
These conueents and requmte ior 
hesricg FeFee from a variety of 
physidsns counselors. inmtructo&x snd 
others m medical or health rxnv Feb ted 
profesmions, as weg sm fmm former 
so bit'c'lr of exprtilnt'&its) studiwi iri. riii inc the use and effects of hR)kks&. 
AS ot the Prmoi&8 T!T ti&'ii'li'eii diet 
submitted comments sndiot «que&&5 for 
hewtng opposed the prupc&md 
plammeut tif N*suhmtunre in&a 
Schedule L DFtg wsm urged by many to 
dvisy th» proposed sr&inn vet&1 sitar 
additmneimsesrch eoufdbe comp)cled. 
fdrmt fe'tt that pivt&mmsry vssge snd 
stuttmm had shoimw SK&hiA to have 
Snore&out pvient&al veins ss eo sdjund 
to psycho&erspy, ss en snsigrmr and in 
&hv &r etment of prob)vms of drug 
udd&ci&on. 
two&I vf Ihe w&item vigomumiy 
vbjcc&ed I rm of DEA'5 stated hem. c 
io Ii&F prop wsd vc*'i du!&rig Nmt IBT qt h. ding thst h(Dh(A hsd no runecttf 
Curry!ed medical urn& m ttestniici n tlie 
On»ed Sls &em. 5 fr r t I Iii Tempo&id&Fig 
phim&c&sn& sod psvchivtrism rcpv&tvd 
hsv&rd used il Fn Ihrir pT&&et&oct& wit&", 
whsi ther feil were pos&twe resui&5 
)dsoy dtmputed the Agsocy'5 concept ol 
"cane ndy swed&ed med&ce) u& 5, " 
Severe! staled the& the bighiy 
restrictive 8&g&cd&d)ng wturg& wes 
m&ntemp)cted wou)d vgerhveiy end 
presently ongoing mmmch snd 
hde»bhc empt«men&enon, Sotne fdl 
! st Nv ww&s invoivcd 4& I btshung sn ove&I&geon&is Hcw Dtiig penna fFO&&! 
he Food snd Drug Admmimtrstion to 
cu. t ltuinsii Fvmvrch w&ih Ii 
irduie I d&ug wovid be pmiiih itvx to 
iiriy uidivid i! reves&cher A&i&i&rim 
~ !sled that It would be wueaiimi — Io 
bihcvr d I sry pherinmicvtrcml 
compsny would de tioptbe drug 
I Severe) fell tbs&DEA did nol hsve 
ii(fi iciiliiifomvit toi . ger&it&if &1&c 
smart and potentiai u&es of &h&s drug 
nd mged. I)un the PFOPoved schmluiing 
rhon be dc)ayud until DSA hsd die 
opporilt&i!icy Io corimidcF Itch)i &in&is' 
miidieii snd &Boor&5 of cxpcrtmcnim 4ori 
end resesrch. 
A few of the wc term queshuned Nc 
ymd&ng of high abuse potenbsi 88 e 
bssim for p)scement into Schedu)e f. 
y b&ie most of Nem scmnuwledgcd thm 
Sere im same evhienm of immuperv&med 
ove of M3)dA. they fell the reported 
tnmtsnccs of abuse were trat su(Dc!Cot In 
aumbet to wsrrant the coo, dumivo the& il 
ie 8 eubs&enm Bg N e high poteutisl NF 
el&use. Oddm staled that e po&en«el for 
abuse bed not led DFA Io piece certain 
ocher eeiwusucem into Schedule 1 A few 
beiieved lbs& 6cmmsy be meme 
cou(»Sion of this Submtanm with snodwr 
»loch im known to he abused. 54DA, ar d 
that Ih d&RCTenccs between the two 
Shodd be ciosdy cxs&nhwd A number 
o( the wntere were not opposed ro the 
placement of 5(DSIA io&o one id the 
schedvlm m&der tbe I SA. but bebeved 
ths& Scheduie I wss no& tbv sppmpriste 
echednie. 
De Sievember 11. 1854 dw Deputy 
dnnmsuutor pf DEA re(5&&ud the 
mst&BT to thug&tmgcy 8 Adl&IIT&is&FC&ii'8 
w Judge. Fmnciv 3 young, tu conduct 
besnng lm lhe purpose of mmimrd 
fsctusl evidence smd, expert eixmcn 
&Cpm&ling ti&c proposed schedii)irtg o( 
IvfA, fudge yomtg wes three&ed m 
Pod to lhe Adi&iniisttetor of DEA hN 
ndtugm sad recommended conclusions 
8 thv spprapn etc echedui'mg schon &o 
tet&en vrtrh respect to AIDMAgu&don 
fhe qiiem'tiim of whether 5 drug 'w)itch 
g&sm potentisf hw shorn bui no cunvnt)y 
'accepted mad&est use m lme !men& mn 
»gu)Iy he piecm d m sny ectwdelr other 
hss Schedm&c i. The proceedmg warn 
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Educational Background: 
DeSoto High School, DeSoto, TX, graduated with honors and 4. 9 GPA (of 5. 0) 
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